Hazard Mitigation Plan Update
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction
This document is the Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan 2020 Update for the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools. This plan update is developed in accordance with, and fulfills the requirements for, the Pre-Disaster
Mitigation (PDM) and Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP). It also fulfills the requirements for the Flood
Mitigation Assistance Program (FMA) and the Community Rating System Plan (CRS) from FEMA. The plan
addresses natural and manmade hazards that can affect people and property in the City of Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools.

Purpose and Scope
Mitigation is most effective when it is based on a comprehensive, long-term plan that is developed before a
disaster occurs. The purpose of mitigation planning is to identify local policies and actions that can be
implemented over the long term to reduce risk and future losses from hazards. The objective of this plan is to
guide mitigation activities for the next five years. It will ensure that the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools implement hazard mitigation activities that are effective and appropriate for the hazards that threaten
the community. The scope of the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
Update is jurisdiction wide. The plan addresses both short-term and long-term hazard mitigation opportunities
beyond existing federal, state, and local funding programs.

Goal
The overall goal of the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan is to create a
disaster-resistant community and improve the safety and well-being of Stillwater by reducing deaths, injuries,
property damage, environmental and other losses from natural and technological hazards in a manner that
advances community goals, quality of life, and results in a more livable, viable, and sustainable community.
Specific goals and the process by which they were developed are included in Chapter 5 of this plan.

The Planning Process
Planning for this plan update followed a ten-step process, based on guidance and requirements of FEMA1 and
the Community Rating System (CRS):
1. Organize to prepare the plan

6. Set goals

2. Involve the public

7. Review possible activities

3. Coordinate with other agencies and
organizations

8. Draft the action plan

4. Assess the hazard

9. Adopt the plan
10. Implement, evaluate, and revise

5. Assess the problem

Plan Organization
The Plan is organized into six chapters based on the nine tasks identified in the FEMA Local Mitigation Planning
Handbook and FEMA 10-step Planning Process. Some of the tasks and steps are combined into one chapter.
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Chapters 1-2 discuss the process and people needed to complete the remaining mitigation planning tasks and
document the plan update process.

Community Description
The City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are located in Payne County, in north-central Oklahoma. Sitting
at the intersection of U-177 and Oklahoma State Highway 51, Stillwater had an estimated population of 50,391
in 2018. The city is approximately 65 miles northeast of Oklahoma City and 4 miles west of Tulsa. Stillwater is
home to the main campus of Oklahoma State University (OSU).

Governance
Stillwater uses a council-manager system of city government. The elected City Council sets policy, passes
ordinances, and approves the city budget; while, the mayor chairs meetings, signs documents, and serves as the
ceremonial head of the city. The city manager, attorney, and municipal judge are all appointed by the City Council.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/government

Geography
Stillwater incorporates about 28.3 square miles. Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are located in the Cross
Timbers Transition, an ecoregion of forest and prairie transitioning from the drier plains of the west to the wetter
forests of the east. Native vegetation ranges from grasses such as bluestem, switchgrass, and Indiangass to
woody plants such as oaks, hickory, cottonwood and elm.
Stillwater is also crossed by several streams and creeks, and it includes several lakes. Stillwater Creek flows
southeast through the southern portion of the city, while Boomer Creek flows south out of Boomer Lake.
Landcover in Stillwater is urbanized in the City’s central area with a mixture of grasslands and agriculture around
the periphery. Riparian areas have a mixture of forests.

Climate
Stillwater has a yearly average temperature of 60° F and an average precipitation of 37.34 inches. Summer
temperatures often can reach and remain over 100° F for several days and can be accompanied by high
humidity. Stillwater experiences convective thunderstorms which contribute much of the rain the City sees.
Precipitation is spread fairly evenly throughout the year. Stillwater averages 8 inches of snowfall a year between
December and March. January is the coldest month on average, with an average high of 49° and an average low
of 23°.
Severe weather occurs mainly between March and July. High winds, hail, floods, and tornadoes are all included in
that, however they can be experienced year-round.

History
Stillwater was official established in April of 1889, though a short lived “Boomer” settlement had been
established in the area in 1884. OSU was founded in 1890 as Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College.
For most of its history, Stillwater has been an agricultural community and university town.
Boomer Lake was built in 1927 and expanded in 1932 for water supply and power generation. Lake Carl
Blackwell was constructed in the late 1930s and later deeded to the University. Lake McMurtry, which is owned
by the City, was constructed in 1971 for water supply, flood control, and recreation.
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The current Emergency Communication Center (ECC) was constructed as part of the new municipal building in
2002.

Community Assets
Community Assets are defined broadly to include anything that is important to the character and function of a
community and can be described very generally in the following four categories: People, Economy, Built
Environment, Natural Environment.
Although all assets may be affected by hazards, some assets are more vulnerable because of their physical
characteristics or socioeconomic uses. This section describes community assets in the City of Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools.

People
Every person in the City of Stillwater is exposed to at least one of the hazards identified in this plan.
Understanding who is being affected by disaster is important when preparing for future events. Social and
economic characteristics may limit an individual’s ability to understand their risk, respond to and recover from
disasters.
These groups of people will be referenced throughout the vulnerability sections in Chapter 4, their locations are
displayed on the following maps. A breakdown of socioeconomic information is included in Table 1-1. Data from
the US Census and the US Bureau of Labor Statistics was used to illustrate the relationship between population
and potential hazards in Stillwater. Further information on Stillwater’s social vulnerability can be found in the risk
assessment.
The Census, through American FactFinder, estimated Stillwater’s population at 50,391. The daytime population
is likely higher due to commuters, especially OSU students.
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Percent of Population age 65 years & Over

Percent of Population Below Poverty Level
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Percent of Population Non-English Spoken at Home

Percent of Population Non-High School Graduates
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Percent of Population Under Age 5

Economy
After a disaster, economic resiliency drives recovery. Stillwater has specific economic drivers that are important
to understand when planning to reduce the impacts of hazards and disasters to the local economy. According to
the ACS 5 year survey, Stillwater’s major industries in 2017 were educational services, and health care, and
social assistance; Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation, and food services; and retail trade.

Built Environment
The built environment includes existing structures, infrastructure systems, critical facilities, and cultural
resources.

Existing Structures
All structures are exposed to risk, but certain buildings or concentrations of buildings may be more vulnerable
because of their location, age, construction type, condition, or use. The total number of structures by type and
estimated market value are included in Table 1-2.

City of Stillwater Built Environment
Structure Type

Number

Est. Market Value

Residential Single-Family

10,981

$1,486,033,912

Residential Multi-Family

2,061

$506,265,836

Commercial

1,055

$700,461,066

Other

524

$240,577,498

Total

14,621

$2,933,338,312
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Infrastructure
Infrastructure systems are critical for life safety and economic viability and include transportation, power,
communication, and water and wastewater systems. Many critical facilities depend on infrastructure to function.
For example, hospitals need electricity, water, and sewer to continue helping patients. As with critical facilities,
the continued operations of infrastructure systems during and following a disaster are key factors in the severity
of impacts and the speed of recovery. Water, sanitary sewer, and stormwater services are provided by the City.
Electricity is provided by a public enterprise, Stillwater Electric Utility. Bulk electricity is purchased through the
Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA). Natural gas service is provided by Oklahoma Natural Gas. LifeNet provides
emergency medical services.

Critical Facilities
Critical facilities are structures and institutions necessary for a community’s response to and recovery from
emergencies. Critical facilities must continue to operate during and following a disaster to reduce the severity of
impacts and accelerate recovery. When identifying vulnerabilities, consider both the structural integrity and
content value of critical facilities and the effects of interrupting their services to the community. A complete list of
public and private critical facilities is included in Appendix A.

Cultural Resources2
Stillwater is home to 14 historic properties. These properties were mapped and assessed for geographic

Future Development and Development Since the 2015 Update
An effective way to reduce future losses is to avoid development in known hazard areas and to enforce the
development of safe structures in other areas. In other words, keep people, businesses, and buildings out of
harm’s way from the beginning. Stillwater has continued to develop since 2015, but no major changes have
occurred to its development pattern. There are regulations in place that address some hazard mitigation
concerns, especially with regards to floodplain management and continuing to reduce flood risk. This information
is outlined in the Capability Assessment. The development that has occurred since 2015 has not in any knowing
way altered the jurisdiction’s vulnerability to natural hazards.

Natural Environment
Environmental assets and natural resources are important to Stillwater’s quality of life and support the economy
through agriculture, tourism and recreation. Environmental assets also provide a variety of other ecosystem
services, such as clean air and water. Natural environmental systems can reduce hazard impacts and increase
resiliency. For instance, wetlands and riparian areas help absorb flood waters, soils and landscaping contribute
to stormwater management, and vegetation provides erosion control and reduces runoff. Conservation of
environmental assets may present opportunities to meet mitigation and other community objectives, such as
protecting sensitive habitat, developing parks and trails, or contributing to the economy.

.
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Chapter 2 The Planning Process
Hazard Mitigation Planning and the Community Rating
System
The planning for the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools followed a ten-step process, based on the
guidance and requirements of the FEMA Community Rating System. The ten steps are described on the following
pages. The Local Mitigation Plan Review Guide, Local Mitigation Planning Handbook, and CRS Coordinators
Manual, Activity 510, were used to ensure Local Mitigation Planning requirements and CRS Floodplain
Management requirements were met.

Step One: Organize to Prepare the Plan
The City of Stillwater secured funding for this update through the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program. The planning
process was formally created by a resolution of the City Council of Stillwater. The resolution designated the that
the City of Stillwater All Hazard, Whole Community, Planning Group Members, act as the Stillwater Hazard
Mitigation Planning Committee for the 2020 plan update. The All Hazard Whole Community Planning Group
consists of citizens, community leaders, government staff personnel, stakeholders and professionals active in
disasters, hereafter referred to as the Committee. Members of the committee, and their affiliation are listed
below.

Committee Members
Alden Graybill – Oklahoma Emergency
Management, Recovery Manager
Allison Whitsitt – Oklahoma Emergency
Management, Northeast Area Coordinator
Anita Kauffman – Payne County Conservation
District, Director
Bill Smiley – US Army Corps of Engineers, Tulsa
District, Chief Emergency Management Director
Brad Stewart – Stillwater Information Technology
Manager
Chris Franks – Stillwater Environmental
Programs, Manager
Clint Oliver – Stillwater Electric Utility, Electric
Distribution Supervisor
Craig Buchanan – Stillwater Information
Technology, Security Administrator
Dana Renner – Stillwater Public Schools,
Assistant Superintendent of Operations
David Casey - Stillwater Emergency
Management, Volunteer
David Lyons – Stillwater Regional Airport,
Operations Chief.
James Driskel – Stillwater Water Utilities, Field
Services Team Leader
Janet Meshek – Meshek & Associates, LLC,
Principal Engineer
Jeff Kuhn – Payne County Emergency
Management, Director

Jeff Watts – Stillwater Police Department, Police
Chief
Loren Smith – Stillwater Electric Utility, Director
Marc Moore – Stillwater Public Schools,
Superintendent
Mark White – Stillwater Public Works,
Operations Director
Mary Dickey – Stillwater Animal Welfare, Shelter
Director
Matt Rollins – Oklahoma Emergency
Management, State Hazard Mitigation Officer
Melissa Reames – City of Stillwater, Deputy City
Manager
Monty Karns- Stillwater Transportation Director
Paul Priegel – Stillwater Regional Airport,
Director
Paula Dennison – Stillwater City Manager’s
Office, Assistant City Manager
Rachel Riley – Southern Climate Impacts
Planning Program, Deputy Director
Rena Hines – Meridian Technology, Director,
Adult and Community Education
Rob Hill – Stillwater Emergency Management,
Director
Ron Fury – Stillwater Animal Welfare, Officer
Ron Hill – OSU-STW Emergency Management,
Director
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Roy Lavicky – Stillwater Information Technology,
Applications and Communications Specialist
Shannon Jordan – Stillwater Police Department,
Assistant Police Chief
Sherry Fletcher – Stillwater Marketing & Civic
Engagement, Director
Steve Palladino – Oklahoma Emergency
Management, Operations Director
Steven Gulick – Stillwater Medical Center,
Director of Facilities

Tom Bradley – Stillwater Fire Department, Fire
Chief
Tom Duncan – OSU-STW Transportation,
Assistant Manager
Tracy Keeley – Oklahoma Insurance
Department, Education Field Representative
Zack Henson – City of Stillwater, Stormwater
Programs Manager, Floodplain Administrator

The Committee met according to the schedule in the 2020 Plan Update Meeting Schedule table, to review
preventative measures, property protection, natural resource protection, emergency services, structural flood
control projects and public information. This review led to the development of the plan and recommend goals and
objectives, mitigation measures, and priorities for mitigation actions. During the planning process the Committee
reviewed progress, identified issues, received task assignments, and advised the consultants. Staff from multiple
City and School Departments were actively involved in the plan update process. They provided information on
current City and School District resources and procedures, as well as previous hazard impacts, vulnerability
concerns, and goals.
Three general types of meetings were held throughout the planning process. All meetings were open to the public
and stakeholders, as well as the Planning Committee (see below). The first meeting type, Public Workshops, were
more heavily advertised to the general public. The purpose of these workshops was to provide general mitigation
information to the general public, receive feedback, and answer questions. Committee workshops were all day
meetings designed to facilitate detailed conversations between local experts on mitigation topics. Committee
meetings were shorter meetings designed to tackle a more limited topic.

Step Two: Involve the Public
All meetings of the Planning Committee were open to the public and posted on the Stillwater Emergency
Management social media outlets. Two public meetings were held. The first workshop on October 21, 2019 gave
the public an opportunity to provide input on the natural hazards, problems and possible solutions to be included
in the plan. The second public meeting held on March 12, 2020 gave the public an opportunity to provide input
on the recommended/draft Hazard Mitigation Plan prior to submittal of the plan to Oklahoma Emergency
Management.
The March 12th meeting allowed the general public to interact with hazard experts and learn how to take steps
now in reducing risk. A survey was distributed at the March 12th meeting and remains live on the Stillwater
Hazard Mitigation Website to solicit feedback from citizens of Stillwater. Feedback from the meeting was
incorporated into the risk assessment prior to submitting the plan to Oklahoma Emergency Management.
Citizens in attendance were new to the City of Stillwater and the state of Oklahoma. This became an opportunity
for the Stillwater Emergency Management Director to share information about hazards faced, and actions taken
to reduce risk. The survey generated five responses and was considered by the committee for incorporation into
the final action plan. The survey will remain online, and likely change over time. The intent is to determine
continuing needs for educating the public on various hazard information.
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2020 Plan Update Meeting Schedule
Meeting

Date

Purpose

Committee and Public
Workshop

October 21, 2019

Introduction to plan process and organization.
Collect information on Stillwater and Stillwater Public
School’s existing mitigation practices and
capabilities.

Committee Meeting

December 4, 2019

Conduct a risk assessment for the City for each
natural hazard.

Committee Workshop

December 18, 2019

Review risk assessment observations

Committee Workshop

January 8, 2020

Discuss possible hazard mitigation solutions for the
identified natural hazards and criteria for an action
plan.

Committee Meeting

January 22, 2020

Discuss goal of the Hazard Mitigation Strategy

Meeting – Stillwater Public
Schools

March 11, 2020

Discuss Stillwater Public School’s specific
vulnerabilities, previous impacts, and hazard
mitigation actions.

Public Meeting

March 12, 2020

Provide information to the general public and receive
feedback on hazard vulnerabilities and mitigation
actions.

Step Three: Coordinate with Other Agencies and Organizations
Stillwater contacted entities including neighboring communities, tribes, local, state and federal agencies,
businesses and other private and non-profit organizations, hereafter referred to as Stakeholders, by email or
phone. Any person involved in the 2020 update, not directly employed by the City of Stillwater or Stillwater Public
Schools, is considered a Stakeholder. These Stakeholders were also considered part of the Planning Committee.
Stakeholders were personally interviewed to review their existing studies, reports and technical information and
their needs, goals and plans for the area. Most stakeholders attended meetings themselves, where they provided
insight and expertise in helping review the existing 2015 Stillwater Hazard Mitigation Plan and determine what
was still relevant, assess the identified hazards and resulting problems associated with each hazard,
determine/develop appropriate mitigation measures and draft an action plan. At the fourth workshop, attending
Stakeholders reviewed the draft Hazard Mitigation Plan and provided final comments and recommendations prior
to adoption of the 2020 Stillwater Hazard Mitigation Plan. Other stakeholders provided input through email or
direct conversation. Participating stakeholders are included on the list of committee members presented earlier.
The only Stakeholder invited to participate, but not represented at any meetings, was the National Weather
Service in Norman due to scheduling conflicts. Public and stakeholder participation in the planning process
provided critical information on the vulnerability of the City to each hazard, which assisted creating the risk
assessment. Input also facilitated creating and prioritizing mitigation strategies into the Action Plan.

Step Four: Assess the Hazard
The Committee collected data on the hazards from available sources, the 2015 Stillwater Hazard Mitigation Plan,
and the 2019 State of Oklahoma Hazard Mitigation Plan. The Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment,
Chapter 4, includes a description of the type, location, and extent of natural hazards that can affect Stillwater
and Stillwater Public Schools. The Plan includes information on previous occurrences of hazard events and the
probability of future events. The Simple Planning Tool for Oklahoma Climate Hazards, produced by the Southern
Climate Impacts Planning Program (SCIPP, www.southernclimate.org), was used for the hazard assessment. The
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Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program (SCIPP) is one of 11 National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISA) teams. Hazards from the 2014 plan
were reviewed and updated in December. At the second stakeholder workshop in December 2019, worksheets
from the FEMA Local Mitigation Planning Handbook were used to discuss the hazards.

Step Five: Assess the Problem
The hazard data was analyzed in light of what it means to public safety, health, buildings, transportation,
infrastructure, critical facilities, the natural environment, endangered species and the economy.
Building footprints and property parcels were used to estimate potential losses from the site-specific hazards
identified in the Risk Assessment. Building footprint polygons within Stillwater were selected from computer
generated building footprints covering all 50 US states released publicly by Microsoft in 2019. Polygons
representing current parcel records from the Payne County Assessors offices were used. The following
methodology was used to estimate the total number of structures impacted and the total market value of the
properties impacted by each hazard. Property damage estimates were not calculated for the general area
hazards.
Building footprint polygons that intersected spatially with each hazard were identified. The identified building
footprints were then matched with their spatially coincident parcel record polygons. The total number of
matching property parcel records was calculated to estimate the total number of properties impacted. The sum
of the market value provided in the property parcel records was calculated to estimate the total value of
properties impacted. Specific problem statements, or observations, are included for each hazard.

Step Six: Set Goals
Project and community hazard mitigation goals and objectives for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools were
developed by the PPI to guide the development of the plan. The hazard mitigation goals are listed in the
Mitigation Strategy.

Step Seven: Review Possible Activities
There were eighty mitigation actions identified in the 2015 mitigation plan. This report includes the status of
each mitigation action, whether or not the action is achieving expectations, and if not if it should be modified. A
review of the 2015 mitigation actions along with the latest annual report was completed by the planning team.
Actions were evaluated with the intent of carrying over any not started, or continuous for the next five years.
Actions with the same intent were combined into a general action item. Specific observations and problem
statements, resulting in the actions listed in Chapter 5, are included at the end of each hazard section in the Risk
Assessment. Wide varieties of measures that can affect hazards or the damage from hazards were examined. A
more detailed description of each category is located in the Mitigation Strategy.

Step Eight: Draft an Action Plan
The planning team reviewed observations from the risk assessment and results of the capability assessment
when considering different actions. The planning team evaluated and prioritized the most suitable mitigation
actions for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools to implement. The mitigation strategy analyzes actions and
projects considered to reduce the impacts of hazards identified in the risk assessment and identifies the actions
and/or projects that Stillwater intends to implement.
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Step Nine: Adopt the Plan
The Draft Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Update 2020 was submitted to
the Oklahoma Department of Emergency Management and FEMA Region VI for review and approval. The final
plan was approved and adopted by the Stillwater City Council and Stillwater Public Schools Board.

Step Ten: Implement, Evaluate, and Revise
Adoption of the Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan is only the beginning of this effort. Community offices, other
agencies, and private partners will proceed with implementation. The Committee will continue to meet on a
regular basis to monitor progress, evaluate the activities, and periodically recommend revisions to the Plan and
Mitigation Action Items. These findings and recommendations will be included in the annual report prepared
under the direction of the Committee. The plan will be formally updated a minimum of every five years, as
required by FEMA. The Stillwater Emergency Management Director is responsible for updating the Hazard
Mitigation Plan and submitting to the state and FEMA for approval.
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Chapter 3:
The Capability Assessment
Mitigation Capabilities
Stillwater and Stillwater Public School Districts can do a number of things to prevent or mitigate the impacts of
natural disasters. Such actions range from instituting regulatory measures (e.g., building and zoning codes) and
establishing Emergency Operations Plans (EOP) and Emergency Operations Centers (EOC), to purchasing fire
trucks and ambulances and constructing large and small infrastructure projects like levees and safe rooms. The
City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools have already made considerable investments in these critical
areas. The sections that follow in this Chapter survey the regulations, plans and infrastructure that are in place
for avoiding or mitigating the impacts of natural hazards. This survey is based on Task 4 of FEMA’s Local
Mitigation Planning Handbook and assesses existing authorities, policies, programs, and resources available to
accomplish mitigation.
For this update, the Planning Team reviewed the information provided in Chapter 2: Existing Mitigation Strategies
of the 2015 Plan and updated data as appropriate. Chapter 2 is renamed from Community Information, to
Capability Assessment herein. The Planning Team reviewed relevant community studies, plans, reports, and
technical documents in the inventory, evaluation and planning phases of the Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
development. The Comprehensive Plan was used to determine community growth patterns and identify areas of
future development. The Capital Improvements Plan was used to determine priorities of public infrastructure
improvements and timing of potential future development. These plans were used to identify areas of future
growth and development so that hazardous areas could be identified, evaluated, planned for, and appropriate
mitigation measures taken.
The Planning Team involved numerous stakeholders from neighboring communities, tribes, counties, agencies
and non-profit organizations to determine if they had studies, plans or information pertinent to floodplain
management that would affect and/or support Stillwater’s Hazard Mitigation Plan. In addition to local
capabilities, there are several national hazard mitigation programs developed by FEMA and other agencies that
are designed to help communities organize their mitigation activities. This section looks at Stillwater’s and
Stillwater Public Schools’ participation and progress in these programs.

Types of Capabilities
The primary types of capabilities for reducing long-term vulnerability through mitigation planning are the
following:
• Planning and Regulatory

• Financial

• Administrative and Technical

• Education and outreach

Planning and Regulatory:
Planning and regulatory capabilities are based on the implementation of ordinances, policies, local laws and
State statutes, and plans and programs that relate to guiding and managing growth and development. Examples
of planning capabilities that can either enable or inhibit mitigation include comprehensive land use plans, capital
improvements programs, transportation plans, small area development plans, disaster recovery and
reconstruction plans, and emergency preparedness and response plans.
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Financial
Financial capabilities are the resources that a jurisdiction has access to or is eligible to use to fund mitigation
actions. The costs associated with implementing mitigation activities vary. Some mitigation actions such as
building assessment or outreach efforts require little to no costs other than staff time and existing operating
budgets. Other actions, such as the acquisition of flood-prone properties, could require a substantial monetary
commitment from local, State, and Federal funding sources.
Some local governments may have access to a recurring source of revenue beyond property, sales, and income
taxes, such as stormwater utility or development impact fees. These communities may be able to use the funds
to support local mitigation efforts independently or as the local match or cost-share often required for grant
funding.

Administrative and Technical
Administrative and technical capability refers to the community’s staff and their skills and tools that can be used
for mitigation planning and to implement specific mitigation actions. It also refers to the ability to access and
coordinate these resources effectively.

Education and Outreach
This type of capability refers to education and outreach programs and methods already in place that could be
used to implement mitigation activities and communicate hazard-related information.

City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Capabilities
This section documents what existing plans, studies, reports, and technical information were reviewed and how
relevant information was incorporated into the mitigation plan. The Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools used
the Capability Assessment Worksheet, below, to meet this requirement. Excerpts from applicable plans, rules,
and regulations follow, which provide more detail on the existing policies related to hazard mitigation and
highlight where the city has made efforts above and beyond the standard policies. Additionally, citations and
footnotes throughout the document demonstrate incorporation of other plans.

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)

Stillwater became a member of the NFIP in 1973. All Stillwater residents are eligible to purchase federal flood
insurance at a discounted rate due to its participation in the Community Rating System as well.
The City of Stillwater will continue to meet minimum NFIP requirements and exceed those requirements by
enforcing local Regulatory Floodplain Ordinances and by participating in the Community Rating System (CRS)
program.
Stillwater requires an Earth Change, Grading, and Floodplain Development Permit for all development within the
floodplain. This application requires proof of adherence to floodplain requirements, which includes flood
protection, flood proofing, and compensatory storage design. Floodplain requirements are enforced when existing
structures are substantial improved or substantial damaged.
Stormwater detention. One way to avoid increased flooding downstream from new development is to provide
stormwater detention basins throughout watersheds. New or substantially improved developments must detain
the excess stormwater on site - unless they are exempted in master plans or allowed to pay a fee in lieu of on-site
detention. Water from detention basins is released slowly downstream.
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Comprehensive or Valley storage. Flood water cannot be compressed. It requires space. Encroachments into a
channel or floodplain can dam, divert, or displace flood waters. Stillwater requires compensatory excavation if a
development - including a flood control project - would reduce valley storage.
Freeboard. NFIP regulations require finished floors of new development to be at or above the base flood
elevation, based on existing watershed conditions. Stillwater includes freeboard as another margin of safety,
requiring new residential finished floors to be at least 1 foot above the FEMA Base Flood Elevation (BFE). Nonresidential structures in a floodplain must have finished floors at least 1 foot above the BFE or floodproofed to at
least 1 foot above the BFE.
Erosion and sedimentation. Erosion and sedimentation rob hillsides of valuable topsoil, dam lowlands, clog
streams, and pollute rivers. Builders must control site erosion from new development and must obtain an Earth
Change, Grading, and Floodplain Development Permit from the City of Stillwater.
Permits and performance standards. Stillwater requires an Earth Change, Grading, and Floodplain Development
Permit to be issued before developing, redeveloping, building, excavating, grading, regrading, paving, landfilling,
berming, or diking of any property within the SFHA. Additionally, a drainage plan and drainage study is required
for any new development to enforce the requirement that no increase in peak stormwater flows will result from
the development.

The Community Rating System (CRS)

The CRS is a voluntary program that seeks to reduce flood losses, facilitate accurate insurance rating, and
promote awareness of flood insurance by creating
City of Stillwater CRS Activities
incentives for a community to go beyond minimum
floodplain management requirements. The CRS is a part
 Public Information Activities
of the National Flood Insurance Program that helps
 Mapping and Regulatory Activities
coordinate all flood-related activities of the City.
Stillwater has participated in the CRS since 1985.
 Flood Damage Reduction Activities
Stillwater is a Class 7 community, earning its residents a
 Flood Preparedness Activities
15% for policies in the SFHA and a 5% discount for
policies outside the SFHA. All rates are based on where
the structure is located in FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). New Digital Maps (DFIRMs) became
effective in May 16, 2007. A summary of City of Stillwater’s flood insurance policies, according to NFIP, as of July
31, 2019.

City of Stillwater Flood Insurance Policies1
Flood Insurance
Flood Insurance Policies in Force
Values of Insurance in Force
Premiums in Force
Total Losses
Flood Losses Paid

Amounts
152
$33,653,000
$108,790
82
$829,905

Flood and Stormwater Management

Stillwater has dealt with flooding for many years. Unlike many communities, the City of Stillwater regulates to a
higher standard in order to reduce future flood losses. As a minimum standard, the FEMA Special Flood-Hazard
Area (SFHA), or “100-year” floodplain, is an area that has a 1% chance of flooding in any given year. FEMA SFHA
1

NFIP Policy and Claims Statistics, 2019
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floodplains are designated on FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM). The SFHA identifies the National Flood
Insurance Program’s (NFIP) minimum national standard, which reflects the development conditions at the time of
the study, and typically stops where the contributing drainage area is one square mile.
In light of heightened awareness of flooding outside of the SFHA, Stillwater is embarking on a multi-year Stillwater
Creek Watershed Management Plan, beginning with a Needs Assessment. The Needs Assessment will determine
a baseline water quality and stormwater channel/infrastructure assessment. This will prioritize the work
remaining in order to update all of the City’s stormwater- and floodplain-related data, develop flood mitigation
actions as well as preventative measures to maintain the integrity of the overall system, inform the public of the
current flood hazard, and to correct existing and prevent future flooding problems. This will identify the 1% (100year) flooding that would occur when contributing watersheds are fully developed and extend upstream to a
contributing drainage area of 40 acres rather than FEMA’s standard of 1 square mile.
Currently, the City enforces FEMA SFHA through its development permit, the Earth Change, Grading, and
Floodplain Development Permit and the requirement for drainage studies and a drainage plan where warranted.
Most of the SFHA’s have floodways, generally the most dangerous center strip along a water course, is where
water is apt to run faster and deeper. The City of Stillwater does not allow any rise in the BFE in Zones A and AE
and requires both upstream detention of excess flows and compensatory storage to mitigate flooding. The City
currently does not require developers to consider a fully urbanized watershed.
A Storm Drain Plan was prepared in January 1968 that outlined many storm sewer improvements and storm
drain line improvements. Most of the open channel recommendations were concrete-lined and several of those
were implemented. In May 2003, the City adopted a Stormwater Management Master Plan that was based on
current (at the time) HEC-RAS models obtained by the NFIP. Those improvements were not implemented.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Comprehensive Plan
Capital Improvement

Water Utility Engineering

Water Utility

Stillwater Electric Utility

SEMA

Stillwater Stormwater

Stillwater IT

Stillwater Public Works

Stillwater Development
Services

Stillwater Planning

The following matrix lists the plans and ordinances and the department or agency that maintains them. A more
detailed description of each plan or ordinance follows.

X
X

X

X

X

Economic
Development
Emergency
Operations

X

X

X

Continuity of
Operations
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X

Water Utility Engineering

Water Utility

Stillwater Electric Utility

SEMA

Stillwater Stormwater

Stillwater IT

Stillwater Public Works

Stillwater Development
Services

Stillwater Planning
Transportation

X

Stormwater
Management

X

Brownsfields
Dam Failure EAP

X

Debris Removal
RL/Open Space
2015 ICC Building
Code

X

Zoning Ordinance

X

Floodplain Ordinance

X

Flood Insurance Rate
Maps

X

Snow and Ice
Removal Plans

X

Comprehensive Plan:

The Stillwater 2030 C3 Comprehensive Plan lays out the policies and long-range land use goals for the City of
Stillwater. The Plan also incorporates and references the City’s Hazard Mitigation Plan in Chapter 7, and it
discusses stormwater management as well as other environmental considerations for future development. The
Plan is available for download here: http://stillwater.org/document-center/detail/id/33. The Plan is maintained
by the City’s Planning Department on behalf of the Planning Commission.
Stillwater Public Schools plans long range facility development based on projected needs.

Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)

Referred to as the Community Investment Program, the CIP is a five-year investment program. The CIP addresses
a wide array of infrastructure and facilities. A similarly wide range of funding mechanisms are available to fund
CIP projects. Projects should be developed for other hazards such as tornadoes, high wind events, winter storms,
etc. and a viable source of funding identified. http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/financialcenter/community-investment-program
Stillwater Public Schools maintains funds to repair or rebuild following possible storm damages. The School
District will be working on a bond package for new projects that is scheduled for 2023.
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Economic Development Plan

Stillwater has an economic development plan.
Tax Increment Financing, TIFs can be used to improve infrastructure or services within a defined area, promoting
the viability of existing and new enterprises. Stillwater has three active TIF districts, Stillwater North Perkins,
Stillwater West 51 Development, and Stillwater (Re)Investment Plan.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/financial-center/tax-increment-finance-tif

Local Partners in Economic Development
Stillwater Chamber of Commerce
Tasked with improving Stillwater’s economic environment, the Chamber of Commerce has functions related to
business recruitment and retention. https://www.stillwaterchamber.org/

Local Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) and Recovery Planning

The City of Stillwater maintains its EOP through Stillwater Emergency Management Department (SEMA). The plan
is updated on a biannual basis. Stillwater Public Schools uses Standard Response Protocol and coordinates
closely with the Stillwater Emergency Management Director.

Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP)

City departments are individually responsible for creating and maintaining their own continuity of operations plan.
Some departments have them and others do not. During the 2020 Hazard Mitigation Plan update, the Planning
Team discussed the need for COOP planning across departments, and with the Stillwater Chamber of Commerce.
In the Spring of 2020 the City of Stillwater, Stillwater Chamber of Commerce, and local businesses plan to
partake in Business Continuity and COOP training conducted by the Disaster Resilience Network.

Transportation Plan

The Stillwater Transportation Enhancement Plan (STEP), developed recommended transportation improvements
for the City based on land uses, demographics, and the existing system. STEP produced goals and objectives
related to the City’s right-of-way, car, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure and provides a functional
classification system for roadways within Stillwater.

Stormwater Management Program
Stormwater Services is the division of Stillwater’s Engineering Department responsible for the City’s stormwater
system. One of their primary functions is to maintain compliance with Oklahoma’s Phase II Stormwater Program.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departments-divisions/stormwater .

Other Special Plans
The City of Stillwater has an Annexation Plan outlining the criteria for annexation and identifying some areas for
future annexation.
Stillwater has a number of additional master plans ranging from Multi-Modal Transportation to Corridor
Redevelopment. These plans lay out long-range goals and policies.
The City also has a Debris Management Plan.

Building Codes, Permitting, and Inspections

Building Code: Stillwater has adopted the 2015 model code editions (2014 for Electric).
BCEGS Score:
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Fire Department ISO Rating: 2
Site Plan Review Requirements: Site plans are reviewed for drainage when impacting a floodplain.

Zoning, Subdivision, and Flooding Ordinances Use Planning and Ordinances

Zoning Ordinance: Stillwater’s zoning ordinances can be found in Chapter 23 of the City Code. The land use
classifications do not directly address hazards.
Landscaping, Screening, and Environmental Standards: Stillwater requires minimum plantings in part to mitigate
runoff and heat.
Subdivision Ordinance: Stillwater’s subdivision regulations require that the floodplain be delineated. Drainage
and stormwater infrastructure easements are also required.
Floodplain Ordinance: Stillwater’s floodplain ordinance contains a variety of requirements ranging from
freeboard requirement to compensatory storage.
Flood Insurance Rate Maps: Stillwater adopted FEMA’s report and FIRM as the official floodplains.
Acquisition of Land for Open Space and Public Recreation Uses:

Administrative and Technical Capabilities

Planning Commission

Water Utility Engineering

X

Chief Building Official

X

Floodplain Administrator

X

Emergency Manager

Warning Systems/Services

Water Utility

X

Mutual Aid Agreements

GIS Coordinator

Stillwater Electric Utility

X

Maint. Programs to Reduce Risk

Civil Engineers

SEMA

X

Mitigation Planning Committee

Community Planner

Stillwater Stormwater

Stillwater IT

Stillwater Public Works

Stillwater Development
Services

Stillwater Planning

The City of Stillwater has the following capabilities. These include staff and their skills and tools that can be used
for mitigation planning and to implement specific mitigation actions.

X
X
X

X
X
X
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Stillwater Planning

Stillwater Development
Services

Stillwater Public Works

Stillwater IT

Stillwater Stormwater

SEMA

Stillwater Electric Utility

Water Utility

Water Utility Engineering

Hazard Data & Information

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Grant Writers

X

HAZUS Analysis.

Administrative:
Planning Commission: The Stillwater Planning Commission is tasked with promoting an orderly and efficient
arrangement of land use projects. Its primary function is to recommend boundaries and regulations for the
zoning districts, as well as provide recommendations related to the subdivision of land.
Mitigation Planning Committee: Formed to help oversee the creation of this plan.
Maintenance Programs to Reduce Risk: The Stormwater Department maintains drainage systems and checks
known problem areas after every significant rainfall event.
Mutual Aid Agreements: There is a statewide mutual aid compact in effect within Oklahoma that automatically
allows the city to provide or request mutual aid to or from other jurisdictions.
Engineering Services: City Engineering is responsible for the design and construction of high-quality multi-modal
transportation infrastructure. Stormwater Services is a division within the department that is responsible for a
complementary stormwater system. http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departments-divisions/cityengineering
Grants: Stillwater has a Grants Division to assist with the procurement and administration of grants. The division
oversees the City’s annual CDBG process, which can be used as match for HMA grants.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departments-divisions/finance-department/grants

Staff:
**Note: All staff listed are full time employees. **
Chief Building Official: The City of Stillwater employs a manager of their Development Services. Development
Services includes Planning, Permits, Floodplain Management, GIS, and other services.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departments-divisions/development-services
Floodplain Administrator: Stillwater’s floodplain management requires an application of all development within
the floodplain, which are reviewed by the floodplain administrator. The City’s floodplain management program is
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administered by CFM’s who receive CECs annually. http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departmentsdivisions/development-services/floodplain-management
Emergency Manager: Stillwater Emergency Management Agency (SEMA) plans for all hazards, works to reduce
threats, and prepares Stillwater residents and organizations to respond to and recover from any emergency,
including terrorism. http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departments-divisions/emergencymanagement
Stillwater Public Schools deputy superintendent and resource officer act as the district’s emergency manager.
Community Planner: Stillwater’s planning team prepares a variety of long-range master plans as well as
administers land development standards. The Planning team provides support to the planning commission.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/government/departments-divisions/development-services/planning
GIS Coordinator: The City GIS group provides online access to an array of maps for public access.
http://stillwater.org/page/home/online-services/mapping-stillwater
Director of Facilities: Stillwater School District has a director of facilities.

Technical:
Warning Systems/Services: SEMA operates the City’s and OSU’s outdoor warning sirens. In addition, SEMA uses
social media and the Be Informed Stillwater mass notification system to distribute messages during
emergencies. Barricades, signs, and PA systems may be used during emergencies for area specific warnings. The
school district is connected to the warning systems.
Hazard Data and Information: The HMP has extensive data and information on all hazards affecting the
community. Hazard data is maintained in GIS format. Most mitigation measures in the plan are being
implemented.
Grant Writing: The City has some grant writing capabilities and has been successful in obtaining FEMA Hazard
Mitigation Assistance Grants in the past. Stillwater Public Schools also has grant writing capabilities.
HAZUS Analysis: No one at the City or School District uses HAZUS.
How can these capabilities be expanded and improved to reduce risk?
Grant applications should be prepared in advance for eligible projects for quick submittal when funding
opportunities occur.

Financial Capabilities
The following is a list of funding resources for hazard mitigation the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools
have access to or may be eligible for in the future.

Funding Source

Use

Capital Improvement Project

CIP funding is used for stormwater mitigation
activities.

Transportation Improvement Fund

A half-cent sales tax that is used to address
transportation issues, primarily street projects.
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Funding Source

Use

Fees for water, sewer, gas or electrical service

Utility fees are used to maintain and expand utility
services.

Impact fees for new development

Impact fees can be used to help offset costs of public
infrastructure for new development. In some cases,
developers can pay a fee in lieu of onsite detention.

Stormwater Utility fee

Utility fees are used to maintain and expand the utility
systems.

Incur debt through General Obligation or special tax
bonds

Bonds are used to fund specifically identified projects.
The school district uses bond packages for large
projects.

Community Development Block Grant

CDBG are typically used to enhance functional needs
populations.

Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grant

HMA grants are used for mitigation projects whenever
possible.

Federal Highway Administration Funding

FHWA funding is used for eligible transportation
projects.

Oklahoma Water Resource Board Loans

OWRB loans are used for water and sewer projects

State Funding Programs

The school district receives money from the state of
Oklahoma.

How can these capabilities be expanded and improved to reduce risk?


Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools need a secure and ongoing source of funding for hazard
mitigation projects



CDBG could be used for mitigation activities serving functional needs populations

Education and Outreach Capabilities
The following education and outreach programs and methods are already in place and could be used to
implement mitigation activities and communicate hazard-related information
American Red Cross: The American Red Cross participates in a wide variety of preparedness and response
activities. They also provide a significant amount of education and public outreach material related to safety.
Ongoing Public Education or Information Program
 Stillwater organizes a “Touch a Truck” event This event allows the public to interact with emergency
equipment and personnel
 Stillwater has a preparedness fair
Natural Disaster or Safety Related School and Child Care Programs
StormReady Certification: Yes
Firewise Community Certification: Yes.
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Public-private Partnership Initiatives Addressing Disaster-related Issues: The LEPC is made up of industry and
city officials; however, there were no posted agendas since March 2015.
http://www.paynecounty.org/agendas/local-emergency-planning-committee/

Stillwater Public Schools Capabilities

X

X

X

Training for teachers/coaches
to ensure consistency in
evaluating lightning

X

Training for teachers to
practice natural hazard
response

X

PTO/PTA

Designated School Resource
Officers

X

Ways to raise funds through
public partnerships, corporate
donations etc.

X

Budget to raise funds for
mitigation (bond)

Emergency Management Plan
and/or procedures in place

Stillwater
Public Schools

Capital Improvement Plan

Jurisdiction

The checkmark (√) indicates that the jurisdiction School District reported to have the authority to implement the
specified regulatory tool and that the tool is currently in place.

X

Stillwater Public Schools’ number one priority is the safety and security of students and staff. Secure schools,
highly trained School Resource Officers, and the I Luv U Guys Foundation’s Standard Response Protocol (SRP)
help maintain high levels of safety and preparedness across the district. Employing a workforce of over 425
teachers at ten schools with 400 support employees at those sites and other district buildings, Stillwater has
opportunities for teachers of all disciplines and support staff in a variety of roles. The District has strong patron
support for bond issues. Revenue sources for the general fund include State, Local, Federal, and Intermediate
funding.
Stillwater Public Schools can continue to expand on their existing capabilities by applying for future grant
opportunities and leveraging local and state funding sources. Ongoing initiatives by the District include enhancing
safety and security procedures, and continuing facility improvements.

Smart Growth Audit
The purpose of a safe growth audit is to analyze the impacts of current policies, ordinances, and plans on
community safety from hazard risks due to growth. This section assesses the impact of planning and regulator
capabilities in the City of Stillwater. The following is intended to inform citizens and decision makers about
important safety issues.

Comprehensive Master Plan
Land Use
The land use policies laid out in Stillwater’s comprehensive plan are based on transportation and utility networks.
The comprehensive plan does take into account Hazard Mitigation Planning. The policies set forth in the plan are
general guidelines for future development in and around Stillwater.
Transportation
The “Stillwater Transportation Enhancement Plan” provides a framework for addressing Stillwater’s long range
transportation needs. The plan includes a system of thoroughfare classes and alignments with supporting design
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criteria. The plan attempts to coordinate transportation planning along with Stillwater’s land use planning. The
plan looked at existing network conditions, including land use and environmental factors.
Environmental Management
The primary environmental area identified and protected is the 100-year flood plain. Stillwater has an
Environmental Programs group that arranges residential collection events related to trash and hazardous
chemicals, as well as assists with air and water compliance.
The Comprehensive plan recommended improvements to codes and policies that would improve utilization of
Low Impact Development, conserve urban canopy, and protect riparian corridors.

Land Development Code
Stillwater’s land development code ranges from zoning style land use classifications to sign ordinances and
landscaping requirements. It includes flood hazard and stormwater management regulations.

Subdivision Regulations

The subdivision regulations are part of Stillwater’s Land Development Code. They include regulations related to
the platting property, easement requirements, and dedication or right of way. The requirements include locating
water features and floodplains. A drainage study and plan is required to be submitted by the final plat
submission.

Community Investment Program and Infrastructure Policies
The Community Investment Program (CIP) is a five-year financial plan. It deals with Stillwater’s streets, parks,
facilities, utilities, technology, and public safety radio systems. There are no specific policies with it related to
hazard mitigation other than financing some projects.
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Chapter 4: Risk Assessment
The risk assessment helps communicate vulnerabilities, develop priorities and inform decision-making for both
the hazard mitigation plan and for other emergency management efforts. Expert and community leaders
obligated themselves to countless hours of stakeholder workshops, steering committee meetings, and data
collection and analysis. The 2020 risk assessment provides the factual basis for developing a mitigation strategy
for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools. This assessment is designed to provide a deeper understanding of
specific hazards. The results should be integrated into future emergency management planning and recovery,
and future development efforts. For the 2020 update, Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools envisioned that the
risk assessment be more easily understood and used as a tool. With that in mind, a web-based version of the risk
assessment may be found online.

Developing the 2020 Risk Assessment
The 2015 risk assessment was updated and enhanced to provide the most current and robust data and
information for quantifying the cost-effectiveness of potential hazard mitigation projects. A GIS Analysis was
conducted to include any new/modified/updated information (including hazard, land use, and development
trends), findings, research, and risk data. New, readily available, credible technical data was incorporated into
the analysis as appropriate.

Hazard Identification
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools considered a full range of hazards that could affect the jurisdictions for
the 2020 HMP Update. The process included a review of the 2015 HMP, a review of the state hazard mitigation
plan, a review of previous events and losses, as well as information on the frequency, magnitude and costs
associated with hazards that have struck Stillwater or could do so. Extensive outreach was conducted to subjectmatter experts to ensure the appropriate elements of each hazard were included and best-available data was
used for the risk assessment.

Hazards of Concern
At a meeting on December 4, 2019, a group of Stillwater stakeholders participated in a workshop designed to
discuss each hazard as it relates to Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools. Considering the 15 hazards identified
in the 2015 Hazard Mitigation Plan, the stakeholders decided all hazards remained valid, but some should be
combined to reduce redundancy. The planning team considered hazards addressed in the State of Oklahoma
Hazard Mitigation Plan. The hazards of concern evaluated for the 2020 HMP Update are presented below; the
order of the listing does not indicate the hazards’ relative severity:
•

Dam Failure

•

Hail

•

Drought

•

Hazardous Materials

•

Earthquake

•

Lightning

•

Extreme Heat

•

Tornado/High Wind

•

Fire

•

Severe Winter Storm

•

Flooding

Tornado and High Wind; Wildfire and Urban Fire; Hazardous Materials and Transportation. were separate hazards
in the 2015 Hazard Mitigation Plan but are profiled together in the 2020 update. The decision was made to
profile the hazards together because their impacts are similar and can become redundant. The planning team
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prioritized reducing redundancy in the 2020 update to make the document meaningful and specific to the
community. Expansive Soils was removed from the 2020 update and is considered a secondary hazard
associated with Extreme Heat and Drought. This decision was made at the December 4, 2019 planning team
meeting. Expansive soils occur as a result of other hazards profiled in the plan. Their impacts are difficult to
track, and the hazard is not significant to Stillwater. The planning team made the decision to eliminate Expansive
soils as a primary hazard of concern in the plan for the 2020 update. References to expansive soils are included
in other hazard sections.

Hazards Summary
FEMA Local Mitigation Planning Handbook provides classifications for hazard probability and overall significance.
These classifications meet Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools needs and were used in the 2020 risk
assessment.

Definitions for Classifications:
Probability of Future Events
Unlikely: Less than 1 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of greater than
every 100 years.
Occasional: 1 to 10 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of 11 to 100 years.
Likely: 10 to 90 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of 1 to 10 years.
Highly Likely: 90 to 100 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of less than 1
year.
Overall Significance
Low: The event has a minimal impact on the planning area.
Medium: The event’s impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not devastating.
High: The criteria consistently fall in the high classifications and the event is likely/highly likely to occur with
severe strength over a significant to extensive portion of the planning area.

Summary of Hazard Probability and Overall Significance
Hazard

Probability

Overall Significance

Tornado & High Wind

Highly Likely

High

Flooding

Likely

High

Dam Failure

Occasional

High

Fire

Highly Likely

Medium

Lightning

Highly Likely

Medium

Extreme Heat

Likely

Medium

Earthquake

Likely

Medium

Hail

Likely

Medium

Severe Winter Storm

Likely

Medium

Hazardous Materials

Occasional

Medium

Drought

Likely

Low
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Disaster History
Of the 174 federal disasters declared in the State of Oklahoma from 1955 to December 2019. Payne County
received 11 major disaster declarations (DR) and three fire management assistance declarations (FM).The table
below outlines each FEMA declarations including Payne County. It should be noted that declarations prior to
1964 do not contain county data as it is not available (FEMA 2018). Since approval of the 2015 plan, one
Federal disaster, FEMA DR-4438 was declared in Payne County, and subsequently the City of Stillwater.

Stillwater Disaster Declarations1
Disaster Number
FEMA-DR-4438-OK
FEMA-FM-5002-OK
FEMA-EM-3316-OK
FEMA-EM-3308-OK
FEMA-DR-1876- OK
FEMA-DR-1846- OK
FEMA-EM-3280-OK
FEMA-DR-1735-OK
FEMA-EM-3272-OK

Title
Severe Storms, Straight-line winds, Tornadoes,
and flooding
Glencoe Fire
Severe Winter Storm
Severe Winter Storm
Severe Winter Storm
Wildfires
Severe Winter Storm
Severe Winter Storm
Sever Winter Storms and flooding

Year of Declaration Date
June 1, 2019
August 4, 2013
February 2, 2013
January 28, 2010
February 25, 2010
June 19, 2009
December 10,2007
December 18, 2007
January 14,2007

FEMA- DR-1712- OK
FEMA- DR-1623- OK
FEMA-FM-2623-OK

Severe Storms, Flooding, and Tornadoes
Severe Wildfire Threat
North Stillwater Fire

July 7, 2007
January 10, 2006
January 19,2006

FEMA-EM-3219-OK
FEMA-DR-1452-OK
FEMA- DR-1401 -OK
FEMA- DR-1384- OK

Oklahoma Hurricane Katrina Evacuation
Severe Ice Storm
Ice Storm
Severe Storms

September 5, 2005
February 4, 2003
February 1, 2002
June 29, 2001

FEMA- DR-1355 -OK
FEMA- DR-1272 -OK
FEMA-EM-3118-OK

Severe Winter Storm
Tornadoes, Storms, and Flooding
Oklahoma Fire Emergency

January 5, 2001
May 4, 1999
February 27, 1996

The risk assessment was completed using best available data, GIS analysis, and information from the planning
team. Hazards with medium or low significance, have less detail about specific impacts to Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools because they’ve had less of an impact, and the estimated losses are difficult to predict
with any level of additional specificity than what is detailed in the sections below. Geographic specific hazards,
such as Flooding and Dam Failure, allowed for a more detailed analysis of what will happen if/when an event
occurs in those areas based on the built environment, demographics, and other characteristics of the area. As
technology advances in predictive modeling for various hazard types, the risk assessment will continue to be
refined for all hazards in the plan.

1

www.fema.gov
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High Wind and Tornado
Hazard Description
High Wind: Wind is the motion of air relative to the earth’s surface. Extreme windstorm events are associated
with cyclones, severe thunderstorms, and
accompanying phenomena such as tornadoes and
downbursts. High winds can result from
thunderstorms, strong cold front passages, or gradient
winds between high and low pressure. Damaging
winds are often called “straight-line” winds to
differentiate the damage they cause from tornado
damage. Downdraft winds are a small-scale column of
air that rapidly sinks toward the ground, usually
accompanied by precipitation as in a shower or
thunderstorm. A downburst is the result of a strong
downdraft associated with a thunderstorm that
causes damaging winds near the ground. Damaging
winds exceed 50-60 mph.
Tornado: According to the National Weather Service, a
tornado is a violently rotating column of air, usually
pendant to a cumulonimbus, with circulation reaching
the ground. Tornadoes generally form from severe
thunderstorms, mainly supercell thunderstorms –
those that are isolated with the unimpeded inflow of
moisture and enhanced by wind shear. Tornadoes
may also develop along squall lines or in bands of
storms associated with hurricanes. Tornadoes require
moist air, instability (warm air rising), a source of lift
such as a front, dryline, or heating, and wind shear
(change in wind direction and speed with height). It is
often difficult to separate windstorms and tornado
damage when winds get above 73 mph.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
Both high wind and tornado events can occur in the
City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public School District.
Tornado events are usually localized; however, severe
thunderstorms may result in conditions favorable to
the formation of numerous or long-lived tornadoes.
The risks of these hazards are uniform over the
planning area.
The Enhanced Fujita Scale or EF Scale, which became
operational on February 1, 2007, is used to assign a tornado a 'rating' based on estimated wind speeds and
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related damage. The EF Scale was revised from the original Fujita Scale to reflect better examinations of tornado
damage surveys to align wind speeds more closely with associated storm damage. The City of Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools are located in Zone IV on the FEMA Wind Zone Map and may experience wind speeds of
250mph or a tornado with a rating of EF5 on the Enhanced Fujita Scale. According to the National Weather
Service, sustained winds at 40-50mph can cause isolated wind damage. During strong thunderstorms, the
planning area may experience straight-line winds exceeding 100 mph. Overall Significance Rating for Stillwater
and Stillwater Public Schools: High: The criteria consistently fall in the high classifications and the event is
likely/highly likely to occur with severe strength over a significant to extensive portion of the planning area.

FEMA Wind Zone Map

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
High Wind and Tornado events have occurred in the City of Stillwater. From 2009 through 2018, the NCEI
database included 87 high wind events on 43 days for Payne county. Due to the nature of high winds, it is likely
that Stillwater was in some way impacted during each of those days by severe weather. Total damages from
these events were estimated at $169,000, including damages within Stillwater and at Stillwater Airport.
During the same time period, the database included 10 tornadic events on 7 days. Stillwater was specifically
included in 3 of those events, and another event involved Lake Carl Blackwell Dam.
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City of Stillwater Tornado Tracks

May 15, 1990
F3 Tornado Moves through North Stillwater
Around 7:30, a tornado was confirmed on the ground. This tornado moved northeast through the city, striking the
northern edge of OSU’s campus, residential, and commercial areas. The tornado’s path extended for five miles.
Many homes were damaged, and 52 homes were estimated to be destroyed. Businesses were also damaged,
including a movie theater during showtimes. Stillwater Public Schools reported damage to multiple campuses.
Damage to power poles resulted in power outages. Property damage was estimated at $2.5 million, and 1 fatality
and 12 injuries were also reported.

May 24, 2011
EF2 Struck the South part of Stillwater
The majority of the tornado’s path was south of Stillwater. Extensive tree and power line damage was reported.
Roof, chimney, and siding damage was reported from multiple homes. Several auxiliary structures were
completely destroyed. 18 injuries were reported.

May 24, 2011
High Wind
A thunderstorm with high winds impacted Stillwater. Tree limbs were reported downed throughout the city,
impacting parked cars and powerlines. Damages were reported, but no injuries or deaths were reported.
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Probability of Future Events
Looking at the history of high wind events over the last decade, Stillwater will experience future events annually.
The Tornado risk Assessment Tool, from the Storm Prediction Center, was used to estimate the probability of a
tornado within Stillwater. A historical analysis was run to determine the annual probability of a tornado striking
any single point within Stillwater. The value is calculated by comparing the mean area affected by tornadoes each
year with the total circular area of the search. The area for this analysis was 10 km at (36.150, -97.060). Based
on this, there is a .126% chance of a tornado striking any point within A tornado is most likely to occur in the
month of May. Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Highly Likely: 90 to 100 percent
probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of less than 1 year.

Tornado Strike Probabilities
Methodology:
This resource uses the SPC Tornado
database to evaluate the historical
occurrences of tornadoes in
proximity to a given point. It then
computes statistics regarding those
tornadoes, including strike
probabilities for various time periods.
These statistics and probabilities
may be useful to public and private
entities in developing tornado-risk
mitigation plans.
The probability values shown on this
resource assume uniform
distribution of tornadoes in space
and time. A tornado is included in the
calculation if the starting, mid-point,
or ending point of the tornado is
within the search radius.
"%POINT" Probability
This represents the annual
probability of a tornado striking any
single point within the search area.
The value is calculated by comparing
the mean area affected by tornadoes
each year with the total circular area
of the search.

Source: Tornado Risk Assessment Tool, Storm Prediction Center,
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/climo/online/probs/

"%25MI" Probability
This represents the mean daily
probability of at least one tornado
within 25 miles of any point within
the search area. The value is
calculated by determining the mean
number of tornadoes that occur each
day within the total search area,and
multiplying by the ratio of the area of
a 25mi radius circle to the total
domain area.
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Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
All the population of Stillwater is exposed and at risk for experiencing this hazard. Adequate warning systems are
essential to public safety during high wind and tornado events. Though the purpose of outdoor warning sirens is
to provide a warning for people participating in outdoor activities, some residents rely on them as their primary
notification. Stillwater should continue to educate the public on alternate means of severe weather alerts.
In most communities, major determinants that play into effects of this hazard on the population include social
vulnerability. Oklahoma State University draws in students from all over the United States, some from areas that
do not experience extreme wind events. Main campus enrollment exceeded 24,000 students in 2019. Though
Stillwater has a very good emergency management program, the impact of additional population in Stillwater
during certain months of the year makes the community as a whole more vulnerable to tornado events.
Stillwater and Oklahoma State University should continue to work together and ensure new students are made
aware of sheltering options and how to appropriately respond to tornado watches and warnings.
Areas in Stillwater with a higher income disparity are more vulnerable to high wind and tornadoes than areas with
a higher per capita income. Quality of housing, language barriers, and education level play a role in increased
vulnerability to this hazard and the level of resilience post-event. Local government facilities should not be relied
upon for shelter. The best option is for residents to install Safe Rooms in their home, which provide near-absolute
protection to wind events of at least 250mph. Stillwater has done a tremendous job promoting residential storm
shelters and funded hundreds of safe room rebates through a 2015 Hazard Mitigation Grant Program award. The
City of Stillwater maintains an inventory of shelter locations. The number of storm shelters registered throughout
Stillwater is fairly uniform. No specific area appears to have more or less registered shelters. The City of Stillwater
should continue to promote safe rooms that meet or exceed the requirements of FEMA safe room standards, and
the ICC-500.
The vulnerability of a school’s population to the impact of tornadoes not only depends on sheltering options but
also on adequate warning and response. Tornado warnings can happen suddenly, leaving only 3 or 4 minutes to
find shelter. The education and awareness of staff and students is crucial to ensuring that this is enough time to
get to a safe place within the school. Those who are unaware of tornado warning procedures or unable to receive
the warning signals on their own (at-risk populations) will be at elevated risk to the impact of tornadoes. Stillwater
Public Schools coordinates closely with Stillwater Emergency Management during severe weather events and
when severe weather threatens the area.

ECONOMY
While forecasting and early warning have decreased the number of fatalities associated with wind events, little
has been done to address economic losses. High wind and tornado events will cause direct and indirect losses to
the economy anytime businesses are affected and closed for a period. Expensive repairs and prolonged closures
can cause businesses to close or relocate to other municipalities. This can lead to a loss of tax revenue and tax
base for the City, as well as decreased job opportunities for City residents. The Stillwater Chamber of Commerce
participated in the planning process. As part of the strategy for this plan update the Chamber emphasized placing
a priority on preparing businesses in Stillwater for future disaster events.
Equipment and personal property damaged during an event also takes time and money to replace. Even if it is
covered by insurance, loss of equipment may result in a loss of efficiency. Response to an event can also drain
department budgets.
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BUIILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures The residential building stock in Stillwater is diverse in the type of construction, age, and size
of the building. Mobile homes or manufactured homes are the most vulnerable to high wind and tornado events.
Based on Census numbers from 2017, approximately 3.4% of housing was mobile homes. The federal
government established standards in 2007 requiring all new manufactured homes to meet the requirement for
installation and anchoring in accordance with its structural design and windstorm standards. Even anchored
mobile homes can be severely damaged when winds gust over 80 mph.
Damages to residential properties depend on the tornado’s wind-speed and the level of wind resistance the
property has been constructed to withstand. Houses with crawl spaces are more susceptible to lift. The manner
in which foundations and roofs are constructed can affect a structure’s ability to withstand wind pressure.
Homes constructed to be more wind resistant, meeting high wind design requirements, such as the Insurance
Institute for Business and Home Safety’s (IBHS) fortified home construction recommendations, are less
vulnerable to tornado damage. Homes constructed to this structural capacity can withstand winds up to 130
mph, which is 95% of tornadoes.
Older homes are especially vulnerable to tornado events. About 14.9% of residential structures in the City of
Stillwater were built before 1959. These older homes in the jurisdiction are generally more vulnerable to tornado
damage than more recently built homes constructed to higher standards.
Stillwater Public Schools: Highland Park and Will Rogers, were designed with pupil safety in mind. Each school
has integrated reinforced concrete ‘tube’ hallways with drop down steel doors to seal these spaces. There five
such areas at the Highland Park building and two larger areas on the first floor at the Will Rogers building. The
District took the design elements of a FEMA safe room and incorporated them into a school building with room
for 1200 inhabitants as per the following:
1. Specified hallway spaces with 8” reinforced concrete walls
2. 12” reinforced concrete roof deck
3. 30” reinforced concrete foundation
4. Hurricane resistant steel doors on each of these spaces (built to withstand hurricane wind forces over
200 mph)
The only structural difference between these spaces and safe rooms constructed to meet specifications outlined
in FEMA Publication 361, Second Edition, 2008, is the number of classroom doors entering the spaces. This was
done to combine safety with functionality. At the other existing schools, reinforced areas of refuge were not
incorporated into their designs (safe rooms were not part of the design vernacular until the last 20 years or so).
Soon after the May 2013 Moore Tornado, Stillwater Public Schools began a review of all existing school spaces
with the Architects Contracted with the Stillwater Public School System to establish what would be the safest
spaces to shelter students during severe weather. While these spaces for shelter were established many years
ago, it is prudent to have a new set of eyes review these decisions. The engineers indicated that current schools
are still some of the most structurally sound buildings in their neighborhoods.
Infrastructure Tornadoes and high winds in Stillwater can cause significant damage to infrastructure. Stillwater
should be prepared to face the loss of power, and damage to critical infrastructure (e.g., storage tanks, hydrants,
residential plumbing fixtures, distribution system) due to hail, wind, debris and flash flooding, resulting in loss of
service and/or reduced pressure throughout the system. Restricted access to the facility due to debris and
damaged roads is likely. Loss of power and communication lines will require alternate methods of
communication until cellular service or landlines can be restored. Substations could be damaged or destroyed by
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storms, disrupting power distribution. Power disruptions could impact lift stations, traffic control devices, and
water distribution systems.
Critical Facilities It is impossible to predict the geographical area of impact of high wind and tornadoes. All critical
facilities in Stillwater are exposed to this hazard. Stillwater should consider the purchase and installation of
generators at essential critical facilities. Stillwater and critical facility operators should also consider saferooms to
protect personnel.
The airport’s operations are susceptible to being disrupted by storm events. Similarly, hospitals and assisted
living facilities have increased vulnerability to damages or power outages that result from high winds or
tornadoes due to the populations they house. The airport intends to install safe rooms in the new airport terminal
to protect employees and patrons.
Cultural Resources Loss of structures listed on the National Historic Register would be devastating for Stillwater.
All are vulnerable to high wind and tornados. Structural mitigation measures should maintain the historical
integrity of National Register eligible or listed properties. For example, impact resistant glass systems in windows
and doors should match the period and style of a historic structure.
Future Development Future development is assumed to be less vulnerable to high wind events because of the
higher building standards in place. Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools regulate development to the 2015
IBC. There are some changes that communities can make to partially mitigate the impacts resulting from strong
winds. Building codes for new structures can be strengthened, requiring increased rebar in foundations,
enhanced nailing patterns for wall sheathing, and the use of Simpson Strong Ties and Straps. Building codes can
also be strengthened to require the use of anchors and tie-downs of mobile homes. Additionally, individuals can
choose to build to an optional Code Plus Standard, such as Fortified for Safer Living. Saferooms can be installed
in new structures as well as made to adapt to existing structures. In-ground saferooms can be installed in existing
structures for as little as $2,500. New development will be exposed to high winds and tornadoes just as existing
development.
Natural Environment The effects of damaging wind from high wind events or tornadoes on the natural
environment are not always obvious or immediately apparent. Debris from damaged or destroyed homes can
result in asbestos being deposited. Hazardous household waste, such as cleaning and automotive products,
becomes an issue to animals and plants in the area, and can also contaminate water and soil. Household and
industrial waste can spread into animal habitats, stormwater, rivers, and lakes. Stillwater should address these
issues with the Department of Environmental Quality during the recovery period, and plan for proper disposal of
debris in advance of wind or tornado events.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation
Essential facilities in Stillwater
can be disrupted by power loss
due to damages.

Recommendation
Stillwater should assess the need for
generators at critical facilities and
implement as funding becomes
available

Action
Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Observation

Recommendation

Action

Residents often rely on warning
sirens as primary source of
weather notifications.

Educate the public on purpose of
outdoor warning sirens and promote
NOAA weather radios and other
notification systems.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached

All residents are at risk of injury or
death from tornadoes. Low
income residents have less ability
to install safe rooms.

Educate the public on importance of
Safe Rooms and implement individual
safe room program. Priority of safe
room program could focus on lowincome populations.

Action 33: Implement safe
room program(s)

Personnel at critical facilities are
at risk during events.

Safe rooms that meet or exceed the
requirements of FEMA P361 and 320
should be installed in new critical
facilities to protect first responders
and city officials from severe weather.

Action 10: Evaluate and
install employee
shelters/safe rooms at
critical facilities that do not
already have one.

The general public, and even
insurance agents, are unaware of
the benefits associated with
disaster resistant construction
and discounts on insurance
premiums.

Stillwater should work with the State
Action 28: Inform residents of
Department of Insurance to educate
the availability of flood
the public on better building practices. insurance to eligible National
Flood Insurance Program
communities and of flood
proofing and flood mitigation
alternatives, such as
elevation of structure or
utilities, diking, etc.

Warning sirens play an important
role in alerting people outdoors of
impeding severe weather.

Install, update, and maintain warning
sirens.

Action 7: Evaluate, upgrade,
and maintain outdoor
warning and alert systems.

High Wind and Tornado events in
Stillwater may disrupt businesses
both short and long term.

Stillwater should work with the
Chamber of Commerce to educate
business owners on the importance of
disaster preparedness, continuity, and
recovery planning.

Action 4: Develop Continuity
of Operations Plans (COOP)
for the City of Stillwater and
provide education
opportunities on COOPs for
interested parties.

Stillwater Public Schools are
additional exposed to high wind
events while transporting
students by bus.

Update operation procedures as
necessary and continue to work with
SEMA during hazardous conditions.

Action 2: Develop a
coordinated Emergency
Response and Operations
Procedures Plan and
coordinate developed plan
with the Public Schools
Emergency Operations Plan.
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Flood
Hazard Description
A flood is the partial or complete inundation of water over normally dry land. The various types of flooding include
riverine flooding, coastal flooding, and shallow flooding. Common impacts of flooding include damage to personal
property, buildings, and infrastructure; bridge and road closures; service disruptions; and injuries or even
fatalities. There are three common types of flooding in Stillwater: riverine flooding, flash flooding, and urban
flooding.

Riverine flooding occurs from excessive rainfall in upstream areas that forces rivers and streams to rise and
overflow their banks, inundating the adjacent floodplains. Riverine flooding is usually a gradual process, with
several hours to several days of warning time for downstream communities. This type of event usually remains in
flood for a longer period than flash or urban flooding, and often causes more damage due to the length of time
structures are inundated, the velocity and depth of water, and floating debris.

Flash flooding is associated with large convective thunderstorms that frequent the region and can drop
between 1 and 5 inches of rain in the course of an hour. When the soil is already saturated, rainfall from such
storms can converge in creeks and streams suddenly, with little warning. Flash floods can reach peak flows
within a few minutes. Waters from flash floods move with great force and velocity and can tear out trees, carry
away houses and outbuildings, and destroy roads and bridges. These walls of water often carry large amounts of
debris, sewage and pollutants. Although potentially hazardous to life and destructive of property, flash flooding
usually lasts only a matter of hours.

Urban flooding occurs when heavy rainfall runs off of structures, parking lots and streets and converges in
culverts and drainage ways often clogged with debris. This causes streets to flood and storm sewers to back up.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
Stillwater Creek and Boomer Creek are the largest waterways within the City, the majority of which is in the
Stillwater Creek Watershed. Stillwater Creek runs west to east through the southern portion of the city, while
Boomer Creek runs north to south starting at Boomer Lake. These creeks join southeast of Stillwater. Other
creeks or streams do exist in Stillwater.
Stillwater’s 1% (100-year) floodplains are established by FEMA as Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA) and are the
basis for much of the flood regulation within Stillwater. Currently, Stillwater Public School facilities are outside of
the identified 1% floodplain. However, not all flooding is confined to the 1% floodplain. Streets are subject to
flooding as stormwater systems back up during large storms, or local drainage issues result in urban flooding of
homes, schools, and businesses.
The City is currently updating a citywide master drainage plan. This plan will further identify flood problematic
areas and analyze alternative solutions that can be added to the City’s Capital Improvement Plan list. Overall
Significance Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: High: The criteria consistently fall in the high
classifications and the event is likely/highly likely to occur with severe strength over a significant to extensive
portion of the planning area.
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Figure 4 City of Stillwater FEMA Floodplains and Areas of Concern

Area
1

Source
Boomer Creek

Description
Numerous buildings in the
floodplain, frequent overtopping of
roadways

Location
Near 19th St and Ransom St
(ext.) to the confluence of
West Boomer and East
Boomer Streets west of 6th
Ave and Perkins Rd
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Area

Source

Description

Location

2

West Boomer Creek Miller/Lowry Area

Frequently flooded residential Area
with 25 flood insurance policies and
5 claims. There are properties with
houses in the regulatory floodplain
that do not carry flood insurance.

From 3rd St west of Perkins
Road north to Strickland Park
(near N. Main St and W.
Matthews Ave)

3

West Boomer Creek - Hall of
Fame to McElroy

Frequently flooded residential Area
with 9 flood insurance policies and
5 claims. There are properties with
houses in the regulatory floodplain
that do not carry flood insurance.

From Hall of Fame Ave and
Main St to McElroy Rd and
Duck St.

4

West Boomer Creek between Washington St and
Boomer Dr

Just south of Bennett Ave
north to just north of Brooke
Ln between Washington St
and Boomer Rd

5

East Boomer Creek - from
Redbud Drive to Lakeview Rd

6

Duck Creek

Frequently flooded residential Area
with 17 flood insurance policies and
20 claims including 1 repetitive
loss. There are properties with
houses in the regulatory floodplain
that do not carry flood insurance,
many of which have had previous
claims.
Frequently flooded residential Area
with 13 flood insurance policies and
16 claims. There are properties with
houses in the regulatory floodplain
that do not carry flood insurance,
many of which have had previous
claims.
Many of these homes may have had
flood insurance in the past and
dropped the policies once the
mortgages were paid off.

7

Stillwater Creek Unnamed
Tributary from the OSU
Geology School building
south to Stillwater Creek

An almost completely stormsewered basin with many storm
sewers carrying water over drainage
divides. No flood insurance policies
or claims in the area, possibly due
to the age of the properties.
Localized flooding occurs, especially
street flooding, and can be several
feet deep during flash floods. The
areas on the south end of this
tributary south of 10th St. are also
impacted by flooding along
Stillwater Creek.

From approximately the
intersection of W. University
Ave. and Washington St.
south along Washington St. to
7th St., then east one block to
the open channel on Ramsey,
then south to Stillwater Creek
A completely storm-sewered
parallel system that overflows
into the system runs
approximately 2 blocks west
of the main system has been
collected at 12th Street and
channeled straight south into
Stillwater Creek.

From Redbud Dr west of
Wildwood Dr to Husband St
and the tributary from
Brentwood Dr north between
Glenwood Dr and Wildwood Dr
to just north of Dells Ave
Form Admiral Road to 12th
Street, east of Western Rd.
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Area

Source

Description

Location
Water overtops the roadway
crossings at 19th Ave. and at
Sangre Ave. Several
apartment buildings east of
Sangre Rd are in the
floodplain.
Generally, the northeast
quarter of the section
bounded by 19th Ave.,
Western Rd, 32nd Ave, and
Sangre Rd.
East and west of Brush Creek
Rd. from 6th Ave to the north
to the City limits.

8

Stream B-1

From South Fiddler's Hill Street and
19th Ave. east and north to the
confluence with Stillwater Creek
north of the northern-most cul-desac on W. Shiloh Creek Ave.

9

Babcock Basin

Development in this basin has
caused buildings to flood and
roadways to be inundated in small,
frequent storms.

10

Brush Creek

Brush Creek Rd flood north of 6th
Ave. and several properties in the
Collins Addition on the west side of
Brush Creek Rd are in the
floodplain. 6th Ave. overtops.

11

Stillwater Creek West of
Western Rd

There are several buildings in the
floodplain along Wester Rd.
including one Repetitive Loss
structure. Development upstream
from Western Rd has encroached
on the floodplain areas, seriously
narrowing outline of the floodplain.
The modelling for this area needs to
be updated through the City and
those areas outside the City limits.
Development will continue to impact
the areas both upstream and
downstream.

From Western Rd at Stillwater
Creek west and north through
6th St. and upstream to Lake
Carl Blackwell in Payne
County.

Floodplain Management is based on the “1% or 100-year flood”, which is a flood that has a one percent (1%)
chance of occurring in any given year. FEMA has established the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), more
commonly referred to as the 1% or 100-year flood level, as the base flood elevation (BFE) for planning and
development along waterways. As a part of its regulatory function the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
has established zones which are used in Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM). These zones have a direct bearing
on the flood insurance rates paid by the owner of a structure in the respective zones. Flood Insurance Rate Maps
change from time-to-time based upon changing conditions within a community that affect the 1% or 100-year
floodplain. Table below lists zones identified for use in regulating construction in the floodplain and for
determining insurance rates for properties located in the floodplain. In some areas of Stillwater, water has risen
as high as five feet during previous flood events. About 2-inches of rain in an hour starts to cause street flooding
in Stillwater. The Stillwater Creek Watershed Management Plan will be completed before the next plan update
and specific information on estimated depth of flooding in Stillwater will be incorporated at that time.
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FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map Flood Zones2
The 100-year or Base Floodplain. There are six types of A zones:

Zone A

Zone V and
VE

Zone B
and Zone X
(shaded)
Zone C
and Zone X
(unshaded)
Zone D

The base floodplain mapped by approximate methods, i.e., BFEs, are not
A
determined. This is often called an unnumbered A zone or an approximate A
zone.
These are known as numbered A zones (e.g., A7 or A14). This is the base
A1-30
floodplain where the FIRM shows a BFE (old format).
The base floodplain where base flood elevations are provided. AE zones are
AE
now used on new format FIRMs instead of A1-30 zones.
The base floodplain with sheet flow, ponding, or shallow flooding. Base flood
AO
depths (feet above ground) are provided.
AH
Shallow flooding base floodplain. BFE's are provided.
Area to be protected from base flood by levees or Federal flood protection
A99
systems under construction. BFEs are not determined.
The base floodplain that results from the de-certification of a previously
AR
accredited flood protection system that is in the process of being restored to
provide a 100-year or greater level of flood protection.
The coastal area subject to velocity hazard (wave action) where BFEs are not
V
determined on the FIRM.
The coastal area subject to velocity hazard (wave action) where BFEs are
VE
provided on the FIRM.
Area of moderate flood hazard, usually the area between the limits of the 100-year
and the 500-year floods. B zones are also used to designate base floodplains or
lesser hazards, such as areas protected by levees from the 100-year flood, or
shallow flooding areas with average depths of less than one foot or drainage areas
less than one square mile.
Area of minimal flood hazard, usually depiction FIRMs as exceeding the 500-year
flood level. Zone C may have ponding and local drainage problems that do not
warrant a detailed study or designation as base floodplain. Zone X is the area
determined to be outside the 500-year flood.
Area of undetermined but possible flood hazards.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
Stillwater has had a history of flooding throughout the 20th century; however, 33 dams have been constructed
within the Stillwater Creek Watershed to greatly reduce the chance and severity of flooding. These dams include
those at Lake McMurtry along Stillwater Creek and Boomer Lake.
Payne County has been included in 3 presidential disaster declarations that involved flooding. One disaster
declaration occurred since the 2015 update, FEMA DR-4438, and was particularly impactful to the community
and school district.

2

Understanding Your Risks, Identifying Hazards and Estimating Losses, FEMA 386-2
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Flood Event Narratives3
Date

3

Event Narrative

October 2, 1959

8.77 inches of rain fell in slightly over 24 hours. This flood of record forced
families to flee their homes. All four highways were closed. Many homes had
water in them for the second or third time. Badly hit were Western and McElroy,
Park Dr. and southwest Stillwater. Both Boomer Creeks flooded. Edgewood
Manor trailer park east of n. Main was flooded. Four feet and two inches of water
went over the spillway at Lake Carl Blackwell.

October and
November 1974

Heavy rains caused flooding on roads throughout Stillwater. Three feet of water
was flowing over Lake Carl Blackwell spillway. Water was also going over the
emergency spillway at Lake McMurtry – the highest ever for the lake.

May 13, 1975

About 7 inches of rain in 24 hours, with 4 inches falling in 45 minutes, caused
flooding in Stillwater and drove between 150 and 200 people from their homes
in low-lying areas next to the major streams. Streets were also flooded near
creek crossings.

April 29, 1993

Five to 8 inches of rain fell on the Lake Carl Blackwell watershed, resulting in
flash flooding across southwestern portions of Stillwater and the evacuation of
over 100 people. Numerous roads were closed, and two apartment complexes
and 12 homes were evacuated due to high water. Several residents were
rescued by boat.

June 9, 1995

A little over 7 inches of rain fell at Stillwater between June 3 and June 9. Flash
flooding from Stillwater Creek and its tributaries caused a state of emergency to
be declared, streets blocked, apartments evacuated, and one school closed.

August 1, 1995

2.5 inches of rain fell in mid-July followed by almost 5 inches of rain in less than
three hours on August 1, resulted in flash flooding in northern Stillwater. Over 40
homes were inundated, 24 cars stranded in high water, and 12 families
evacuated.

October 5, 1998

A series of dramatic storms swept central Oklahoma, spawning tornadoes,
violent winds, heavy rain and hail as large as baseballs. After 3 inches of rain on
September 21-22, 6.13 inches more fell from October 1-5 across Payne County
on the already saturated soils, flooding many roads in Stillwater and Cushing.

November 1, 1998

Land already saturated by heavy rains in early October were flooded again in
early November when 3 and 11 inches of rain fell over central and north central
Oklahoma. 4 inches more fell from October 1-5 across Payne County on the
already saturated soils, flooding many roads in Stillwater and Cushing.

April 24, 1999

Over 5 inches of rain were reported in Stillwater, resulting in flooding that closed
10 roads. Two families had to be rescued from their homes by boat.

June 24, 1999

3 Inches of precipitation at Stillwater resulted in flooding at multiple streets.

June 1, 2007

Following a rainy month of May, a deluge of more than 5 inches fell on Stillwater.
Booker Lake Dam overtopped. Street flooding closed roads throughout the city.
10 residents had to be evacuated from their homes by boat

NCEI Storm Events Database
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Date

Event Narrative

June 26-29, 2007

Heavy rains fell on already saturated ground, creating flash flood conditions in
the morning and early afternoon of the 26th. The flooding closed roads
throughout the city

July 13, 2007

Intense rain fell between July 9th and July 13th. There was major street flooding
and the COCAA apartments were again flooded.

April 10, 2008

Stillwater saw nearly ten inches of rain in the span of a week. Numerous streets
in Stillwater were closed due to high water. Two people were rescued by boat.

October 21, 2017

A heavy storm system resulted in street flooding that stalled several vehicles.

August 16, 2018
May 21, 2019
FEMA DR 4438

Storms flooded several roadways. A car was swept off of one.
Widespread severe storms forced a road closure within Stillwater, as well as
several home and vehicle rescues. Due to dangerous transportation conditions,
Stillwater Public Schools closed for 2 days.

Probability of Future Events
From 2009 through 2018, the NCEI Storm Events Database recorded 5 flood events on 4 separate days. If that
pattern continues, Stillwater can expect a flood event about once every 2.5 years. Probability Rating for Stillwater
and Stillwater Public Schools: Likely: 10 to 90 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence
interval of 1 to 10 years.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
People are vulnerable to flooding in numerous ways. This includes being at risk for personal injury or death as
well as risk of financial damages as structures and personal property are damaged by flooding. The greatest risk
comes with roadway flooding when vehicles can be swept downstream putting occupants at high risk of
drowning. Flood waters may also be contaminated from sanitary sewer overflows, animal waste, or hazardous
chemicals which all may cause immediate health problems. Flooding structures may be contaminated with mold
after the flood is over.
Floods affect lives, safety and cause health problems as well as financial devastation through damage to
structures and personal property. More people die from flooding than any other natural disaster. The majority of
these deaths are the result of driving through flooded areas. Early warning systems help reduce the number of
these fatalities. There are both short- and long-term health risks associated with flooding. Flood waters are
contaminated with e-coli and fecal coliforms from sanitary sewer overflows and animal waste as well as
hazardous chemicals which can cause immediate health problems. There is also a long-term health risk from
mold remaining in flooded structures.
Knowing the size and geographical location of potential at risk populations (such as small children, the elderly
and the impoverished) are important to assessing areas of highest vulnerability, and prioritizing actions for risk
reduction.
Poverty-stricken neighborhoods in Stillwater experience flooding frequently. Problem Areas 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7,
described above, have high levels of flooding of public and private property and are shown to be at least 45%
below the poverty line. Many streets overtop during flooding from a 1% (100-yer) storm. These include 3rd St. and
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Maple Ave. from West Boomer Creek by 2 feet, the Miller Ave. and Lowry St. intersection and the Hall of Fame
Ave. and Main St. intersection (Problem Areas 2 and 3), both by more than 3 feet, also from West Boomer Creek.
Duck St. from McElroy Ave south to nearly Scott St. (Problem Area 3) is inundated in areas by as much as 4 feet.
All of the street crossings and adjacent streets from Eskridge Ave. (Problem Area 4) upstream to Washington St.
are inundated by as much as 4 feet. Dell St. in Problem Area 5 overtops based on NFIP data in this area that is
not a FEMA mapped Zone A.
The Duck Creek floodplain impacts areas from Admiral Road south to 3rd St. with each roadway culvert
overtopping by approximately one foot. From 3rd St. south to 6th St., the floodplain widens, and S. Ridge Dr. is
inundated by as much as two feet with all culvert overtopped by that amount. While the 6th St. culvert does not
appear to overtop, Willis St. and most of the lots on either side are flooded between 6th St. and 9th St. The
culverts at 9th St. and 12th St., as well as a private driveway at 1104 S. Willis St. overtop. Willis St. is inundated by
1-2 feet from approximately 10th St. to 12th St. Between 6th St. and 12th St the population is 22% to 26% of
people ages 65 or older.
12th St. is overtopped by 1 to 2 feet from Stillwater Creek backwater. The upstream areas that flood at 12th St.
contain a population of 22% to 26% of people ages 65 or older.
Residents in some areas are less likely to afford the cost of recovery and may have a more difficult time
evacuating.
Stillwater Public School facilities are located outside of the identified 1% (100 year) floodplains in the City of
Stillwater. The main vulnerability the schools face would be if roads to the schools became impassible due to
flood waters in Stillwater. Faculty, Parents, and Students (particularly those of driving age) should be educated on
the dangers of driving through flood waters. The school district should also remain involved in any detailed
analysis of flooding and potential impacts on their facilities. Any newly identified risk or vulnerability will be
addressed in the next update.

ECONOMY
Flooding causes significant economic losses. Disruption to transport causes business interruption; damage to
business contents; vehicle damages; and extensive damage to infrastructure. Flooding of roads, and key
transportation routes can have significant impacts on the economy. Much information available regarding
economic impacts from the flood hazard in Stillwater is derived from previous impacts. In the May 2019 Flood
event, several parks, businesses, and golf courses were closed. Some were closed because the lack of access,
others were inundated and suffered significant damages.:
•
•
•
•

Karsten Creek Golf Course closed
Fountain Square at 12th and Western was inundated
Lakeside Golf Course closed, and the pedestrian cart bridge was damaged
Lake McMurtry: The main entrance was closed for two months and back access had to be used. This
prevented vehicles of a certain load size, such as trailers, from accessing the park. The city plans to
mitigate this issue using 406 Hazard Mitigation funding through FEMA DR-4438.

Direct losses from having to close concessions and athletic fields was estimated at $38,000. This amount does
not take into account golf course or business losses. Stillwater Public Schools did not list any specific economic
impacts as a result of the spring flood event.
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures In order to assess flood risk, a GIS-based analysis was used to estimate exposure to flood
events using local tax assessor records in combination with building footprint data from the City of Stillwater. The
determination of assessed value at-risk (exposure) was calculated using GIS analysis by summing the improved
values for parcels and structures that were confirmed to be located within an identified floodplain. Building
footprint data allows for a significantly more accurate estimate of the structures inside the SFHA. In Stillwater,
430 structures are touched by the SFHA. Of these structures, 73 are located in the floodway. Structural values
used in this assessment were from the Payne County Assessor’s Office. It is estimated that the average structure
will experience 2 feet of flooding, which will result in 25% damage to the structure and 25% damage to contents.

2019 Structures and Parcels Touched by SFHA
Flood Zone

Building Count

Estimated Values

Floodway

73

$3,810,780

Zone AE (100yr)

357

$58,891,137

Total SFHA

430

$62,701,917

Zone X (500yr)

211

$34,316,737

Total All

641

$97,018,654

There are 3 Repetitive Loss (RL) properties, and one Severe Repetitive Loss (SRL) property in Stillwater, all are
residential structures, broken into Repetitive Loss Areas. These are areas with building flooding for which the
owners have filed NFIP claims. To be a repetitive loss property, the owners must have filed at least 2 claims of
$1,000 or more within any rolling ten-year period. The City of Stillwater should consider adopted RLA plans for
each of the RLAs which evaluate the source of flooding and the appropriate mitigation actions for each. NFIP data
and more information on the RLA plans is contained in Chapter 3, Capability Assessment. The City should
continue to mitigate repetitive loss properties. Stillwater submitted an HMGP application to acquire the SRL
property mentioned in this section. An update on this project will be included in the annual update of this plan.
Stillwater Public Schools: None of Stillwater Public School’s facilities are located within the floodplain. During the
2019 event, access to Sangre Ridge Elementary and Stillwater Middle School was cut off. The entire school
district closed for a period of two weeks.
Infrastructure Roadways can be overtopped during flood and flashflood events, forcing closures or creating
deadly travel conditions. With this in mind, plans being developed or implemented for street and/or roadway
improvements within the jurisdiction should consider mitigation measures to reduce flooding of these roads and
intersections. The ongoing Master Drainage Plan may identify recommendations that include stormwater
detention facilities, roadway culverts, or other mitigation measures. During the 2019 flood event, some
equipment at the electrical substation at Fountain Square was under 1ft of water. Though any inundation can
cause concern, the water needs to get higher to cause any issues.
Critical Facilities Stillwater has no critical facilities touched by or adjacent to the city’s floodplains.
Cultural Resources There are no historic buildings that intersect with the 100-year floodplain.
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Future Development As development in new areas and revitalization of existing ones continue, locations and
building techniques should be closely examined. With Stillwater’s strong commitment to maintaining current
flood plain zoning guidelines, it is not anticipated that any new critical facility development will occur within floodprone areas of the jurisdiction. Any renovations or improvements made to existing critical facilities in the 100year floodplain should be evaluated to ensure the prescribed improvements will help mitigate potential damage
from a future flood event. Plans being developed or implemented for street and/or roadway improvements within
the jurisdiction should consider mitigation measures to reduce flooding of these roads and intersections and
should consider the effects of existing and future levels of urbanization. Stillwater Public Schools must obtain a
permit for any future development within the City limits.
Natural Environment Flood events can provide both negative and positive impacts on the environment. As a
natural occurrence, flooding helps trigger life processes such as migration, and seed dispersal in flora and fauna.
Negative impacts on the environment are generally a result of sedimentation and debris.
The City owns and maintains several areas of open space in a natural state to provide the natural and beneficial
function of the floodplain: Couch Park, Woods Park, Stricklin Park.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation

Recommendation

Action

Stillwater experiences flood
events on an annual basis. As
development continues, and
the frequency and severity of
flooding increases, it is
important for all citizens to
understand the benefits and
costs of flood insurance.

Stillwater should complete annual
floodplain notifications and educate
the public on the importance of
flood insurance.

Action 28: Inform residents of the
availability of flood insurance to
eligible National Flood Insurance
Program communities and of flood
proofing and flood mitigation
alternatives, such as elevation of
structure or utilities, diking, etc.

The City of Stillwater has begun
the process of preparing a
citywide Master Drainage Plan
in order to proactively deal with
flooding of properties,
roadways and other facilities.

Stillwater staff and citizens should
actively participate in the process in
order to provide the local expertise
to tailor the plan to the City of
Stillwater and its specific needs,
especially within the specific
vulnerable areas listed herein.

Stillwater experiences frequent
inundation of roadways, which
cause access issues for
emergency response vehicles,
citizens of Stillwater, and
Stillwater Public Schools.

Stillwater should implement the
recommendations from the Master
Drainage Plan to eliminate or
reduce flooding in these areas and
explore opportunities to leverage
available FEMA funding on an
annual basis.

Stillwater should update its
development standards to consider
the effects of future urbanization.

Action 27: Implement structural
and non-structural flood mitigation
measures for flood-prone
properties, as recommended in
the Master Drainage Plan.
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Observation

Recommendation

Action

Hundreds of structures in
Stillwater are located within the
SFHA.

In the cases where acquisition is
the recommendation in the Master
Drainage Plan, the city should
continue to acquire flood prone
properties using FEMA Hazard
Mitigation Assistance Funds.

Action 27: Implement structural
and non-structural flood mitigation
measures for flood-prone
properties, as recommended in
the Master Drainage Plan.

If a structural project is more cost
beneficial, the City should prioritize
those projects for construction,
again using HMA funding if
possible.
Some areas of Stillwater
appear to be out of range of an
outdoor warning siren

Install, update, and maintain
warning sirens.

Action 7: Evaluate, upgrade, and
maintain outdoor warning and
alert systems.

Stillwater sustained economic
impacts from the 2019 May
Flood event, including business
losses.

Stillwater should implement a
public education program and
educate business owners on
preparing a Business Continuity
Plan.

Action 4: Develop Continuity of
Operations Plans (COOP) for the
City of Stillwater and provide
education opportunities on COOPs
for interested parties.
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Dam Failure
Hazard Description
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) defines a dam as “an artificial barrier that has the ability to
impound water, wastewater, or any liquid-borne material for the purpose of storage or control of water.” Dams
typically are constructed of earth, rock, concrete, or tailings (chaff) from mining operations. A dam failure is the
collapse, breach, or other failure resulting in downstream flooding. The amount of water impounded in the
reservoir behind a dam is measured in acre-feet. As a function of upstream topography, even a very small dam
may impound or detain many acre-feet or millions of gallons of water.
A break in a dam produces an extremely dangerous flood situation because of the high velocities and large
volumes of water. In the event of a dam failure, the potential energy of the water stored behind even a small dam
can cause great property damage, as well as loss of life if there are people downstream from the dam. The extent
of this inundation may be minimal to uninhabited farmland or catastrophic in an urban environment.
Flooding can occur downstream from a dam without the structure being breached. Sometimes, to prevent
overtopping and catastrophic failure, dams are forced to make emergency releases of large amounts of water,
which can cause downstream flooding.
Any dam that has a height of 25 feet or more from the natural streambed and/or 50 acre-feet or more of storage
capacity, is under the jurisdiction of the Oklahoma Water Resources Board (OWRB) as shown.
The OWRB also classifies dams as high-hazard, significant-hazard, and low-hazard, depending on the
downstream populations and infrastructure. The hazards are based on first, potential for loss of life from a
breach and secondly from the level of economic damage that will occur downstream from a breach. The table
below identifies the risk and required inspection frequency for these dams.4

OWRB Hazard Classification of Dams OWRB

4

Oklahoma Water Resources Board, Dam Safety, http://www.owrb.ok.gov/damsafety/index.php
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A dam is considered small if it has maximum storage of less than 10,000 acre-feet and a maximum height of less
than 50 feet. Intermediate size dams are those which have a maximum storage of between 10,000 and 50,000
acre-feet and have a maximum height of between 50 and 100 feet. Large size dams are those which have a
maximum storage of over 50,000 acre-feet and have a maximum height of over 100 feet.
An acre-foot is the volume of water that covers an acre of land to a depth of one foot, or approximately 325,000
gallons. An acre-foot is equal to 43,560 cubic feet.
Water discharge is measured in cubic feet per second (cfs). A cubic foot contains about 7.5 gallons of water. One
cubic foot per second equals about 450 gallons per minute.
Of the 15 dams in or around the City of Stillwater that the OWRB has classified as High Hazard, not all would
impact the city directly. One dam’s failure, Boomer Lake Dam, is predicted to directly impact any Stillwater Public
School facilities. Impacts to roadways could jeopardize commuting populations as well. The classification
scheme simply reflects a dam’s potential for doing damage downstream if it were to fail. All high hazard dams
must have an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) and must have an accompanying breach inundation map. This
describes the locations where a breach of the dam will inundate an area by at least one foot during a sunny day
(non-storm event related) breach or by a breach resulting in water surface elevations at least one foot higher
than the water surface elevations from the spillway design flood without a breach, whichever is larger in area.
These maps are on file with the Oklahoma Water Resources Board.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
The image below shows the locations of the high, significant and low hazard dams affecting the City of Stillwater.
These can also be accessed at the City of Stillwater’s Hazard Mitigation website. The table below gives the
pertinent data for each of the high hazard dam structures.

Dam Location Map
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City of Stillwater High-Hazard Dams
Lake Carl Blackwell Dam

From the OWRB

Location
Source
Drainage basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard

8 miles west of Stillwater
Stillwater Creek
Stillwater Creek, a tributary of the Cimarron River
Oklahoma State University
1937
4,300 feet long, 72 feet high
3,370 acres
Not Reported
Water supply and recreation
61,000 acre-feet (normal), 119,040 (maximum)
Large/High

Flood damage history

No failures have occurred

Results of failure/high releases

There are 3,262 buildings located with the breach inundation
zone and within the City of Stillwater that could be impacted
by a breach.
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Lake McMurtry Dam – NRCS Site 40

From the OWRB

Location
Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard

9 miles west of Stillwater
North Stillwater Creek
Stillwater Creek
City of Stillwater (Noble County Conservation District)
1971
3,039 feet/64 feet
1,155 acres
Earth
Water Supply, Flood Control and Recreation
19,733 acre-feet (normal), 24,726 acre-feet (maximum)
Intermediate/High

Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
There are 467 buildings and three downstream bridges
located with the breach inundation zone and within the City
of Stillwater that could be impacted by a breach.
Yes

Emer Action Plan (EAP)

Boomer Lake Dam – SCS Site 23

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam No.23 (Boomer Lake) (April 2019)

Location

Section 11 T19N, R02W, Latitude: 36.14363 Longitude: 97.0666, on Lakeview Street between Husband and
Washington Streets in Stillwater.
Boomer Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District/City of Stillwater
1932/ relocated 1992
3960 ft/45 feet
275 Ac
Earth
Recreation, Cooling Water for Stillwater Power Plan
2352 AF (normal), 6221 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Source
Drainage basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Two individual houses and 14 groups of houses (252 total);
one group of mobile homes (25 total); four groups of
apartment buildings (123 units total); three individual
commercial buildings and six groups of commercial buildings
(49 total); a railroad and three locally significant roads
(McElroy Street, Highway 51, Highway 177 (Perkins Road)
and Atchison & Santa Fe Railroad may be inundated by a
dam breach. The Stillwater high school campus would be
threatened.
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Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 24
(Lakeside Golf Course)

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Source
Drainage basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam

Legal Description: Section 26 T20N, R02E, Latitude: 36.17843
Longitude: -97.0636, on the municipal golf course on
Washington Street between Richmond and Burris Streets on
the north side of Stillwater.
Boomer Creek Tributary
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1967
1400 ft/30 ft
10 Ac
Earth
Flood Control

Capacity
Size/Hazard

47 AF (normal), 931 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Homes and businesses at the intersection of Richmond Rd
and Washington St would be impacted as well as several
apartment buildings in the Links Apartment complex.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 26
(Whittenberg Lake)

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 27, T20N, R02E , Latitude:
3617957 Longitude: -97.0715, on the west side of
Washington Street, just north of Richmond Road (on the
north side of Stillwater)
Boomer Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1981
2000 ft/40 ft
24 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
108 AF (normal), 2,181 (maximum)
Small/High

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Homes and businesses at the intersection of Richmond Rd
and Washington St would be impacted as well as several
apartment buildings in the Links Apartment complex.
Roadways would be inundated significantly at Richmond Rd,
Washington St. and Airport Rd.
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Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 28 (Hazen
Lake)

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 3 T19N, R02E, Latitude: 36.1507
Longitude: -97.0755, at the west end of Osage St, north of
the intersection of Lakeview and N. Monroe Streets.
Boomer Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1965
900 ft/28 ft
8 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
28 AF (normal), 505 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
A large number of homes and businesses would be impacted
from the dam to 19th St., including many overtopped roads
and bridges.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 29

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 3 T19N, R02E, Latitude: 36.14726
Longitude: -97.0791, in the Lakeview Estates Housing
Addition on Lakeview Street (between Main and Western
Street in Stillwater)
Boomer Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1967
620 ft/23 ft
3 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
17 AF (normal), 222 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
A large number of homes and businesses would be impacted
from the dam to 19th St., including many overtopped roads
and bridges.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 30

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)
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Location

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard

Legal Description: Section 15 T19N, R02E, Latitude: 36.12639
Longitude: -97.0867, on the east side of Western Street
between Hall of Fame and McElroy Streets in Stillwater.
Duck Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1965
1400 ft/30 ft
33 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
28 AF (normal), 478 AF maximum
Small/High

Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Approximately 400 homes are located downstream from
dam and may be inundated by a dam breach.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 33C

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 33 T20N, R02E, Latitude: 36.16389
Longitude: -96.9003, 0.25 mile north on Sangre Road from
the intersection of Sangre Road and Airport-East Road to the
dam, which is on the east side of the road.
Tributary of Cow Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
2005
1000 ft/27 ft
39 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
32 AF (normal), 215 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Source
Drainage Area
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
There are no known homes currently in the breach
inundation area. There are two major roads downstream
from the dam that could be inundated.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 39

From the Noble County Conservation District,
OKStillwater Creek Watershed Dam No. 39
Emergency Action Plan (EAP) (May 2012)

Location

Noble County. Section 24 T20N R01E, Latitude:
36.19216 Longitude : -97.1574. Approximately five miles
north and 4.7 miles west of downtown Stillwater.
Dry Creek
Stillwater Creek
Noble County Conservation District

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
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Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

1966
1,260ft/42ft
103 Acres
Earth
Flood Control
1,251 AF
High
None
The EAP estimated 20 people at risk, though they would be
outside of Stillwater. Only a small portion of the mapped
inundation area touches the City of Stillwater.
However, much of the inundation area is within the School
District and could impact transportation for rural students.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 46 –
Ham’s Lake/Karsten Creek

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 46 & 48 (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 22 T19N, R01E, Latitude: 36.10726
Longitude: -97.1815. From the intersection of Highway 51
and Redlands Road west of Stillwater (five miles west of the
intersection of 6th Street and Western Street on the west
edge of Stillwater), the dam is 0.25 miles south of Hwy 5 on a
dirt road.
Harrington Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1965
1900 ft/57 ft
240 Ac
Earth
Flood Control and Golf Course Water Feature
481 AF (normal), 4,477 AF (maximum)
Intermediate/High

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Two Highway 51 bridges; three houses; three duplexes; and
one commercial building directly downstream of the dam
may be inundated by a dam breach.
On the main stem of Stillwater Creek between 25,000 and
77,000 feet downstream of the dam, east bound Highway
51; one mobile home; three houses and an 18-unit
apartment complex may be inundated by a dam breach.
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Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 48

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 46 & 48 (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 24 T19N, R01E, Latitude: 36.11233
Longitude: -97.14428. From the intersection of 6th Street
and Western on the west side of Stillwater, travel three
miles west on Hwy 51 to Range Road. Turn south onto Range
Road and go 0.25 mile. The dam is on west side of Range
Road.
Tributary to Stillwater Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1965
700 ft/22 ft
119 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
207 AF
Small/High

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
One unoccupied house; one occupied house and 13 RV
trailers may be inundated by a dam breach.
The inundation may result from the water being backed up
upstream from Highway 51 due to the restricted flow
through the road culvert.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 49A

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard

Legal Description: Section 29 T19N, R02E, Latitude: 36.09196
Longitude: -97.1173, on the southwest edge of Stillwater,
south 0.75 mile on Country Club Road from the intersection
of 19th Street and Country Club Road and 0.25 miles east.
Tributary to Stillwater Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1998
1250 ft/32 ft
8 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
39 AF (normal), 604 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Flood damage history

No failures have occurred
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Results of failure

One house and two groups of homes (18 total); three groups
of apartment buildings (32 total); four commercial buildings;
and two locally significant roads may be inundated by a dam
breach affecting 380 people.

Stillwater Creek Site – SCS Site 49B

From the Payne County Conservation District OK.
Conservancy District No. 16 Emergency Action Plan
(EAP) for Dam Nos. 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33C, 49A and
49B (March 2019)

Location

Legal Description: Section 30 T19N R1E, Latitude: 36.09253
Longitude: -97.1278, on the southwest edge of Stillwater,
south on Country Club Road for 0.75 mile from the
intersection of 19th Street and Country Club Road on the
west side of Country Club Road.
Tributary to Stillwater Creek
Stillwater Creek
Payne County Conservation District
1997
1300 ft/30 ft
23 Ac
Earth
Flood Control
95 AF (normal), 1644 AF (maximum)
Small/High

Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard
Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Two houses and two groups of houses (25 total); three
groups of apartment buildings (32 total); four commercial
buildings; and three locally significant roads may be
inundated by a dam breach. Four hundred and fifteen people
would potentially be at risk if the dam failed.

Cedar Isle Dam

From the OWRB

Location
Source
Drainage Basin
Owner/operator
Year built
Length/ Height
Surface area
Construction material
Use of Dam
Capacity
Size/Hazard

Latitude: 36° 5.5 Min. Longitude: 97° 6.4 Min.
Tributary to Stillwater Creek
Stillwater Creek
Sangre Ridge Homeowners Corporation
1950
425 ft/19 ft
9 acres
Earth
Flood Control
99 AF maximum
Small/High

Flood damage history
Results of failure

No failures have occurred
Approximately 25 homes or less downstream from the dam.
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Fifteen High Hazard dams would directly affect Stillwater and/or Stillwater Public Schools during a breach or
failure. For the purposes of this plan, only the impacts of high hazard dams are addressed unless otherwise
specified.

Lake Carl Blackwell Dam Breach Inundation Area

At the time of this plan’s preparation, warning times for a breach or failure of Lake Carl Blackwell
were not available.
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Lake McMurtry (NRCS Site 40) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time to the first building (a home) is 1 hour and 17 minutes with a depth of 16.1 feet.
Travel time to buildings ranges from 1 hour and 17 minutes to 8 hours and 41 minutes, with depths
ranging from less than 1 foot to as high as 16.1 feet. The height of the water at the dam is 48.4
feet.
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Boomer Lake (NRCS Site 23) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for breach or failure of would depend on the type of event. The NRCS has estimated a
wave time arrival from the time of failure to the first building at less than 15 minutes. Flood depths
in buildings range from less than one foot to over 5 feet. The flood depth at the dam is 21.7 feet.
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Whittenberg Lake (NRCS Site 26) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for breach or failure of Whittenberg Lake Dam – NRCS Site 26 would depend on the
type of event. The NRCS has not estimated a wave time arrival from the time of failure to the first
building. The flood depth at the dam is 28.5 feet. Richmond Road would be overtopped by a large
wall of water just below the dam.
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Hazen Lake (NRCS Site 28) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for breach or failure of Stillwater Creek Watershed Dam No. 28 would depend on the
type of event. The NRCS has not estimated a wave time arrival from the time of failure to the first
building. The flood depth at the dam is 23.3 feet. Lakeview Road would be significantly overtopped.
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Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 29) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for breach or failure of Stillwater Creek Site No. 29 Dam would depend on the type of
event. The NRCS has not estimated a wave time arrival from the time of failure to the first building.
The flood depth at the dam is 21.3 feet. Lakeview Road would be significantly overtopped below the
dam.
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Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 30) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for breach or failure of Stillwater Creek Site No. 30 Dam would depend on the type of
event. The NRCS has not estimated a wave time arrival from the time of failure to the first building.
The flood depth at the dam is 23.2 feet.
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Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 33C) Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for breach or failure of Stillwater Creek Site No. 33C Dam would depend on the type of
event. There is no breach data available for this dam.
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NRCS Site 39 Dam Breach Inundation Area

Warning time for a breach or failure of Site No. 39 Dam would depend on the type of event. There is
no breach data available for this dam. The inundation area identified in the EAP would impact
structures outside of the city limits of Stillwater.
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Ham’s Lake/Karsten Creek (NRCS Site 46) Dam Breach Inundation Area

A breach analysis was prepared April 2012. The height of the water at the dam was 37.3 feet.
Travel time to the first building is 18 minutes at a depth of 8.9 feet. The time to the last building is 5
hours and 37 minutes. Depths range from less than a foot to 8.9 feet.
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Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 48) Dam Breach Inundation Area

A breach analysis was prepared in April 2012. The height of the water at the dam is 18.6 feet. The
travel time was not included in the report, but the inundation levels range from 3 feet to 9 feet.
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Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 49A) Dam Breach Inundation Area

A breach analysis study was completed for this dam in September 2012. The height of the water at
the dam was 23.2 feet. The travel time to the first building (an apartment building) is less than 15
minutes. Travel times to all buildings ranged from less than 15 minutes to as much as 34 minutes.
One downstream bridge is overtopped by 3.1 feet with a travel time of 21 minutes, and another is
overtopped by 5.7 feet with a travel time of 28 minutes.
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Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 49B) Dam Breach Inundation Area

A breach analysis study was completed for this dam in September 2012. The height of the water at
the dam was 26.3 feet. The travel time to the first building (a house) is less than 15 minutes. Travel
times to all buildings ranged from less than 15 minutes to as much as 44 minutes. One downstream
bridge is overtopped by 4.3 feet with a travel time of less than 15 minutes, another is overtopped by
4.0 feet with a travel time of 34 minutes, and another is overtopped by 6.8 feet with a travel time of
39 minutes.
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Remaining Extent and Data Deficiencies
At the time of this plan’s preparation, no inundation map was available for inclusion for Cedar Isle Dam or
Lakeside Golf Course (NRCS Site 24). Breach analysis data for Cedar Isle Dam can be found in the Phase 1
inspection report of the National Dam Safety Program, prepared by the Oklahoma Water Resources Board. The
NRCS has not estimated wave time arrival from the time of failure at Site 24, Site 26, 33 or 39 to the first
building. The flood depth from Site 24 is estimated at 24.7 feet. No depth information is available for Site 26 or
Cedar Isle. No breach information was available for Lake Carl Blackwell, Site 33 or 39. Action Item 38 in
Chapter 5 addresses these deficiencies.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
In 2016, a leak was discovered at Sanborn Lake Dam. This dam is not listed by OWRB. The leak was caused by a
burrowing animal and required the lake to be partially drained for repairs to be made. Reports indicate that a
failure of the dam would not threaten properties downstream, but notifications were issued. The dam was
successfully repaired. There have been no dam failures in the City of Stillwater.

Probability of Future Events
Well maintained dams are generally at a very low risk of failure. Due to the sheer number of high hazard dams
within the area and the age of many of the structures, Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools considers its
probability of dam failure to be occasional. Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools:
Occasional: 1 to 10 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of 11 to 100
years.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
People downstream of dams could be subject to devastating danger and damage in the event of failure. The
number of fatalities or injuries resulting from either hazard is strongly influenced by the number of people
occupying the inundation area, the amount of warning they are provided, and the amount of pre-event public
education and planning. The general population is generally unaware of its risk to Dam overtopping.
The total number of people vulnerable to a maximum failure of any of the NRCS dams is accessible in the NRCS
Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for each dam for which this data has been prepared, or in the other EAPs. Anyone
in the inundation areas identified in the maps displayer earlier in this section are at risk of the impacts described
here-in.
Lake Carl Blackwell: Breach analysis was not available at the time of this plan’s preparation.
Lake McMurtry (NRCS Site 40) Dam: A breach inundation study was completed for this dam in February 2012.
There are 327 houses, 28 commercial establishments, 20 apartment buildings, 88 mobile homes and a church
will be impacted by a breach.
Boomer Lake Dam – NRCS Site 23: Two individual houses and 14 groups of houses (252 total); one group of
mobile homes (25 total); four groups of apartment buildings (123 units total); three individual commercial
buildings and six groups of commercial buildings (49 total); a railroad and three locally significant roads (McElroy
Street, Highway 51, Highway 177 (Perkins Road) and Atchison & Santa Fe Railroad may be inundated by a dam
breach. The Stillwater high school campus would be threatened.
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Lakeside Golf Course (NRCS Site 24) Dam : Individual at-risk homes and roads are not identified due to the
number of homes and size of impacted area. A detailed breach inundation study was not completed for this dam.
By inspection, homes and businesses at the intersection of Richmond Rd and Washington St would be impacted
as well as several apartment buildings in the Links Apartment complex.
Whittenberg Lake (NRCS Site 26) Dam: Individual at-risk homes and roads are not identified due to the number
of homes and size of impacted area. By inspection, homes and businesses at the intersection of Richmond Rd
and Washington St would be impacted as well as several apartment buildings in the Links Apartment complex.
Roadways would be inundated significantly at Richmond Rd, Washington St. and Airport Rd.
Hazen Lake (NRCS Site 28) Dam: Individual at-risk homes and roads are not identified due to the number of
homes and size of impacted area. A large number of homes and businesses would be impacted from the dam to
19th St., including many overtopped roads and bridges.
Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 29) Dam: Individual at-risk homes and roads are not identified due to the
number of homes and size of impacted area. A large number of homes and businesses would be impacted from
the dam to 19th St., including many overtopped roads and bridges.
Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 30) Dam: Individual at-risk homes and roads are not identified due to the
number of homes and size of impacted area. There are a large number of homes and roadways downstream.
Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 33C) Dam: There are no current houses in the breach inundation area,
but it is expected that development will occur there due to the location of the dam. There are two roads that may
be inundated by a dam breach.
Ham’s Lake/Karsten Creek (NRCS Site 46) Dam: Two Highway 51 bridges; three houses; three duplexes; and one
commercial building directly downstream of the dam may be inundated by a dam breach. On the main stem of
Stillwater Creek between 25,000 and 77,000 feet downstream of the dam, east bound Highway 51; one mobile
home; three houses and an 18-unit apartment complex may be inundated by a dam breach.
Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 48) Dam: One unoccupied house; one occupied house and 13 RV trailers
may be inundated by a dam breach, however the inundation may result from the water being backed up
upstream from Highway 51 due to the restricted flow through the road culvert.
Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 49A) Dam: One house and two groups of homes (18 total); three groups
of apartment buildings (32 total); four commercial buildings; and two locally significant roads may be inundated
by a dam breach affecting 380 people.
Stillwater Creek Watershed (NRCS Site 49B) Dam: Two houses and two groups of houses (25 total); three groups
of apartment buildings (32 total); four commercial buildings; and three locally significant roads may be inundated
by a dam breach. Four hundred and fifteen people would potentially be at risk if the dam failed.
Cedar Isle Lake Dam: There are approximately 25 homes or less downstream from the dam. It is estimated that
approximately 100 people would potentially be at risk if the dam failed.

ECONOMY
The direct economic impacts of dam failure are:
•

Dam Benefits Losses – considered to be the present value of lost benefits not produced by the dam or the
replacement cost of services the dam provides
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•
•

Downstream Property Damages – the costs of the downstream damages produced by the failure event
Dam Repair/Replacement Costs – includes the repair and/or replacement of the onsite assets

The indirect economic impacts of dam failure can include:
•
•
•
•
•

Labor reduction due to flooding – lost employment due to the loss of damaged infrastructure
Capital reduction due to flooding – loss of production due to damaged infrastructure
Water shortages due to reduced agricultural deliveries
Water shortages due to reduced municipal and industrial deliveries
Lost tourism

Most of the NRCS dams were constructed for flood control. Flooding would worsen with the benefit of the flood
reduction impact these dams have.
Estimated economic losses for the high hazard dams included in this risk assessment were not available at the
time of this plan update. If this type of assessment is completed within the plan maintenance period, economic
losses for those dams will be included in the next update.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures 2018 building footprint data was used to identify the number of structures located in the
inundation area of High-Hazard dams in Stillwater. County assessor data was used to determine total estimated
market value. A summary of this information is included below.

Estimated Structure Count; Dam Inundation
Dam Breach Inundation
Site 023 – Boomer Lake
Site 026 – Whittenberg
Lake
Site 028 029
Site 030
Site 033C
Site 039
Site 040 – McMurtry
Site 046

Building Count

Estimated Values

433
97

$96,753,701
$29,892,702

435
280
0
0
682
51

$116,230,984
$39,698,788
$0
$0
$97,031,234
$13,069,272

Infrastructure Dam failure inundation could interfere with several infrastructure systems. Several utility lines
cross inundation areas, and flood waters could threaten to damage poles. During events, roadways may be
impassable and damaged by flowing water. This could disrupt emergency services and utility response.
Gas transmission pipelines could be breached both through trees being uprooted, affecting the lines, and ground
being washed out, exposing the pipelines to damage.
Oklahoma State’s water treatment plant is within Lake McMurtry’s estimated inundation area. Inundation of this
area would prevent it from operating.
Critical Facilities As discussed above, the OSU water treatment plant is within the inundation area of Lake
McMurtry. Additionally, The Stillwater high school campus would be threatened by a breach or failure of Boomer
Lake.
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Cultural Resources No known cultural resources would be directly impacted by a dam failure.
Future Development Future development that occurs within predicted inundation areas will be at risk during an
event of flood waters. These waters may forceful and cause extensive physical damage to structures.
Natural Environment A dam failure would disrupt natural environments downstream.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation(s)

Recommendation

Action

Citizens rely on warning sirens as
primary source of weather
notifications.

Educate the public on purpose of
outdoor warning sirens and promote
NOAA weather radios.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all hazards,
mitigation, preparation, and
response topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Some areas of Stillwater appear to
be out of range of an outdoor
warning siren

Install, update, and maintain warning
sirens.

Action 7: Evaluate, upgrade,
and maintain outdoor warning
and alert systems.

Citizens are generally unaware of
their risk to dam failure. Many of
those citizens that live below NRCS
sites 24, 26, 28, 29, and 30. These
sites have breach inundation areas
but not information on flood arrival
times and depths.

1. Educate the public of risk
associated with living
downstream of a dam.

Action 37: Work with the NCRS
to develop breach analyses for
NRCS sites 24, 26, 28, 29, and
30,

2. Work with the NCRS to
develop breach analyses for
NRCS sites 24, 26, 28, 29,
and 30,

Data from several dams was
missing for inclusion in this plan.

Update the plan with additional data
when available.

Action 37: Work with the NCRS
to develop breach analyses for
NRCS sites 24, 26, 28, 29, and
30,

Two Stillwater Public School
Campuses could be impacted by
dam failures.

Study school campuses to determine
solutions to protect them in case of a
dam failure.

Action 36: Study and
implement strategies for
hardening school properties to
flooding and dam failure
inundation.
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Fire
Hazard Description
This section combines the previous Wildfire and Urban (structure) Fire hazards from the 2015 update into one
hazard profile.
Wildfire A wildfire is any outdoor fire that is not controlled, supervised, or arranged. Wildfire probability depends
on local weather conditions; outdoor activities such as camping, debris burning, and construction; and the degree
of public cooperation with fire prevention measures. Wildfires can result in widespread damage to property and
loss of life. Wildfire vulnerability is found chiefly in wildland-urban interface (WUI) areas. Generally speaking, WUI
refers to the zone of transition between unoccupied land and human development. It is the line, area, or zone
where structures and other human development meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland or vegetative
fuels. To determine the WUI, structures per acre and population per square mile are used. The WUI in the area is
divided into two categories: intermix and interface. Intermix areas have more than one house per 40 acres and
have more than 50-percent vegetation. Interface areas have more than one house per 40 acres, have less than
50-percent vegetation, and are within 1.5 miles of an area over 1,235 acres that is more than 75-percent
vegetated (Stewart et al., 2006).
Structure Fire: A structure fire is one that burns a home or other improved structure. Fire generates a black,
impenetrable smoke that blocks vision and stings the eyes, making it often impossible to navigate through or
evacuate a building on fire.
Stillwater is the largest city in the state to receive a FIREWISE designation.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
All structures in Stillwater have some level of risk to the fire hazard. There are some factors that affect the risk of
a fire occurring in a given location. Average age of structures, type of construction, and location relative to fire
stations and open woods or grassland can all influence the likelihood or extent of damage of structure fires.
Oklahoma State University Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources post-doc Dirac Twidwell,
department of natural resource ecology and management, assembled the Community Wildfire Hazard and Risk
Assessment for Stillwater. The program identifies some of the major threats to homeowners in different parts of
the city. Areas at greatest risk are located in the southwest and southeast portions of the assessment area.
Ratings in those areas are higher due to limited emergency vehicle access into subdivisions, high densities of
dead end roads or cul-de-sacs with inadequate turning space for emergency vehicles and numerous roads lined
with highly flammable vegetation, Those areas also have housing developments located in areas of dense
Eastern redcedar stands within an unmanaged crosstimbers matrix, inadequate defensible space around
houses, and the location of houses next to a large natural landscape with a high probability of wildfire occurrence
The assessment shows these areas are rated as “moderate risk” areas. This means the chances of a majority of
homes in the community surviving a wildfire is fair, and need some minor improvements to make the community
more fire resistant.
Alternatively, areas with the lowest wildfire hazard ratings were located in the interior of the city where
subdivision designs provide greater sources of access for emergency vehicles and the presence of volatile fuels
is noticeably reduced. Stillwater received an overall rating of moderate in the report.
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The peripheral areas of Stillwater where development comes into contact with grassy and woody fuels will be
more exposed to wildfires than areas within the City’s urbanized core. Lightning and other hazard events have the
potential to cause wildfires, such as earthquakes and high winds. For example, in the dry autumn of 2005,
gusting winds downed power lines in south central Oklahoma, sparking wildfires. The table below estimates the
number of structures in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI). This data was produced from the Southern Wildfire
Risk Assessment
Stillwater Public Schools operates 6 campuses in areas identified as Moderate in the map included below. These
campuses include Sangre Ridge Elementary School, Stillwater Middle School, Stillwater Junior High School,
Skyline Elementary School, Stillwater Highschool, and Richmond Elementary School. Stillwater and Stillwater
Public Schools are both at risk for experiencing wildfires and structural fires. Overall Significance Rating for
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Medium: The event’s impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not
devastating.

Wildfire Hazard Potential and Areas of Concern
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Structures in Wildland- Urban Interface
Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI)
Interface
Intermix

10,213
1,811

Wildfire danger is measured using indexes that relate longer-term soil and vegetation conditions to shorter-term
weather patterns. The most explosive conditions occur when dry, gusty winds blow across dry vegetation. These
factors are contained in the Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KDBI), the Fire Danger Rating System, and the Burning
Index (BI). The Keetch-Byram Index relates weather conditions to potential or expected fire behavior, using
numbers from 0 to 800 to represent the amount of moisture that is present in soil and vegetation; it is described
in detail in the drought section. The Fire Danger Rating System, below combines the combustibility of vegetation
and weather conditions to derive the easily understood Green-Blue-Yellow-Orange-Red fire danger alerts. These
three wildfire measures are summarized in the following tables.
The Burning Index, shown below, relates temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and solar radiation to the
“relative greenness” of vegetation (taken from satellite measurements) and fuel models for native vegetation
(assigned on a 1-kilometer grid across the State). These factors are used to derive four indices: Spread
Component, Energy Release Component, Ignition Component, and Burning Index. The Burning Index is a
synthesis of the Spread and Energy Release components and is used to predict fire line intensity and flame
length. The higher the number, the more difficult the wildfire is to fight.
Stillwater may experience days of extreme fire danger on the Fire Danger Rating System. There is no scientific
scale to measure the extent of a structural fire, however fires that cause a total loss of a structure and contents
may happen. The most devastating events are those that cause loss of life.

Oklahoma Fire Danger Model Burning Index
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Fire Danger Rating System

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
Data made available by the Stillwater Fire Department during the planning process indicated that there
were 1,010 fire related incidents between 2014 and November of 2019. This data did not differentiate between
wildfire and structural fire. According to the Oklahoma State Fire Marshal, from 2007 to 2017 Stillwater Fire
Department made 448 wildfire runs that burned a total of 144,251 acres and did $544,753 in damage. Based
on this limited data, Stillwater can expect about 45 wildfires each year that burn 14,425 acres and do
approximately $54,475 in damage. This data is summarized below, note: this data is approximate. only.
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Stillwater Wildfires, 2007-20175
Year

Wildfire Runs

Acres
Burned

Losses

2007
2008

48
41

111
253

$0
$0

2009
2010

0
13

0
399

$0
$340

2011
2012

105
33

308
12,490

$16,239
$526,558

2013
2014

25
79

29390
25,300

$121
$465

2015
2016

23
52

29350
21850

$253
$462

2017
Total

29
448

24800
144,251

$315
$544,753

Since the previous plan was approved, Stillwater has not been directly impacted by a wildfire event within the City
limits. The greatest impact to Stillwater is the impact of resource deployment to situations in Payne County
requiring mutual aid, and depleting emergency resources within the city. The most impactful Wildfire event in
Stillwater occurred in 2012:
July 25-31, 2012: A wildfire was reported west of Stillwater, near I-35 and OK Hwy 51 on July 25 that spread
eastward. Traffic was stopped for a time along I-35 because of reduced visibility and accidents. On July 30, fires
began popping up along OK Hwy 51 east of town that spread into the rural Villa Estates mobile home park along
Wooten Lane. Flames were reportedly 50 feet high. Homes were evacuated near Fairgrounds Rd. in Stillwater.
The Jardot family home on Fairgrounds Rd. south of McElroy was destroyed. Other grass fires broke out west of
Prairie Rd. and north of OK Hwy 51, and near 32nd and Union Rd. Temperatures reached 113 degrees. By the
end of the event, 1,500 acres had burned in Stillwater, along with seven mobile homes, 10 outbuildings, four
vehicles, one tractor and three residences.
August 1-4, 2012: Another, even more destructive fire broke out northeast of Stillwater, near Richmond Rd. and
Union Rd. on August 1 that spread rapidly northeast towards Glencoe. Two National Guard helicopters assisted.
Stillwater, Glencoe and Ingles fire departments, and OSU Fire Training Service assisted in the event. Glencoe and
the surrounding areas were evacuated. Stillwater Emergency Management continued to monitor hotspots on the
fire. No burn injuries were reported, but two firefighters were treated for heat-related illness at the scene due to
the triple digit temperatures. The fires put off massive plumes of smoke that could be seen for miles. The fire
burned 2,000 acres and destroyed at least 10 homes. On August 22 another fire broke out near McElroy Rd. and
Council Creek Rd. that consumed a vacant mobile home.

5

Source: Oklahoma State Fire Marshall
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Probability of Future Events
It is likely that both structural fires and wildfires will continue to impact Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools.
Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Highly Likely: 90 to 100 percent probability of
occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of less than 1 year.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
People are directly endangered during fire events of all types. Residential fires can result in injury or death of
civilians and first responders. Grass fires can also endanger people. Fire alarms, evacuation routes,
extinguishers, sprinkler systems, and preventative measures all are aimed at limiting the threat to human health.
In addition, fires can result in heavy financial losses and disruptions to individual’s lives.

ECONOMY
Structural fires at commercial sites can result in the destruction of property and interruption of operations. Even
small fires can result in a business closing for months to undergo repairs. Wildfires can damage crop fields and
threaten livestock, severely impacting agricultural businesses.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures: Modern buildings are designed to minimize the probability of catastrophic fires. Despite
these, all buildings have some risk of structural fire which could result in light damage to complete destruction.
Large wildfires could consume buildings in the WUI.
Stillwater Public Schools: While public school facilities are built to high standards, any fire at a school can result
in putting lives in danger or at least disrupting services for an extended period of time while. Fires can also lead
to power outages in the school district, the schools should consider installing emergency power sources.
Infrastructure: The largest threat to infrastructure would be damage to poles or lines near a structural fire. This
could lead to downed lines and localized outages.
Wildfires can also impact traffic corridors, forcing detours and creating unsafe driving conditions. Lift stations,
water towers, and water pumps could also be impacted by wildfires, which would impact sewer and water
distribution systems. Communications infrastructure can also be disrupted by fires.
Critical Facilities: Critical facilities share the same risk to fire as other structures. Fires at critical facilities can
result in a disruption of services. Some critical facilities, such as hospitals or assisted living homes, could result
in extensive evacuations, injuries, or deaths if impacted by a structural fire. Critical facilities could be directly
impacted by wildfires or have transportation routes or other services disrupted by them.
Cultural Resources: Cultural resources impacted by fires risk losing irreplaceable items in addition to the risks
they share with regular structures.
Future Development: Higher building standards, new construction technology, and improved fire response will all
contribute to help mitigating future development’s risk to all fires. However, vulnerability will remain.
Natural Environment: Structural fires risk releasing pollutants into the natural environment. Wildfires are often a
part of natural cycles and can actually be beneficial. Controlled burns should be conducted to reap these benefits
and minimize the buildup of fuel materials which could result in more dangerous fire
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Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation

Recommendation

Action

Stillwater Fire Department
provides support and resources to
help control wildfires outside of
the city’s limits.

Continue to work with surrounding
districts to control grassfires.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Properties will continue to be at
risk of structural fires.

Promote mitigation technologies such
as smoke detectors.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Controlled burns can provide
many ecological and agricultural
benefits while reducing the risk of
wildfires.

Provide education and support in how
to properly conduct and control burns.

In addition to direct threats, fires
can also pose an elevated risk to
people with asthma or other
respiratory conditions, further
complicating procedures for large
facilities, such as Stillwater Public
Schools.

Take into account at risk populations
when conducting evacuations and
creating plans.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

The largest threat to infrastructure
would be damage to poles or lines
near a structural fire. This could
lead to downed lines and localized
outages.

Install generators at critical facilities,
including schools.

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Lightning
Hazard Description
Lightning is a discharge of electrical energy that results from the buildup of positive and negative charges in a
thunderstorm, which creates a “bolt” when the buildup of charges becomes strong enough. Lightning can occur
between a cloud and the ground (Cloud-to-Ground Lightning), between two clouds (Intercloud Lightning), or within
the same cloud (Intracloud Lightning). Lightning can strike 10 miles out from the rain column.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
As lightning is a by-product of thunderstorms, all areas of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are subject to
the exposure and effects of lightning events. The risk of this hazard is uniform over the planning area.
The Vaisala Flash Density Map indicates that Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools may experience between 4
and 12 cloud to ground lightning flashes per sq km per year. According to NOAA’s Severe Weather Data Inventory,
the highest number of lightning flashes on a single day in Stillwater occurred on August 16, 2018, with a total of
630 strikes. This number was pulled from five years of data.

Vaisala Flash Density Map

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
The NCEI Storm Events Database did not include any reports of damaging lightning strikes during the 10 year
window from 2009 to 2018. The database did include 4 reports within Stillwater that date back to 1998. Based
on the available Vaisala data, Stillwater can expect 4-12 strikes each year.
September 22, 1998: An OSU student was struck by lightning on campus. He was transported to Stillwater
Medical Center and released the following day.
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March 3, 1999: A substation was damaged by a lightning strike, resulting in power loss in areas of southwest
Stillwater.
May 9, 2000: Two power poles east of Stillwater were destroyed by lightning strikes. This resulted in a power
outage impacting over 500 residents.
August 12, 2002: A power outage resulted from lightning striking a powerline.

Probability of Future Events
Stillwater should expect lightning strikes on a yearly basis, with power outages, injuries, and possible death to
occur sporadically. Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Highly Likely: 90 to 100 percent
probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of less than 1 year.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
The entire population of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools is exposed to the lightning hazard. Injuries and
deaths associated with lightning are highly preventable. Stillwater is home to several park spaces and Golf
Courses. Lightning events could place park visitors in imminent danger, potentially park evacuation. Injuries and
deaths associated with lightning are highly preventable. Some city departments have policies in place that
prevent city employees from working outdoors when lightning is predicted in the area. The City could consider
adopting a city-wide policy preventing non-essential operations to be placed on hold until severe weather threat
passes.
Anyone caught outside during a thunderstorm is exposed to and at risk of lightning related injury or death.
Stillwater Public School students spend time outside during all months of the year for recess, physical education
classes, and other educational activities. Many students participate in before or after school sporting events such
as baseball, football, golf, tennis, track, and cross country that require them to be outside. At the time of this plan
update, the School District did not have a formal lightning policy in place. The City and School District should
work to develop a uniform lightning policy to protect students, staff, and visitors of Stillwater Public School
District.

ECONOMY
Economic impacts of this hazard are primarily related to loss of power and business interruption. The amount of
impact on the economy depends on the length of time until service restoration. Small businesses should prepare
for any level of disruption.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures: All structures within Stillwater or Stillwater Public Schools share the same vulnerabilities to
lightning. A bolt of lightning can explode masonry walls or ignite fires.
Infrastructure The most severe consequence of a lightning strike on Stillwater’s infrastructure is from loss of
electrical power and communications. Lightning has caused damage to transformers and downed lines in the
past, resulting in outages in the service area.
Critical Facilities All critical facilities in Stillwater are exposed to this hazard. Lightning can cause extensive
damages to facilities. Communication and IT equipment can be damaged or destroyed, disrupting critical facility
functions. Critical facilities should be equipped with lightning solutions to lessen the impact of a direct strike.
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Cultural Resources Cultural institutions in Stillwater are exposed to lightning. Many of these institutions keep
records or are considered to be historic. Loss of any historic resources because of fire as a result of lightning
would be devastating.
Future Development All future development is exposed to the lightning hazard. Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools should consider integrating lightning protection solutions in future growth.
Natural Environment Lightning does not pose a significant threat to the natural environment. The main concern
would be a grassland fire caused by lightning during dry conditions

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation
Populations involved in outdoor
activities are at risk from severe
weather events.

Lightning strikes have caused
service disruption to businesses
and critical facilities in Stillwater.
Lightning can cause extensive
damages to facilities.

Recommendation
Notify the public of the risks
associated with severe weather.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Critical facilities should be equipped
with lightning protection solutions to
lessen the impact of a direct strike.

At the time of this plan update,
the City of Stillwater and Stillwater
School District did not have a
formal lightning policy in place.

The City and School District should
work to develop a uniform lightning
policy

Stillwater Public Schools have
experienced damages to fire
alarm and intercom systems.

Continue to harden facility systems to
lightning hazards and have backup
procedures in place.

Lightning strikes can disrupt
utilities and cause power outages
in Stillwater

Action

Critical facilities, including schools,
should have emergency power
sources installed in the event of a
power outage.

Action 2 Develop a
coordinated Emergency
Response and Operations
Procedures Plan and
coordinate developed plan
with the Public Schools
Emergency Operations Plan.

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Extreme Heat
Hazard Description
Extreme heat is marked unusual hot weather (maximum, minimum, daily average) over a region persisting at
least two consecutive days during the hot period of the year based on local climatological conditions, with
thermal conditions recorded above given thresholds (WMO 2015). Note: There is no universally recognized metric
for what constitutes a heat extreme. The World Meteorological Organization recommends characterizing a heat
wave by its magnitude, duration, severity, and extent.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are located in an area known for its hot, humid summers, with
temperatures often reaching above 100ºF for extended periods. Extreme heat is a hazard that impacts the entire
planning area. Overall Significance Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Medium: The event’s
impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not devastating.
The Heat Index and Heat Disorders table relates index ranges with specific disorders, particularly for people in
the higher risk groups. The Heat Index and Disorders Table displays varying degrees of caution depending on the
relative humidity combined with the temperature. The shaded zones on the chart indicate varying symptoms or
disorders that could occur depending on the magnitude or intensity of the event. “Caution” is the first level of
intensity where fatigue due to heat exposure is possible. “Extreme Caution” indicates that sunstroke, muscle
cramps or heat exhaustion are a possibility, whereas a “Danger” level means that these symptoms are likely.
“Extreme Danger” indicates that heat stroke or sunstroke is highly likely. According to the Oklahoma
Climatological Survey, Stillwater regularly experiences heat indexes in the extreme danger category.

Heat Index and Heat Disorders Table
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PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
According to the Oklahoma Climatological Survey, Stillwater averaged (between 1971 and 2000) 10 days per
year with a high over 100 degrees and 71 days per year with a high greater than 90. Despite high heat being a
common summertime occurrence, there were no events reported in the NCDC database between 2009 and
2018. The summer of 2006 saw high temperatures exceeding 100 degrees from mid-July through mid-August. A
death was reported in Stillwater.
In 2011, Stillwater experienced more than 50 days with a high temperature over 100 degrees. Since 2015, no
impactful periods of extreme heat were reported. The planning team indicated impactful heat events do not
occur every year, this is consistent with information generated by the NCEI and cited herein.

Probability of Future Events
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are considered to likely experience of extreme heat events occurring in
the future. Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Likely: 10 to 90 percent probability of
occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of 1 to 10 years.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
Extreme heat can take its toll on all people in Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools, and even the most
physically fit individuals can succumb to heat effects. However, certain segments of the population are at higher
risk. These populations include the following:
•

Individuals 65 years and older

•

Children under five years old, especially infants

•

Socially isolated individuals

•

Mentally & mobility challenged individuals

•

Obese individuals

•

Individuals under the influence of alcohol or medications

•

Individuals and families living below the poverty line

•

Outdoor workers

Of particular concern are individuals over the age of 65 and below the poverty line. These are at the highest risk
of loss of life due to extreme heat conditions. Workers exposed to high heat are also at higher risk for heat
related illness and policies should be crafted to help mitigate those impacts. Similarly, students engaged in
outdoor activities are at risk for heat related illnesses.
Stillwater Public Schools engages in activity modification to help mitigate impacts (moving practices inside, for
example). City of Stillwater outdoor workers also have additional steps they take during high heat events to help
minimize the impact on their health. In addition, large events (such as OSU football games) can put thousands of
people at increased risk of heat related injuries. Though individually minor, this can put a strain on emergency
medical response working the events.
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ECONOMY
The biggest impact on the economy is the human toll associated with heat-related mortality and illness. Worker
productivity decreases during heat waves. The slowdown is particularly acute in outdoor industries such as
construction.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures Buildings are vulnerable to extreme heat in a limited way, such as in damage from expansive
soils. Expansive soils, which can damage foundations and walls, can be exasperated by extreme heat. If a
building’s air conditioning goes out, it might create unsafe conditions inside. This is especially important for
hospitals or assisted livings homes with at risk populations.
Stillwater Public Schools: Public school facilities have minimal risk to extreme heat. The greatest concern to the
schools is loss of power.
Infrastructure High temperatures directly affect infrastructure in Stillwater. During extreme heat, Stillwater
Electric Utility could experience any combination of the following challenges in meeting the needs of Stillwater:
Failure of vital delivery components due to exposure to high heat and excessive demand, or insufficient field and
office staff to effectively handle the increased workload. Water and sewer lines in areas with highly expansive
soils are vulnerable to damages.
Critical Facilities Critical Facilities face the same issues as other structures and buildings. The greatest concern
is loss of power.
Cultural Resources Cultural resources generally share the same vulnerabilities as other structures and buildings.
Outdoor recreation areas have increased risk of heat related illness for users or could experience damage to
vegetation during heat events.
Future Development Future development shares the same vulnerabilities of current developments to the high
hazard. Site and building designs can be done in a way to minimize cooling costs, generators can be included,
and foundations can be designed to withstand expansive soils.
Natural Environment Extreme heat causes concern for the agricultural community due to crop loss. High
temperatures and dry air can lead to heat stress in trees and increase risk for wildfires.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation
Extreme heat can cause power
disruptions due to high energy
demands. Power outages could
disrupt services at critical
facilities.

Recommendation

Assess the need for generators at
critical facilities and implement as
funding becomes available

Action
Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Observation

Extreme heat can cause
expansive soil damages to
buildings

Extreme heat can lead to illness
and death and some portions of
the population are more at risk.

Some workers are at higher risk of
heat illnesses during events

Outdoor extracurricular activities
can expose students and staff to
extreme heat conditions.

Recommendation

Action

Educate homeowners and builders on
the risks of expansive soils and how
to mitigate them.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached

Identify at risk populations that may
require special assistance.

Action 3: Work with agencies
to identify vulnerable and
special needs populations
within the jurisdiction and
develop a voluntary inventory
of these special needs’
populations requiring special
assistance in the event of a
disaster.

Encourage policies that take into
account heat for workers.

Action 2: Develop a
coordinated Emergency
Response and Operations
Procedures Plan and
coordinate developed plan
with the Public Schools
Emergency Operations Plan.

Continue to monitor heat and
minimize exposure by changing times,
modifying activities, and changing
locations during extreme heat events.

Action 2: Develop a
coordinated Emergency
Response and Operations
Procedures Plan and
coordinate developed plan
with the Public Schools
Emergency Operations Plan.
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Earthquake
Hazard Description
An earthquake is a sudden release of energy that creates a movement in the earth’s crust. Most earthquakerelated property damage and deaths are caused by the failure and collapse of structures due to ground shaking.
The level of damage depends upon the extent and duration of the shaking. Most severe earthquakes take place
where the vast tectonic plates that form the Earth's surface collide and slide slowly over, under, and past each
other. They can also occur along any of the multitudes of fault and fracture lines within the plates themselves.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
All of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools is equally susceptible to an earthquake as they are not limited to
one specific geographic area. An earthquake occurring in an entirely different state could affect the planning
area. The risk of this hazard is uniform over the entire planning area. Overall Significance Rating for Stillwater
and Stillwater Public Schools: Medium: The event’s impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not
devastating.
Two standard measures are used to classify an earthquake’s extent: magnitude and intensity. These measures
are sometimes referred to as the Richter Scale (magnitude) and the Modified Mercalli (intensity).
Magnitude is an Arabic number representing the total amount of energy released by the earthquake source,
based on the amplitude of the earthquake waves recorded on seismographs that have a common calibration. A
single, instrumentally determined value thus represents the magnitude of an earthquake.
Intensity, expressed as a Roman numeral, is based on the earthquake’s observed effects on people, buildings
and natural features. It varies depending on the location of the observer with respect to the earthquake’s
epicenter. In general, the intensity decreases with distance from the fault, but other factors such as rupture
direction and soil type also influence the amount of shaking and damage.

USGS Earthquake Magnitude Scale6
Class

Magnitude

Great
Major
Strong
Moderate
Light
Minor

8 or more
7-7.9
6-6.9
5-5.9
4-4.9
3-3.9

The 2018 Long-term National Seismic Hazard Map 7published by the USGS indicates Stillwater is an area of low
risk to earthquakes. The map shows peak ground accelerations having a 2 percent probability of being exceeded
in 50 years, for a firm rock site. The map is based on the most recent USGS models for the conterminous U.S.
(2018), Hawaii (1998), and Alaska (2007). The models are based on seismicity and fault-slip rates and take into
account the frequency of earthquakes of various magnitudes.

6
7

http://www.geo.mtu.edu/UPSeis/magnitude.html
https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/2018-long-term-national-seismic-hazard-map
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PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
The USGS and Oklahoma Geological Survey report earthquakes with a magnitude of 3.0 or higher. Earthquakes
are not felt until they reach a magnitude of 3.0 on the Richter Scale. An earthquake with magnitude 3.6 was
recorded in Stillwater on June 30, 2015.
A 5.6 Magnitude earthquake on November 5, 2011 near Prague and another 5.6 magnitude quake occurred
near Pawnee, OK on September 3, 2016. A 5.0 magnitude earthquake occurred near Cushing, Oklahoma on
November 2016. These events were felt in Stillwater. No injuries were reported in either event in Stillwater.
Damages were reported, but estimates were not available.

Probability of Future Events
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools will likely be exposed to earthquakes in the future. Based on the USGS
data mapped below, there is a 5%-12% chance of damaging shaking annually for the Stillwater area. Probability
Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Likely: 10 to 90 percent probability of occurrence in the next
year or a recurrence interval of 1 to 10 years.
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2017 Seismicity Map (includes hazard from induced seismicity)

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
A HAZUS model was used to estimate possible losses from an earthquake event centered in Stillwater. A
magnitude 5.6 earthquake was used for the modeling.

PEOPLE
Most earthquake injuries and fatalities occur within buildings from collapsing walls and roofs, flying glass, and
falling objects. As a result, the extent of a community’s risk depends not just upon its location relative to a known
fault, and its underlying geology and soils, but also on the design of its structures. Those populations who do not
know how to respond when an earthquake occurs remain vulnerable to potential earthquakes. All people in the
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools should be made aware of what actions to take during an earthquake
event. Contents in a home can be as or more dangerous and damage-prone than the structure itself. Any
unsecured objects can move, break, or fall, as an earthquake shakes, are potential safety hazards and potential
property losses.
The HAZUS model estimated injuries and fatalities at three different times during the day. Injuries were estimated
from 1,356 to 2,075 people. Fatalities were estimated at 93 to 144.
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ECONOMY
The majority of earthquakes in the region lack the magnitude to inversely impact Stillwater’s economy. Strong
earthquakes could damage structures and topple contents. Such hardships may be hard to bear, especially for
small business owners. Due to the regional nature of an earthquake, it is possible that damages could be
isolated or widespread.
HAZUS estimated monetary losses from income related losses at $404,750,000 and capital losses at
$1,751,060,000.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures Depending on when and how it was designed and built, a structure may have weaknesses
that make it more vulnerable to earthquakes. Modern building codes have adopted a Maximum Credible
Earthquake that corresponds to a 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years. Adequate performance under
smaller, more frequent earthquakes, such as the majority of those experienced in Stillwater, is implicitly
assumed. According to an interview with Dr. Chris Ramseyer, the director of OU’s Structural Engineering Lab, the
wind resistance covered by the state building codes in Oklahoma provides adequate safety for an earthquake up
to 7.2 on the Richter scale. 8 It is not likely an earthquake would cause major structural damage to any Stillwater
or Stillwater Public Schools facilities. Low- intensity events, can cause (drywall) cracking; on unreinforced
masonry, there is potential for failures. An earthquake can cause items to fall within structures, which can lead to
additional damages or injuries.
Stillwater Public Schools: School facilities could sustain damages from an earthquake, resulting in the need for
closures while repairs were made. In addition, unsecured interior furniture could fall during events.
Infrastructure Though there have not been reports of damages previously, utility infrastructure could be damaged
by earthquakes. This could lead to service interruptions, and widespread damages could cause extended
outages. The HAZUS model predicted damages to road infrastructure, water and wastewater distribution, natural
gas, and electrical power systems.
Critical Facilities Critical facilities face the same potential impacts to earthquakes as other structures/buildings
in Stillwater. Of particular concern are the design and construction of critical facilities, such as hospitals and
transportation facilities, oil and gas pipelines, electrical power and communication facilities, and water supply
and sewage treatment facilities and lines.
Cultural Resources Earthquakes could cause minor structural damages to historic structures. A more significant
concern is the contents of structures.
Future Development Future development will be exposed to the same risk as current development.
Improvements to building technology.
Natural Environment Earthquakes can cause land subsidence, either directly related to an earthquake or
provoked by shaking.

Building codes protect Oklahomans from quakes, expert says, Accessed 6/1/2020,
https://oklahoman.com/article/5519219/building-codes-protect-oklahomans-from-quakes-expert-says
8
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Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation

Recommendation

Action

Shaking from earthquakes
outside the Stillwater’s city limits
still effect structures within the
City.

Stillwater should educate the public
on ways to make their property safe
from earthquakes, and proper
response.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Damage associated with
earthquakes in Stillwater is
generally minor. Citizens notice
smaller impact such as pictures
falling off walls, or small cracking.
Properties in Stillwater were not
constructed with earthquakes in
mind.

Critical facilities should be
constructed or repaired, to resist the
effects of earthquakes.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Earthquakes could cause minor
structural damages to historic
structures. A more significant
concern is the contents of
structures.

Stillwater could consider an education
program to stabilize items within
structures to prevent damages and
injuries during earthquake events.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Though there have not been
reports of damages previously,
utility infrastructure could be
damaged by earthquakes. This
could lead to service
interruptions, and widespread
damages could cause extended
outages.

Assess the need for generators at
critical facilities and schools and
implement as funding becomes
available

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Hailstorm
Hazard Description
A hailstorm is an outgrowth of a severe thunderstorm in which balls or irregularly shaped lumps of ice fall with
rain. Extreme temperature changes from the ground upward into the jet stream produce strong updraft winds
that cause hail formation. Hailstorms are usually considered “severe” when hail is larger than 1” and
accompanied by winds greater than 58 miles per hour.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
The risk of this hazard is uniform over the planning area. Overall Significance Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater
Public Schools: Medium: The event’s impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not devastating.
As shown below in the Combined NOAA/TORRO Hailstorm Intensity Scale, hail is considered “destructive” when it
reaches 1.6 inches in diameter, or golf ball size. Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools may experience hail up to
and exceeding 4 inches in diameter.

Combined NOAA/TORRO Hailstorm Intensity Scales
Size
Code

Intensity Category

Typical Hail
Approximate
Diameter (inches)
Size

H0

Hard Hail

up to 0.33

Pea

H1

Potentially
Damaging

0.33-0.60

Marble or
Mothball

H2

Potentially
Damaging

0.60-0.80

H3

Severe

0.80-1.20

H4

Severe

1.2-1.6

H5

Destructive

1.6-2.0

H6

Destructive

2.0-2.4

Lime or Egg Aircraft bodywork dented; brick walls pitted

H7

Very Destructive

2.4-3.0

Tennis ball

Severe roof damage, risk of serious injuries

H8

Very Destructive

3.0-3.5

Baseball to
Orange

Severe damage to aircraft bodywork

H9

Super Hailstorms

3.5-4.0

Grapefruit

Extensive structural damage. Risk of severe or
even fatal injuries to persons caught in the open

H10

Super Hailstorms

4+

Softball & up

Extensive structural damage. Risk of severe or
even fatal injuries to persons caught in the open

Typical Damage Impacts
No damage
Slight damage to plants, crops

Dime or grape Significant damage to fruit, crops, vegetation
Nickel to
Quarter

Severe damage to fruit & crops, damage to
glass & plastic structures, paint & wood scored

Half Dollar to
Ping Pong Ball
Silver dollar to
Golf Ball

Widespread glass damage, vehicle bodywork
damage
Wholesale destruction of glass, damage to tiled
roofs, significant risk of injuries
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PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
The NCEI database included 14 days with reported hail impacting Stillwater between 2009 and 2018. The
entirety of Payne County reported 32 days during that same time period. Some events have occurred during
pickup/drop-off times, exposing students, parents, and staff to hail at Stillwater Public Schools.

Probability of Future Events
Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Highly Likely, 90 to 100 percent probability of
occurrence in the next year or a recurrence interval of less than 1 year. The entire planing area can expect to see
severe hail, exceeding 1-inch in diameter, 5 or more times per year. According to the SCIPP Simple Planning
Tool,9 “climate models project an increase in the frequency and intensity of severe thunderstorms, and events
with large hail are projected to increase (Kossin et al. 2017). At the same time, models project an overall
decrease in the number of days with hail per year (Brimelow et al. 2017). Confidence in the projections is
currently low, however, due to the isolated and sporadic nature of hail events and limited comprehensive
datasets which make it difficult to track long-term trends (Wuebbles et al. 2017a).”

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
All the population of Stillwater is exposed and at risk for experiencing this hazard. Although not as common as
structure and vehicle damage, personal injury can be caused by large hail driven by high winds. Baseball size hail
falls at 100 mph. Those engaging in outdoor activities may find themselves in a situation where adequate shelter
is unavailable and be seriously injured. All outdoor parks and recreation areas should be equipped with warning
sirens to ensure sufficient time to seek refuge from hailstorms.
Low-income populations are less likely to be able to recover entirely from a destructive hailstorm. Stillwater could
consider applying for a FEMA grant to mitigate residential properties from hail damages.

ECONOMY
The economic impacts associated with this hazard are primarily agricultural related and not applicable to
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools. Most losses to businesses are covered by insurance.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing All structures are exposed to this hazard. Hail damages occur on an annual basis in Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools causing insured losses to residential and commercial properties and automobiles. Hail
can cause bruises, punctures, and leaks on roofing systems. The amount of damage depends on the size of the
hail, and the age, material, and surface temperature at the time of the event. Substantial hail damage may result
in the need for an entirely new roofing system. Large hail driven by high winds can break through windows, doors,
and skylights that are not impact resistant, allowing rainwater to enter buildings. When building a new home or
replacing the roof, homeowners should consider using hail-resistive roofing products.
Infrastructure Disruption of electric power, water treatment systems, gas service, or the local municipal
authorities is not anticipated. Fire, Police and Medical Services would all be similarly at risk to the secondary
effects of a hail event. Response vehicles in the open during a hail event would all face the same risk of damage,
most likely to windows and windshields, which could render them unable to operate and cause potential delays in
response time.

9

Southern Climate Impact Planning Program, Simple Planning Tool 2015
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Critical Facilities All critical facilities in Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are exposed to this hazard. It is
unlikely a hailstorm would render a building non-operational.
Cultural Resources Large hail could cause significant damage to properties listed on the National Register of
Historic Places. The cost to repair these facilities is greater because it is necessary to restore them to the
condition of their historical significance
Future Development New development will have the same vulnerabilities to hail as current development. There
are disaster resistant construction techniques that can be used to reduce the likely impact of hailstorms.
Communities should consider working with the Oklahoma Insurance Department to educate both insurance
agents and consumers of the discounts offered for building to higher standards.
Natural Environment Damage to trees, shrubbery and other vegetation may occur during hailstorm events
through defoliation. Unless there are compounding stresses, natural vegetation can typically recover over time
following the event.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation(s)

Recommendation

Action

Residents and visitors may rely on
warning sirens as primary source of
weather notifications.

Educate the public on purpose of
outdoor warning sirens and promote
NOAA weather radios or other sources
of notifications.

Hail causes damage to all structure
types and vehicles on an annual
basis.

Educate the public on the benefits of
disaster resistant construction and
provide protection for public vehicles
and equipment.

The general public, and even
insurance agents, are unaware of
the benefits associated with
disaster resistant construction and
discounts on insurance premiums.

Communities should work with the
State Department of Insurance to
educate the public on disaster
resistant construction.

Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools facilities will be impacted
by future hail events.

When replaced install break resistant
glass and impact resistant shingles on
critical facilities.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all hazards,
mitigation, preparation, and
response topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.
Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all hazards,
mitigation, preparation, and
response topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.
Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.
Action 11: Install break
resistant glass in government
offices and critical facilities,
including schools.
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Severe Winter Storms
Hazard Description
A winter storm is a winter weather event that produces impactful accumulations of freezing rain (ice), sleet
and/or snow. (NWS 2018. Winter storms may include heavy snowfall, blowing and drifting snow, high winds,
extreme cold or ice storms. Among the most significant hazards associated with winter storms are traffic
accidents. The most extreme instance is a blizzard, which is defined as winds greater than 35 mph, visibility less
than ¼ mile, lasting at least 3 hours. New snowfall is not necessary for a blizzard, blowing snow can similarly
obscure visibility. Winter storms are measured by snowfall accumulation or ice thickness. Winter storms occur in
Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools between November and March and are usually created by large lowpressure systems moving rapidly across the country. For Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools, ice storms are a
greater threat than blizzards. Access to moisture from the Gulf of Mexico falling over shallow cold air near the
surface can produce ice accumulations of two inches or greater with tremendous damage to power distribution.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
The risk of this hazard is uniform over
the planning area. Overall Significance
Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater
Public Schools: Medium: The event’s
impacts on the planning area are
noticeable but not devastating.
Climatological data was available for
the county. During the winter months,
Payne County occasionally experience
snowfall combined with high winds,
freezing rain or ice storms. From 1971
– 2000, the total seasonal snowfall
averaged around 9.2 inches. From
1893 – 2003 the greatest daily
snowfall was 13 inches (in 1994). The
snowfall season usually runs from
November to March.
In addition to snow and sleet, ice
accumulation can pose serious hazards
during winter storms. 1/4 to 1/2 inch
accumulations can break small
branches and weak limbs, while 1/2 to 1-inch accumulations can cause larger branches to snap off. Ice
accumulation on roadways creates dangerous travel conditions.
The Sperry-Piltz Ice Accumulation Index, is a tool used to predict the types of damage that may occur before a
winter storm striking. The Sperry-Piltz Ice Accumulation Index, or SPIA Index, can accurately predict the location,
timing, and severity of ice storm impacts days in advance. The tool allows cooperatives, and other entities better
prepare for severe ice events.
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Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools may experience a winter storm event with wind surface winds gusting over
30 mph and over a foot of snow accumulation. They may experience an ice storm with greater than 3 inches of
ice accumulation and a rating of 5 on the SPIA.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
Severe winter weather has resulted in several Presidential Disaster Declarations that included Payne County, and
as a result Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools. Information for the declarations is available at the county
level, so there is an assumption that events include Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools. (Sources: FEMA,
NCDC, https://oklahoman.com/article/3340695/oklahoma-ice-storms-2000-2007)
DR-1355-2001 Severe Winter Storm: A series of winter storms occurred from December 2, 2000 through January
10, 2001. Payne County was first impacted on December 13 as a snowstorm dropped 4 to 6 inches. A serious
ice storm struck the state on the evening of December 25, 2000. This ice storm saw accumulations of nearly an
inch and left nearly 170,000 without power and thousands more stranded as roadways became impassable.
More snow was experienced on the 31st. Public Assistance was authorized for Payne County.
DR-1401-2002 Ice Storm: January 30, 2002 through February 11, 2002. Freezing rain resulted in 1-2 inches of
ice accumulation in the state. This resulted in widespread damage to utility poles and hundreds of thousands
without power. Fatalities were reported throughout the state.
DR-1452-2003 Severe Ice Storm December 3 – December 4 2002. A snowstorm left as much as 8 inches of
snow accumulation in areas. Ice accumulations resulted in power outages that left nearly 50,000 without power
across the state.
DR-1735-2007 Severe Winter Storm: An arctic cold front moved into northeastern Oklahoma during the late
evening hours of the 11th and had finally passed through the southeastern portion of the state by the evening of
the 12th. An estimated 120,000 electric customers were without power due to downed power poles and power
lines within this swath, some of which were without power for more than two weeks. West of the heavy ice, one to
three inches of sleet occurred with lesser amounts of freezing rain, generally between 1/4 to 1/2 inch. The worst
damage to the public infrastructure from the storm in eastern Oklahoma occurred in Muskogee County ($10.5
million), Pittsburg County ($7.5 million), McIntosh County ($6 million), Haskell County ($5 million), Delaware
County ($3 million), Wagoner County ($2 million), Mayes County ($1.5 million), and Cherokee County ($1 million).
DR-1876-2010 Severe Winter Storm: December 24- December 25, 2009. A blizzard swept through Oklahoma.
Over the course of hours, it dropped up to 6 inches of snow in Payne County, which combined with wind gusts up
to 30 mpg to create significantly reduced visibility. This created treacherous driving conditions throughout the
state, stranding motorists along interstates and highways. Roadways maintained closure overnight, and fatalities
were reported across the state.
The NCEI data base included 20 events from January 1, 2009 through December 31,2018.

Probability of Future Events
Based on the number of recent events, Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools are likely to have severe winter
events and can expect to be impacted by winter storm events on a near annual basis. Stillwater reported that
they have not been impacted by the hazard for several years.
The SCIPP Simple Planning Tool summarized a decrease in the number of significant snowfall days across the
southern United States from 1930 to 2007. Current models predict that the number of snowfall days will
continue to decrease, but accumulations may be greater due to increases in atmospheric moisture (Krasting et
al. 2013). However, due to the limited observational data and complexity of events, there is significant
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uncertainty regarding future ice storms in Stillwater. Models suggest that there will be a general northward shift
of the rain, sleet, and snow dividing line across the central United States.
Probability Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Likely: 10 to 90 percent probability of occurrence in
the next year or a recurrence interval of 1 to 10 years.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
Stillwater and Stillwater Public School’s population is exposed to severe winter storm events. Deaths during
winter storms can occur due to traffic accidents, hypothermia, slips, and aphysixatiton due to improper heater
use. Stillwater Public Schools mentioned specific concern about slips within its campuses, which do keep salt on
hand to help treat surfaces.
Transportation Accidents: Snow packed hills and icy road surfaces increase the frequency and impact of traffic
accidents for the general population, resulting in personal injuries and deaths. Stillwater has a snow and ice
clearance plan for its roadways. Stillwater Public Schools may be forced to close due to icy roads.
Hypothermia: Hypothermia is a potentially dangerous drop in body temperature caused by prolonged exposure to
cold temperatures. Victims of hypothermia are most often elderly people with inadequate food, clothing, or
heating; babies sleeping in cold bedrooms; and people who remain outdoors for long periods Older adults are
especially vulnerable. Being outside or in a cold house can cause an older person’s body temperature to drop
below 95 degrees and cause many health problems, even death.
Vulnerable Populations: Stillwater Citizens with low or no income may not have access to adequate housing or
may resort to alternate methods of heating. Some heating methods may increase the likelyhood of fire or
aphysixation. Subsidies are available through the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) to help
low-income households meet the cost of home energy. All LIHEAP assistances are subject to available funding by
the Federal government.

ECONOMY
One of the biggest hits the economy takes during a winter storm event is in the form of lost wages, and sales.
Costs of repair to damaged homes and businesses can also be severe, especially to low-income households.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures A direct threat to structures/buildings from a severe winter event is excessive snow/ice
accumulation onto flat or low-grade sloped roofing surfaces. This is especially true of older structures that were
not constructed to withstand this type of stress. Falling trees and limbs can damage buildings as well.
Commercial structures face the same impacts of winter weather as residential properties. More indirect threats
to structures/buildings would be from power outages causing interruption to heating and refrigeration (loss of
supplies, food, sensitive equipment), frozen water pipes (excessive flooding causing damage to interior and
sensitive electronic equipment if pipes break), and fires (caused by power lines being torn away from structure or
power surges as lost power is restored).
Stillwater Public Schools: School facilities share the same risks as other structures.
Infrastructure The most severe consequence of a winter storm on Stillwater infrastructure is damage to power
lines caused by the added weight and surface area of ice accumulation, combined with the additional stress of
wind. These factors can combine and lead to extensive, long-term power outages. An extensive power outage
would also force the school district to close.
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Though the risk of power outages is there, Stillwater Electirc Utility reported only one power outage lasting greater
than 24 hours, during the 2007 ice storm event. Aside from this, Stillwater Electric Utility is able to get power
restored quickly. There is interest in applying for funds to harden the electric utility within Stillwater. American
Public Power Association honored the Stillwater Electric Utility (SEU) with its Reliable Public Power Provider
(RP3®) designation. This means we provide consumers with the highest degree of reliable and safe electric
service. Stillwater is one of 191 of the nation’s public power utilities to earn this distinction.
During winter events, Oklahoma Natural Gas (ONG) experiences a variety of challenges in meeting the needs of
the Stillwater jurisdiction, including: damage to gas meters from ice accumulation, falling power lines or tree
debris, inaccessibility to underground gas meters from falling debris, danger to field employees related to road
conditions, downed power lines, extreme temperatures.
The most significant threat to the operation of Stillwater’s wastewater treatment plant during a winter storm
would be power outages. Lift stations are also at risk of power outages.
Snow or ice accumulation along roadways creates treacherous driving conditions and may force closures. Road
closures due to ice/snow accumulation can result in loss of retail trade, wages, and tax revenue.
Critical Facilities All critical facilities in Stilwater and Stillwater Public Schools are susceptible to the potential
impacts of a winter storm event. Power outages can interrupt services. Ice, snow, and debris accumulation can
make roadways inaccessible. A loss of heating can make facilities dangerously cold. The Stillwater Airport could
be forced to cancel flights due to winter weather, resulting in a loss of revenue.
Cultural Resources All cultural institutions in Stillwater are exposed to winter weather. The most likely effect of
this hazard on cultural resources would be structural damages caused by heavy snow loads.
Future Development All future development is exposed to winter storm events. Powerlines in areas of future
development should be buried or hardened to minimize power loss. Generators should be installed at all new
critical facilities.
Natural Environment The urban tree canopy can be damaged during severe winter storms.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation
Population unable to afford
adequate heating susceptible to
hypothermia.

Recommendation
Educate the public on locations of
shelters and energy assistance
programs.

Action
Action1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.
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Observation

Recommendation

Action

Winter storms can cause
extensive damage to the electrical
grid, resulting in widespread
power outages. .

Critical facilities (including lift stations
and pumps) and schools need
adequately sized generators to ensure
continuity of services.

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.

Fires and carbon monoxide
incidents can occur during winter
weather due to improper use of
alternate heating methods.

Educate the public on winter weather
preparedness and safety.

Action1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Small businesses may not be able
to afford the installation of a
generator on site.

Develop a generator rebate program
and fund through the FEMA Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program.

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.

Power loss at facilities such as
hospitals or nursing homes can
result in extensive evacuations.

Encourage private facilities to have
back up power options and establish
COOPs.

Action 4: Develop Continuity
of Operations Plans (COOP)
for the City of Stillwater and
provide education
opportunities on COOPs for
interested parties.

Stillwater Electric Utility provides
consumers with the highest
degree of reliable and safe
electric service.

SEU should continue to expand their
capabilities and consider applying for
mitigation actions to protect Stillwater
from periods of extended power
outage.

Action 39: Harden Electric
Utility in the City of Stillwater
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Hazardous Materials
Hazard Description
Hazardous substances include materials and wastes that are considered severely harmful to human health and
the environment, as defined by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) (commonly known as Superfund). Many
hazardous materials are commonly used substances which are harmless in their normal uses but are quite
dangerous if released in concentration. The EPA designates more than 1,300 substances as hazardous and
subject to the reporting requirements under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA),
CERCLA, and/or Clean Air Act (CAA). This number does not include all hazardous chemicals for which material
safety data sheets are required (EPA 2015). Because relevant legislation uses the term “hazardous substance,”
but the emergency management and response community typically use the term “hazardous materials,” for
this hazard profile, “hazardous materials” and “hazardous substances” are used interchangeably. Hazardous
materials sites, for regulatory purposes, are divided into two general categories, fixed sites, and transportation
facilities:
Fixed-site hazardous substances (materials and waste) incidents are the uncontrolled release of materials from
a fixed-site capable of posing a risk to health, safety, and property as determined by the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA). It is possible to identify and prepare for a fixed-site incident because federal and state
laws require those facilities to notify state and local authorities about what is being used or produced at the site.
The EPA regulates hazardous materials at fixed sites. Hazardous substances, as listed, are generally materials
that, if released into the environment, tend to persist for long periods and pose long-term health hazards for
living organisms. Extremely hazardous substances, while also generally toxic materials, represent acute health
hazards that, when released, are immediately dangerous to the lives of humans and animals and cause serious
damage to the environment. When facilities have these materials in quantities at or above the threshold planning
quantity (TPQ), they must submit Tier II information to appropriate state and/or local agencies to facilitate
emergency planning.
Transportation of Hazardous Materials incidents are any events resulting in the uncontrolled release of materials
during transport that can pose a risk to health, safety, and property as defined by the U.S. Department of
Transportation (U.S. DOT) Materials Transport regulations. The U.S. DOT regulates hazardous materials in transit
and transportation of hazardous waste is regulated by the Oklahoma Dept of Transportation. The U.S. DOT
regulations define hazardous materials as a substance or material that the Secretary of Transportation has
determined is capable of posing an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
Hazardous materials are widely stored and transported throughout Stillwater. An event involving hazardous
materials release could occur almost anywhere. The location of a hazardous materials release is classified as
either being at a fixed site or in-transit. Due to the sensitivity of this information, a detailed list of Tier II facilities
is not provided in this plan. Under 49 United States Code (U.S.C.) 5112, sections (a)(2) and (b), States and Tribal
governments are permitted to designate and limit highway routes over which hazardous materials (HM) may be
transported, provided the State or Tribal government complies with standards prescribed by the Secretary of
Transportation (the Secretary) and meets publication requirements in section 5112(c). Highways listed on the
National Hazardous Materials Route Registry (NHMRR) are reported to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA), Department of Transportation (DOT). The NHMRR is a listing, as reported by States and
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Tribal governments, of all designated and restricted roads and preferred highway routes for transportation of
highway route-controlled quantities (HRCQ) of Class 7 radioactive materials (RAM) (HRCQ/ RAM) and nonradioactive hazardous materials (NRHMs). Figure below illustrates the Tier II facilitates and Hazardous Material
Routes, in Stillwater. Overall Significance Rating for Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools: Medium: The event’s
impacts on the planning area are noticeable but not devastating.

Tier II Sites and Transportation Routes

The extent of a hazardous substance release will depend on whether it is from a fixed or in-transit
(mobile)source, the volume of substance released, duration of the release, the toxicity, and properties of the
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substance, and the environmental conditions (for example, wind and precipitation, terrain, etc.). Hazardous
substance releases can contaminate air, water, and soils, possibly resulting in death and/or injuries. The
dispersion can take place rapidly when the hazardous substance is transported by water and wind. While often
accidental, releases can occur as a result of human carelessness, intentional acts, or natural hazards. When
caused by natural hazards, these incidents are known as secondary events. Such releases can affect nearby
populations and contaminate critical or sensitive environmental areas. With a hazardous substance release,
whether accidental or intentional, several potentially exacerbating or mitigating circumstances will affect its
severity of the impact. Mitigating conditions are precautionary measures taken in advance to reduce the impact a
release on the surrounding environment. Primary and secondary containment or shielding by sheltering-in-place
measures protects people and property from the harmful effects of a hazardous substance release. Exacerbating
conditions, characteristics that can enhance or magnify the effects of a hazardous substance release, include:
•
•
•

Weather conditions, which affect how the hazard occurs and develops (such as wind speed and direction)
Micro-meteorological effects of buildings and terrain, which alters the dispersion of hazardous
substances in compliance with applicable codes (such as building or fire codes)
Mechanical failures (such as fire protection and containment features), which can substantially increase
the damage to the facility itself and to surrounding buildings

Land use, population and building density will be factors contributing to the extent of exposure and impacts
incurred. The severity of a hazardous material incident is dependent not only on the circumstances described
above, but also with the type of substance released, distance from the release, and the related response time for
emergency response teams to stabilize and contain the release. Generally, areas closest to a release are at the
greatest risk, due to their exposure to higher concentrations of the substance and the limited warning time
before being impacted. However, depending on the substance/material, a release can rapidly travel great
distances or remain present in the environment for long periods of time (e.g. centuries to millennia) allowing for
greater dispersal, increasing the spatial extent of the impact.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
From January 1, 2008, to December 31, 2018, there were 20 fixed-site and transportation hazardous materials
incidents in the City of Stillwater reported to the National Response Center. Almost all of these were harmless,
but reportable, releases. Common causes of releases to air were unplanned power outages, compressor failures,
and high winds. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) tracks in-transit hazardous
material releases through its nationwide database. Regulations in 49 CFR 171.15 and 171.16 govern situations
where hazardous materials are released and the resulting required notifications and reporting. Unless they are
properly reported, it is difficult to identify and track past hazardous materials releases that occur in transit. Some
examples of hazardous material releases are below.
May 5, 2013: While avoiding a stopped car, a tractor trailer rolled over into an electrical substation. The tank on
the trailer ruptured, spilling diesel fuel and interrupting the performance of the substation. The release forced an
evacuation.
November 11, 2015: A butane and isobutane mixture was released over a one-month period.
April 11, 2015: Commercial properties were evacuated as the result of a gasoline spill from a truck.

Probability of Future Events
The vast majority of events occurred in the oil and gas transportation, processing and refining industry. Stillwater
should expect multiple hazardous materials incidents on an annual basis. Probability Rating for Stillwater and
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Stillwater Public Schools: Occasional: 1 to 10 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence
interval of 11 to 100 years.

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
PEOPLE
The greatest danger is to the populations working, living, or attending school in the areas near Tier II facilities.
Persons at heightened risk include those with mobility or severe health issues that would limit their ability to
evacuate quickly and people who speak a language other than English, limiting their ability to receive warning
messages.
The occurrence of a transportation incident involving hazardous materials in Stillwater is also a concern. The
complexity of this hazard has much to do with the location of an event and materials involved. The mixing of
chemical materials during an event can intensify the threat of loss of life and or injury. Contamination of the air
and/or water can cause a major public health concern.
A truck tank rupture would be a worst-case scenario if large quantities of hazardous materials are released in a
short amount of time. Depending on the amount of material spilled, and the time it takes to contain the incident,
populations more than ¼ mile downwind of a release could be impacted. Effort should be made to educate all
residents in Stillwater about shelter in place and evacuation procedures.
The Risk Communication and Management Department of the Oklahoma DEQ provides information and technical
support to citizens, local emergency planning committees (LEPCs), and industry concerning hazardous chemicals.

ECONOMY
Economic impacts of a hazardous material event can include the cost of cleanup, loss of revenue due to
evacuations, and other damages.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures An explosion at any Tier II facility may create off-site collateral damage. Adjacent structures
and properties are most vulnerable. Hazardous material releases can damage and destroy public, commercial,
and private property. Losses include both direct and indirect costs. Direct costs can be defined as the cost of
materials, property damage, response cost, and remediation/cleanup cost for a specific release. Similar to the
fixed-site hazardous materials release, the greatest risk to population and the built environment would be from
an explosion from hazardous materials in transport. Proximity, intensity and the structural integrity of the building
itself are all factors in the subsequent vulnerability and expected damage.
Stillwater Public Schools: Stillwater Public Schools facilities share the risk to hazardous materials. In addition, any
releases near school facilities could disrupt school functions if they require evacuations or shelter-in-place
responses.
Infrastructure Water treatment plants use large amounts of liquid chlorine for purifying drinking water. A liquid
chlorine spill at a water treatment plant could force the evacuation of the facility and a temporary stop of
operations. Wastewater treatment plants process not only contaminated waste, but also use hazardous
chemicals. A hazardous substance spill at a plant could force the shutdown of the facility. In addition, a
malfunction at the plant could cause the spill of contaminated wastes into rivers and streams. A traffic incident
involving hazardous materials would cause significant traffic delays. Damages to transportation infrastructure
and their closure are not uncommon following a hazardous materials release.
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Critical Facilities Potential losses to critical facilities caused by a hazardous materials release are difficult to
monetize. The degree of damages to the asset depends on the scale of the incident. Critical facilities need to
remain in operation before, during and after disaster events. Loss of use will impact the services they provide to
the city which may have public safety and economic implications.
Cultural Resources Site remediation efforts following a hazardous material release can result in adverse impacts
to archeological resources and sensitive cultural areas in the attempt to remove and/or excavate contaminated
sediments from an affected area.
Future Development. Future development will share the same risks to hazardous materials as current
development.
Natural Environment A hazardous substance release, whether fixed-site or in-transit can negatively impact the
natural environment. Depending on the nature and amount of the substance, the release may contaminate the
air, water, or soil potentially causing concern for direct human and animal exposure, recreational usage, and fish
and wildlife consumption. Water contamination, whether surface water or groundwater, is an immediate concern
from a hazardous material release potentially impacting potable water supplies, wildlife, and recreational
activities. Hazardous material releases could also significantly impact soils including agricultural lands.
Depending on the characteristic of the hazardous material and/or the volume of product involved, the affected
area can be as small as several square feet or as large as many square miles that require soil remediation. Such
environmental damage can linger for decades and result in extensive remediation costs.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation

Recommendation

Action

Hazardous Material releases from
transportation or tier II sites can
occur on an annual basis.

The general public should be aware of
what to do when notified a HazMat
incident has occurred.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Residents often rely on warning
sirens as their primary source of
emergency notifications.

Education the purpose of outdoor
warning sirens and promote NOAA
weather radios, and other notification
systems.

Action 1: Provide the public
with information on all
hazards, mitigation,
preparation, and response
topics. Ensure that
vulnerable and functional
needs populations are
reached.

Essential facilities in Stillwater
need back-up generators.

Stillwater should assess the need for
generators at critical facilities and
implement as funding becomes
available.

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Drought
Hazard Description
A drought is a period of unusually persistent dry weather that persists long enough to cause deficiencies in the
water supply (surface or underground). Droughts are slow-onset hazards, but, over time, they can severely affect
crops, municipal water supplies, recreational resources, and wildlife. If drought conditions persist over many
years, the direct and indirect economic impacts can be significant. High temperatures, high winds, and low
humidity can worsen drought conditions and also make areas more susceptible to wildfire. In addition, human
actions and demands for water resources can accelerate drought-related impacts.

LOCATION AND EXTENT
Drought is a widespread hazard that affects the entire planning area. Overall Significance Rating for Stillwater
and Stillwater Public Schools: Low: The event has a minimal impact on the planning area.
The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) depicts prolonged (months, years) abnormal dryness or wetness. It is a
standardized index that spans -10 (dry) to +10 (wet). Based on the Palmer Drought Index, Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools drought conditions can range from 4 to –4. This value is adjusted weekly through the
Climate Prediction Center.

Drought Severity Index (Palmer)

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES
The City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools can experience drought to some extent on an annual basis,
though extensive droughts are more cyclic. Stillwater’s water supply is reliable and plentiful, and mandatory
water rationing has not been used recently. . From 2009 to 2018, there were 41 months reported in the NCDC
database as being in drought conditions. The more extensive droughts are described below
March 2011 – March 2012: Severe drought throughout the state of Oklahoma resulted in extensive agriculture
losses. The drought combined with high heat to produce dangerous wildfire conditions during the summer.
July 2012 – May 2013: Continued hot and dry conditions returned drought conditions to Payne County after a
several month reprieve. During this drought, Lone Chimney Lake dropped to 11.5 feet below normal conditions.
Extensive crop damages were reported across the state.
April 2014 – November 2014: A severe drought extended for 8 months throughout the region. No specific
impacts to Stillwater were reported.

Probability of Future Events
Based on the previous drought occurrences over the last 10 years and the cyclic nature of drought, Stillwater and
Stillwater Public Schools are likely to experience the hazard in the future. Probability Rating for Stillwater and
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Stillwater Public Schools: Likely: 10 to 90 percent probability of occurrence in the next year or a recurrence
interval of 1 to 10 years. .

Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
WATER CONDITIONS
Stillwater draws surface water from the Kaw Reservoir (Kaw Lake) on the Arkansas River, located 8 miles east of
Ponca City in Kay County. Kaw Lake drains 46,530 square miles and was primarily constructed to manage flood
waters. The lake is 23,610 acres in size and has a normal storage capacity of 428,600 acre-feet, and a
maximum storage of 1,348,000 acre-feet. Water is supplied from the Kaw Reservoir by a single water line.
During the planning process, the City of Stillwater discussed the need for an additional water line from Kaw in the
future. This water line would protect water supply to the city in the case that the current line was damaged, and it
would increase the possible amount of water capable of being supplied to the district.
Stillwater’s water treatment plant draws up to 12 MGD from the reservoir and provided more than 2.5 billion
gallons of water during 2012 to its costumers. The total current capacity for the water treatment plant is 21
MGD. The drinking water system has a storage capacity of 10 MG. An additional 2-MW emergency generator can
provide power for the water treatment facility during extended power outages. As drought is primarily an
agricultural threat in nature, the populations most vulnerable to drought are the ranchers and farmers in Payne
County. Reduced income in the agricultural market could impact the economy of the Stillwater as a whole, and
result in a drop in tax revenues for the community. The primary impacts of drought have been to farming and
ranching, but water shortages and low pressure, particularly in southwestern Stillwater, have led to occasional
water rationing, restrictions on lawn watering, and increased exposure to wildfire. A secondary impact from
drought is urban interface wildfire.

PEOPLE
All the population of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools is exposed and at risk for experiencing this hazard.
NOAA Weather Radios are one way to keep the general public informed of drought conditions.
Stillwater’s water supply is adequate to meet its current needs. A drought’s largest impacts may be on
surrounding agricultural operations, where it could lead to financial hardship for farmers and ranchers. Drought
can exasperate wildfire conditions, which could lead to injury or death.

ECONOMY
Agricultural uses, though limited, in and around Stillwater are vulnerable to prolonged droughts. Water stealing
has been seen during previous events.
As the regional economic hub, droughts that impact the farming and ranching communities can have a significant
impact on Stillwater’s retail economy and on municipal revenue streams.

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Existing Structures Drought’s primary threat to structures within the City of Stillwater is from its contribution to
the shrinkage of expansive soils. Expansive soils change volume as they absorb water (expand) and dry out
(shrink) This can lead to damage to infrastructure and building foundations. Drought
conditions exasperate extreme soil shrinking. Drought may also increase the risk of wild or grass fires. Stillwater
Public Schools are generally built to withstand expansive soils.
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Infrastructure: During periods of drought the City of Stillwater may experience water line breaks.
Critical Facilities: Critical facilities in the City of Stillwater have no specific vulnerability to the Drought hazard—
other than from expansive soils.
Cultural Resources: The primary threat to historic properties and cultural resources within the City of Stillwater
lies in the effect of its contribution to the shrinkage of expansive soils.
Future Development: Future development will bear the same vulnerabilities as current development due to
drought, exposure to expansive soils and wildfires. This applies to both structures and infrastructure. As drought
is primarily an agricultural threat in nature, the populations most vulnerable to drought are the ranchers and
farmers in Payne County. Reduced income in the agricultural market could impact the economy of the Stillwater
as a whole, and result in a drop in tax revenues for the community. Stillwater has grown at a steady pace over
recent years. As the City continues to develop, effort should be made to educate the public about the need for
and importance of water restrictions and discipline in the community. The City of Stillwater has taken into
account potential population growth and anticipates the current water supply in Stillwater can take care of the
City of the next 15 years.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Drought has many negative effects on the natural environment. The effects of drought on the ecosystem is one
Stillwater should be concerned with. Specifically, tree mortality, wind erosion, insect infestations, plant disease
and loss of migratory bird populations. Lawns or turf fields may be damaged during extensive droughts.

Summary of Observations and Recommendations
Observation

Recommendation

Action

Though water supply is adequate,
Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools should be prepared for future
drought conditions.

WatersSense is program sponsored
by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), is both a label for
water-efficient products and a
resource for helping save water.
Stillwater should implement aspects
of the WaterSense program.

Action 36: Implement aspects
of WaterSense Program to
help save water during period
of extreme heat and drought.

Stillwater has adequate water supply.
Even in historic drought conditions,
water restrictions remained voluntary.

Stillwater should plan for population
growth and additional water supply
and distribution needs.

Action 2: Develop a
coordinated Emergency
Response and Operations
Procedures Plan and
coordinate developed plan
with the Public Schools
Emergency Operations Plan.

Essential facilities in Stillwater need
back-up generators. Nearly every
hazard can cause power outages.

Stillwater should assess the need for
generators at critical facilities and
implement as funding becomes
available.

Action 5: Install generators or
provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate
emergency generators during
power outages for critical
facilities, lift stations, and
structures used for
emergency shelters.
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Stillwater’s water is supplied by a
single line from the Kaw Reservoir.

Provide parallel lines to protect
Stillwater’s water supply.

Action 8: Plan, design, and
install a parallel water supply
line for the City of Stillwater.
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Chapter 5 The Mitigation Strategy

This chapter identifies the hazard mitigation strategy and goals set by the City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools. The chapter also discusses the mitigation projects, or measures, to be taken to achieve those goals. The
mitigation strategy describes how the communities will accomplish the overall purpose, or mission, of the
planning process. The mitigation strategy is made up of three main required components: mitigation goals,
mitigation actions, and a plan for implementation. These provide the framework to identify, prioritize, and
implement actions to reduce risk to hazards.

Mitigation Goals

Goals from the 2015 Stillwater Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan were reviewed and evaluated based on
both progress and actions taken in the plan maintenance period, and on development or review of other
pertinent plans in the planning area. Goals that were deemed to be effective and pertinent to the current plan
were retained and incorporated into the 2020 plan. All City and school district goals were established using the
national hazard mitigation strategies and goals Oklahoma Emergency Management and FEMA as their
foundation.

Stillwater Mission Statement

It was the mission of the planning committee to create a dynamic plan that supports a proactive and resilient
Stillwater community by preparing for the unexpected and reducing the impacts of hazards.

City of Stillwater Goals

Stillwater has sought out in this plan to achieve the goals of improved safety and well-being of people residing
and working in Stillwater. These goals seek to reduce the potential of deaths, injuries, property damage,
environmental and other losses from natural and manmade hazards in a manner that creates disaster-resistant
communities, enhances economic development opportunities, and produces a better quality of life, resulting in
more livable, viable, and sustainable communities.

Stillwater Public Schools Goals

The goals of Stillwater School are to improve the safety and well-being of the students, faculty, staff and patrons
of the school districts by reducing the potential of deaths, injuries, property damage, interruption of educational
activities and other loses from natural hazards, and to do this in a manner that creates disaster-resistant school
system that advances the quality of education, resulting in a more viable, and sustainable educational system

Goals for all Hazards
•

Minimize loss of life and property from natural
hazard events;

•

Determine increased risk from specific hazards
due to location and other factors;

•

Protect public health and safety;

•

Improve disaster prevention;

•

Increase public awareness of risk from natural
hazards;

•

Improve forecasting of natural hazard events;

•

Reduce risk and effects of natural hazards;

•

Limit building in high-risk areas;

•

Identify hazards and assess risk for local area;

•

Improve building construction to reduce the
dangers of natural hazards;

•

Ascertain historical incidence and frequency of
occurrence;

•

Improve government and public response to
natural hazard disasters.
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Recommended Mitigation Actions

A mitigation action is a specific action, project, activity, or process taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to
people and property from hazards and their impacts. A review of the 2015 mitigation actions identified in the
previous plan was completed by the planning team. Actions were evaluated with the intent of carrying over any
not started, or continuous for the next five years. Actions with the same intent were combined into a general
action item to allow more opportunity for FEMA funding. Specific observations and problem statements, resulting
in the actions listed below, are included at the end of each hazard section in the Risk Assessment, Chapter 4.
Stakeholders reviewed actions to mitigate against the observations identified in the risk assessment at a meeting
on January 8, 2020. Potential mitigation actions were reviewed using the evaluation criteria recommended on
Worksheet 6.1 in the FEMA Local Mitigation Planning Handbook and developed, an Action Plan for the actions
determined to be highly effective and feasible. Certain mitigation measures are recommended for multiple
hazards.

Evaluation Criteria
Life Safety

How effective will the action be at protecting lives and preventing injuries?

Property
Protection

How significant will the action be at eliminating or reducing damage to structures and
infrastructure?

Technical

Is the mitigation action technically feasible? Is it a long-term solution? Eliminate actions
that, from a technical standpoint, will not meet the goals.

Political

Is there overall public support for the mitigation action? Is there the political will to support
it?

Legal

Does the community have the authority to implement the action?

Environmental

What are the potential environmental impacts of the action? Will it comply with
environmental regulations?

Social

Will the proposed action adversely affect one segment of the population? Will the action
disrupt established neighborhoods, break up voting districts, or cause the relocation of
lower income people?

Administrative

Does the community have the personnel and administrative capabilities to implement the
action and maintain it or will outside help be necessary

Local Champion

Is there a strong advocate for the action or project among local departments and agencies
that will support the action’s implementation?

Other
Community
Objectives

Does the action advance other community objectives, such as capital improvements,
economic development, environmental quality, or open space preservation? Does it
support the policies of the comprehensive plan?

The types of mitigation actions reviewed to reduce long-term vulnerability include:
• Structural Projects
• Preventative Activities
• Public Information Activity
• Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current &
Future Conditions
• Property Protection Activities
• Natural Resource Protection Activities
• Emergency Services Activities
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To prioritize the hazard mitigation action items, a benefit/cost exercise was employed. This informal analysis
reflects FEMA’s BCA and prioritizes projects on how they accomplish the plan’s mission and their estimated cost.
The Benefits of each measure is scored as High (H), Medium (M), or Low (L) based on how well it moves the City
towards the stated mission statement “To create a disaster-resistant community and improve the safety and wellbeing of Stillwater by reducing deaths, injuries, property damage, environmental and other losses from natural
and technological hazards in a manner that advances community goals, quality of life, and results in a more
livable, viable, and sustainable community.”
The Costs are also measured as H, M, or L. Costs estimate the resources needed to implement the measure.
While monetary cost is the primary resources, staffing and other resources should also be considered. The ratio
of Benefits/Costs then determines whether an action item is considered High, Medium, or Low.
This prioritization process differed from the process used in the 2015 Plan update. It was intended to capture a
current (2020) prioritization based on current resources and vulnerabilities. This analysis takes into account
recent hazard events (such as the statewide 2019 flooding) as well as previous mitigation action implementation
and resulted in different prioritizations than the 2015 Plan.

Prioritization Criteria
Question
High - The project will effectively and immediately accomplish the
mission statement.
Medium – The project may protect lives in the long term or would
have an immediate impact on protecting property.
Low – It is difficult to quantify if the project will protect lives and/or
property.
Costs
Low – Funds, staffing, or resources exist to implement the project.
Medium – Existing funds or resources would have to be reallocated to
implement.
High – Additional funds, staffing, or other resources would have to be
secured.
Benefits
Low
Medium
High
High
Low/High
Med/High
High/High
Medium
Low/Med
Med/Med
High/Med
Low
Low/Low
Med/Low
High/Low
Measures that are H/M or H/L or M/L are high priority.
L/L, M/M, or H/H are medium priority.
L/M, L/H, or M/H are low priority.

Costs

Topic
Benefits
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Action 1
Responsible Agency

Provide the public with information on all hazards, mitigation, preparation,
and response topics. Ensure that vulnerable and functional needs
populations are reached.
SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

All

Type of Action

Public Information Activity

Priority

High

Action 2
Responsible Agency

Develop a coordinated Emergency Response and Operations Procedures
Plan and coordinate developed plan with the Public Schools Emergency
Operations Plan.
SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

All

Type of Action

Emergency Services Activity

Priority

High

Action 3
Responsible Agency

Work with agencies to identify vulnerable and special needs populations
within the jurisdiction and develop a voluntary inventory of these special
needs populations requiring special assistance in the event of a disaster.
SEMA, Health Department

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

All

Type of Action

Preventative Actions

Priority

High

Action 4
Responsible Agency

Develop Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP) for the City of Stillwater and
provide education opportunities on COOPs for interested parties.
SEMA, Chamber of Commerce, DRN

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

All

Type of Action

Preventative Activities

Priority

High
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Action 5

Install generators or provide wiring and transfer switches to accommodate
emergency generators during power outages for critical facilities, lift
stations, and structures used for emergency shelters.

Responsible Agency

SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

High Wind/Tornado, Flood, Dam Failure, Fire, Lightning, Extreme Heat,
Earthquake, Severe Winter Storm

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

Medium

Action 6
Responsible Agency

Continue to bury and/or harden municipal utility overhead electric power
lines. Priorities to include feeders to critical facilities and secondary lines in
neighborhoods with mature trees.
Stillwater Electric Utility

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

High Wind/Tornado, Flood, Dam Failure, Fire, Lightning, Earthquake Winter
Storm

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

Medium

Action 7
Responsible Agency

Evaluate, upgrade, and maintain outdoor warning and alert systems.
SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

High Winds/Tornado, Floods, Dam/Failure, Fire, Hail, Hazardous Materials,
Lightning

Type of Action

Preventative Activities

Priority

Medium

Action 8
Responsible Agency

Plan, design, and install a parallel water supply line for the City of
Stillwater.
Engineering, Stillwater Department of Utilities

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Drought

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

Medium
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Action 9
Responsible Agency

Install safe-rooms or shelters in existing and new school facilities.
Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

High Winds/Tornado

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

High

Action 10
Responsible Agency

Evaluate and install employee shelters/safe rooms at public critical
facilities that do not already have one.
SEMA, Engineering

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

High Winds/Tornado

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

High

Action 11
Responsible Agency

Install break resistant glass in government offices and critical facilities,
including schools.
Engineering, SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

High Winds/Tornado, Hail, Earthquake

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

Low

Action 12
Responsible Agency

Continue to create, enhance, and incorporate warning/evacuation plans
and communication systems for areas threatened by dam failures or
flooding.
SEMA

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flooding, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Emergency Services Activities

Priority

High
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Action 13
Responsible Agency

Maintain natural and beneficial functions of streams and floodplains.
Engineering, Stormwater

Potential Resources

Local/General

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Floods, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

High

Action 14
Responsible Agency

Work with OSU to bring Lake Carl Blackwell Dam up to current design and
safety standards.
Engineering, SEMA

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Dam Failure, Flood

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

Medium

Action 15

Review and update methods of limiting or prohibiting construction in flood
prone or dam inundation areas.

Responsible Agency

Engineering, SEMA

Potential Resources

Local/General

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

High

Action 16
Responsible Agency

Install, Replace, or Upgrade existing water level monitoring systems in area
creeks.
SEMA

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flooding, Dam Failure, Drought

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Condition

Priority

High
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Action 17
Responsible Agency

Develop water conservations programs, including rate structures and
implementation.
Water Utility Services

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Drought

Type of Action

Public Information Activity

Priority

Low

Action 18
Responsible Agency

Continue to control erosion during development with vegetation or
sediment capture, reducing sedimentation which may fill in channels and
lakes, reducing their ability to carry or store floodwaters.
Engineering

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood

Type of Action

Natural Resource Protection Activities

Priority

High

Action 19

Implement volunteer program to clean local streams of debris and waste.

Responsible Agency

Engineering, Stormwater

Potential Resources

Local/General

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood

Type of Action

Natural Resource Protection Activities

Priority

High

Action 20
Responsible Agency

Maintain habitat for flora and fauna and include recreation opportunities
(such as off-street hiking and biking trails) or outdoor classrooms in flood
control projects.
Engineering, Stormwater

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Natural Resource Protection Activities

Priority

Medium
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Action 21
Responsible Agency

Prepare a Master Drainage Plan that identifies all flooding problems within
Stillwater and recommends cost-effective and political acceptable
solutions.
Engineering, SEMA

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2022

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

Medium

Action 22
Responsible Agency

Reinstate a Fee-in-Lieu of On-Site Detention Ordinance.
Engineering

Potential Resources

Local/General

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

High

Action 23
Responsible Agency

Determine the feasibility of increasing the stormwater utility fee to fund
maintenance of creeks, streams and small drainage projects.
Engineering

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

High

Action 24
Responsible Agency

Identify and implement ways of securing and elevating equipment inside
public buildings located in a floodplain.
SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Preventative Activities

Priority

Medium
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Action 25
Responsible Agency

Obtain elevation certificates for pre-FIRM homes located in the floodplain.
Engineering

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

High

Action 26
Responsible Agency

Acquire floodplain properties and repetitive/severe repetitive loss
properties.
Stormwater/Floodplain Management

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

Medium

Action 27
Responsible Agency

Implement structural and non-structural flood mitigation measures for
flood-prone properties, as recommended in the Master Drainage Plan.
Stormwater/Floodplain Management

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Structural Projects

Priority

Medium

Action 28

Responsible Agency

Inform residents of the availability of flood insurance to eligible
National Flood Insurance Program communities and of flood
proofing and flood mitigation alternatives, such as elevation of
structure or utilities, diking, etc.
Stormwater/Floodplain Management

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood

Type of Action

Public Information Activity

Priority

High
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Responsible Agency

Construct regional detention ponds to compensate for future urban
development in accordance with the Master Drainage Plans.
Engineering

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood

Type of Action

Structural Project

Priority

Medium

Action 30

Continue to reduce and eliminate storm-water infiltration and inflow (I&I)
into the sanitary sewer system.

Responsible Agency

City of Stillwater Utility, Engineering Services

Potential Resources

Local/General

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Flooding

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

Medium

Action 31

Continue to maintain culverts to allow stormwater drainage.

Responsible Agency

Stormwater

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flooding

Type of Action

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Conditions

Priority

High

Action 32

Provide hail-resistant measures/materials to protect existing public
infrastructure improvements.

Responsible Agency

SEMA, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Hail

Type of Action

Property Protection Activities

Priority

Low

Action 29
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Action 33

Implement safe room program(s).

Responsible Agency

SEMA

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

Tornado/High Wind,

Type of Action

Structure project

Priority

High

Action 34

Continue the fire department smoke detector program and battery
replacement program.

Responsible Agency

Stillwater Fire Department

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

All

Type of Action

Emergency Services Activities

Priority

High

Action 35

Continue to implement the Firewise program and renew Firewise
Community certification. (www.firewise.org).

Responsible Agency

Stillwater Fire Department, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 -2025

Hazards Addressed

Fire

Type of Action

Preventative Activities

Priority

Low

Action 36

Study and implement strategies for protecting school system from flooding
and dam failure inundation.

Responsible Agency

Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Flood, Dam Failure

Type of Action

Property Protection Activities

Priority

Medium
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Action 37

Implement aspects of WaterSense Program to help save water during
period of extreme heat and drought.

Responsible Agency

City of Stillwater, Stillwater Public Schools

Potential Resources

Local/General, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020 - 2025

Hazards Addressed

Drought

Type of Action

Preventative Activities

Priority

Medium

Action 38

Work with NRCS to obtain data not available to fully evaluate the areas
impacted by dam breach

Responsible Agency

City of Stillwater

Potential Resources

Local, FEMA, NRCS, USACE

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

Dam Failure

Action Type

Floodplain Management Regulatory/Current & Future Condition

Action 39

Harden Electric Utility in Stillwater

Responsible Agency

Stillwater Electric Utility

Potential Resources

Local, FEMA HMA

Timeframe

2020-2025

Hazards Addressed

All

Action Type

Structural Projects

Financial Assistance for Hazard Mitigation Projects
and Planning

Currently, FEMA administers three programs that provide funding for eligible mitigation planning and projects that
reduce disaster losses and protect life and property from future disaster damages. The three programs are the
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), the Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Program, and the Pre-Disaster
Mitigation (PDM) Program. The Pre-Disaster Mitigation program will be replaced with the Building Resilient
Infrastructure and Communities (BRIC) program in 2020. Information about this program is forthcoming. At the
time of this update, policy and guidance had not been released.
•

HMGP assists in implementing long-term hazard mitigation planning and projects following a Presidential
disaster declaration
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•
•

PDM provides funds for hazard mitigation planning and projects on an annual basis
FMA provides funds for planning and projects to reduce or eliminate the risk of flood damage to buildings
that are insured under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) on an annual basis

HMGP funding is generally 15% of the total amount of Federal assistance provided to a State, Territory, or
federally-recognized tribe following a major disaster declaration. PDM and FMA funding depends on the amount
Congress appropriates each year for those programs. Individual homeowners and business owners may not apply
directly to FEMA. Eligible local governments may apply on their behalf.
The intent of this section is to identify projects already identified by the City of Stillwater or Stillwater Public
Schools, eligible for FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance. The list may be expanded as additional projects are
identified. Implementation will be based on the availability of funds.
Applications submitted to FEMA must meet the minimum eligibility criteria for all submittals. All applications
submitted must include, but are not limited to, a scoping narrative (scope of work, work schedule, and detailed
cost estimate) and forms. All mitigation project sub-applications must also include, proof of cost-effectiveness,
feasibility and effectiveness, documentation of compliance with Environmental and Historic Preservation laws
and forms. If there is not enough information to submit an application, Stillwater should consider applying for
Advance Assistance through either HMGP or, Project Scoping through FEMA’s BRIC program. Advance Assistance
may be used for the following activities. Eligibility information on the BRIC program is forthcoming. Information in
this document may change as an update to the FEMA Hazard mitigation Assistance FY15 Guidance is anticipated
prior to the next Stillwater Hazard Mitigation Plan Update.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain staff or resources to develop cost-share strategy and identify potential match funding;
Evaluate facilities or areas to determine appropriate mitigation actions;
Incorporate environmental considerations early into program decisions;
Collect data for benefit cost analyses, environmental compliance and other program requirements;
Scope and prioritize hazard mitigation projects to incorporate sustainability, resilience and renewable
building concepts;
Develop hazard mitigation projects, including engineering design and feasibility actions
Conduct meetings, outreach and coordination with potential sub-applicants and community residents to
identify potential participants for property acquisition and demolition or relocation projects;
Conduct engineering design and feasibility studies for larger or complex community drainage projects or
critical facility retrofits (such as for Phased Projects);
Conduct hydrologic and hydraulic studies for unmapped flood zones or approximate A zones areas where
communities propose to submit hazard mitigation projects;
Perform professional cost estimation services to aid consistency in project budgeting across sub-applications;
Perform services to address data consistency needs for other project application categories, such as
environmental and historic preservation (EHP), cost sharing mechanisms and work schedules;
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Chapter 6: Plan Maintenance and
Adoption
Introduction

This chapter includes a discussion of the plan maintenance process and documentation of the adoption of the
plan by the Stillwater City Council and Stillwater Public Schools Board. The City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public
Schools will ensure that a regular review and update of the Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan occurs. The Planning
Committee will continue to meet on a regular basis, to oversee and review updates and revisions to the plan. The
City of Stillwater Emergency Manager will continue to head the committee oversee the day-to-day implementation
of the plan. The Stillwater Emergency Management Director will be responsible for updating and resubmitting the
plan to the State and FEMA for approval prior to the 5-year approval period expiration, as per FEMA requirements.

Monitoring the Plan

Monitoring of the Plan, the Action Plan, and Mitigation Measures is the responsibility of the City of Stillwater
Emergency Manager. Departments responsible for implementation of the Action Plan and the Mitigation
Measures will update their Progress Reports on an annual basis. Stillwater Public Schools superintendent is
responsible for monitoring plan implementation, and updating the plan on behalf of the School District.
An annual, public meeting of the planning committee will allow for the discussion with the public of plan
implementation, recent hazard events, evaluation of plan priorites and goals, and prioritization of mitigation
measures. This annual meeting will also provide a kick-off point for updating the plan.

Annual Mitigation Plan Monitoring Meetings
Meeting Year

Topic

2021

Monitor Plan Progress and Hazard Activity, Review
Plan for any changes in priorities. Update as needed.

2022

Monitor Plan Progress and Hazard Activity, Review
Plan for any changes in priorities. Update as needed.

2023

Monitor Plan Progress and Start Plan Update

2024

Update Process

2025

Adopt Plan Update and Begin Monitoring Process

Evaluating the Plan

The City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan will be continually evaluated by
the City of Stilwater Emergency Manager. The evaluation will assess:
•

Adequacy of adopted Goals and Objectives in
addressing current and future expected
conditions;

•

Whether the nature and magnitude of the risks
have changed;
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•

Appropriateness of current resources allocated
for implementation of the Plan;

•

Integration of the Mitigation Plan into new
planning processes.

•

To what extent the outcomes of the Mitigation
Measures occurred as expected;

•

Whether agencies, departments and other
partners participated as originally anticipated.

These programs will continue to be monitored and updated on an annual basis, if not more often. The annual
monitoring meeting and reports will provide the ifnormation necessary for the Stillwater Emergency Manager and
Committee to evaluate the plan.
Actions in the plan will be discussed at the annual meetings to determine if they have been completed, and if
they are still necessary to include in the plan. When funding opportunities are available, the planning committee
will discuss which actions, if any, should be subitted for funding through FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Assistance
programs or other funding opportunities. Completed actions will be noted on the City of Stillwater Hazard
Mitigation website, accessible to the public.

Updating the Plan
The City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Mitigation Plan will be updated according to the following
schedule:
•
•
•

Revise and Update- the City and School District will incorporate revisions to the plan document identified
during the monitoring and evaluation period, as well as items identified in the previous Planning Tool.
Submit for Review- the revised plan will be submitted to OEM and FEMA through the State Hazard Mitigation
Officer for review and approval, and to FEMA no later than six (6) months prior to the plan expiration date.
Final Revision and Adoption- if necessary, the plan will be revised per OEM and FEMA remarks, adopted by
the Stillwater City Council and Stillwater Public Schools Board, and the updated plan sent to FEMA prior to the
expiration of the 5-year approval period.

Public Involvement
The City of Stillwater is committed to involving the public directly in updating and maintaining the Multi-Hazard
Mitigation Plan. Copies of the Plan will be maintained at the public library, and the plan will be available online.
Stillwater Emergency Management will continue to use its social media presence to advertise public mitigation
meetings and solicit feedback. In addition, the Emergency Manager will host an annual meeting that will be open
to the public.

Incorporating the Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan
The Hazard Mitigation Planning Committee recognizes the importance of fully integrating hazard mitigation
planning and implementation into existing local plans, regulatory tools, and related programs; this process was
used for the integration of the 2015 City of Stillwater and Stillwater Public Schools Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan.
The City of Stillwater’s local planning mechanisms available for incorporating the recommendations and
requirements of the Hazard Mitigation Measures are listed below. The Project Manager and Committee will
ensure annual review of specific plans, ordinances, and codes identified in Chapter 3, to incorporate the
requirements of this plan and hazard mitigation practices, into those documents whenever feasible.
The Stillwater City Council will adopt the plan as a guide to City mitigation activities, and the Stillwater Public
Schools Board will adopt the plan to guide the School district’s actions. Appropriate Action Items and Mitigation
Measures from the plan will be incorporated into the following plans and codes:
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•
•
•
•
•

Capital Improvements Plan and planning process
City of Stillwater Building Code
Stillwater, Stillwater Public Schools Emergency Operations Plan
City of Stillwater Comprehensive Plan
Stillwater Public Schools Bond Package

The Committee will oversee the implementation of this plan once adopted. The process to include the adopted
Mitigation Measures into other local planning mechanisms includes the following:
1. Mitigation Measures will be assigned to the appropriate departments for planning and implementation.
2. The responsible departments will report the progress made on each measure, identifying successes and
impediments to their implementation to the Committee.
To be included on the following pages of this chapter are the Resolution of Adoption of the City of Stillwater:
1. Stillwater City Council
2. Stillwater Public Schools Board
The Stillwater 2030 C3 Comprehensive Plan directly incorporated the previous hazard mitigation plan into its text
and goals. Recommended solutions from the ongoing Stormwater Master Plan will be included in future updates
of the Hazard Mitigation Plan and prioritized in the Capital Improvements Plan. Risks and vulnerabilities identified
in the 2015 hazard mitigation plan were reviewed and incorporated into the annual updates of the Stillwater
Emergency Operations Plan and School Emergency Action Plans. No other integration occurred during the update
period.
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Appendix A Critical Facilities
The following list of critical facilities were mapped and their vulnerabilities to individual hazards
assessed.
Name

Address

Facility Type

Stillwater Police Station

701 S Lewis St

Police Department

Stillwater Fire Station #1

1510 S Main St

Fire Department

Stillwater Fire Station #2

600 W University Ave

Fire Department

Stillwater Fire Station #3

416 E Lakeview Rd

Fire Department

Stillwater Fire Station #4

4501 W 19th Ave

Fire Department

Stillwater Regional Airport

2020-1 W Airport Rd

Airport

Stillwater Medical Center

1323 W 6th Ave

Hospital

AMC Urgent Care Plus of
Stillwater

1909 W 6th Ave B

Hospital

Payne County Courthouse

315 W 6th Ave #202

County Resource

Payne County Sheriff

606 S Husband St #106

County Resource

City of Stillwater Community
Center

315 W 8th Ave

City Resource

Stillwater Wastewater
Treatment Plant

2520 S Brush Creek Rd

Water Treatment

Oklahoma State University
Water Treatment Plant

226 S Pioneer St

Water Treatment

Stillwater Public Works

701 E 12th Ave

City Resource
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Name

Address

Facility Type

Stillwater Electric Utility

411 E 3rd Ave

Public Utility

Stillwater City Hall and EOC

723 S Lewis St

City Resource

Stillwater Water & Wastewater

3015 N Airport Industrial Access Rd

Water Treatment

Stillwater Public Schools

314 S Lewis St

School

Stillwater Public Works

723 S Lewis St

City Resource

Gallagher-Iba Arena

200 Athletic Center

OSU Resource

Payne County Health
Department

1321 W 7th Ave

County Resource

Boomer Lake Station

1 Boomer Lake Station Dr

Public Utility

Airport Fire Station and
Alternative EOC

2020-1 W Airport Rd

Fire Department

Stillwater Fleet Maintenance

505 E 3rd Ave

City Resource

Stillwater Public Library

1107 S Duck St

City Resource

Stillwater Water Plant

1022 W Yost Rd

Water Supply
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Appendix B Status of 2015
Mitigation Measures

The following table summarizes the status of the 2015 Mitigation Measures. The column, 2020
Status provides information on the previous measures’ status in the 2020 Plan Update. Continue
means the measure is present in the 2020 update, largely unchanged. Combined with Action means
the Measure is deemed redundant with another measure and combined with it. Delete means the
status was found to be irrelevant in the 2020 Update and has been removed. The Planning
Committee determined the status at the January 8, 2020 workshop.

Action

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8

Measure
Develop an all-hazard public information, education, and
awareness strategy and program that provides the public
with information on hazards, mitigation, preparation, and
response topics, including the importance of family
disaster plan and supply kits. Ensure that vulnerable and
functional needs populations are reached.
Continue distribution centers in local libraries,
government facilities, and other public buildings where
information and safety guidance on natural and manmade hazards can be provided to citizens.
Identify and maintain a list of resources to provide foreign
language interpreters.
Provide public and builder awareness on hazards and
appropriate mitigation strategies for strengthening homes
and other structures against hazards.
Continue educational programs for jurisdiction employees
to recognize and render assistance for symptoms of lifethreatening emergencies.
Develop a coordinated Emergency Response and
Operations Procedures Plan and coordinate developed
plan with the Public Schools Emergency Operations Plan.
Continue to work with agencies to identify and respond to
vulnerable and special needs populations within the
jurisdiction, and develop and refine a voluntary inventory
of these special needs populations requiring special
assistance in the event of a disaster.
Develop a "Helping Your Neighbors" (or similarly titled)
program through the school system to encourage children
to think of people who require special assistance (e.g.,
elders, infants, and persons with disabilities) during
severe weather conditions.

2020 Status
Continue, combined with
other education measures
into Action 1.

Combined into Action 1
Delete
Combine with Action 1
Combine with Action 1
Continue.

Continue

Combine with Action 1
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Action
9
10

11

12

13

14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22

Measure

2020 Status

Highly encourage the installation of street addresses on
all buildings and curbs
Assist in the development, review, update and/or testing
of site emergency plans for schools, government
buildings, hospital and businesses.
Institute Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP) within
local utilities, government departments and social service
agencies so that operations during and after an
emergency incident are still accessible and operable.
Develop/Review/Update the Emergency Back-up
Generator Hazard Mitigation Plan Annex to the MultiHazard Mitigation Plan for the community, assessing and
prioritizing generator needs for critical public facilities.
Assessment should include emergency generator needs,
costs of installation for pads and/or transfer panels only,
or for complete generator assembly installations.
Based on the results of the Emergency Back-up Generator
Hazard Mitigation Plan Annex, provide wiring and transfer
switches to accommodate emergency generators during
disaster power outages for critical facilities, lift stations,
and structures used for emergency shelters.
Develop and assess a contingency plan for responding to
massive power outage due to severe storms and overload
demands. Acquire equipment plan calls for.

Delete

Develop / Review / Update the Debris Management Plan.

Delete

Continue to bury municipal utility overhead electric power
lines. Priorities to include feeders to critical facilities and
secondary lines in neighborhoods with mature trees.
Continue upgrading and maintaining community-wide
outdoor omnidirectional voice/siren warning systems for
new and developing areas.
Develop and implement a plan to provide sufficient water
and water pressure for fire fighting by replacing
inadequately sized water lines and/or installing a water
booster near the water tower and by developing a
secondary water supply system.
Perform tornado, high wind, and earthquake evaluations
of schools to determine the best ways to retrofit or
remodel buildings to make them more disaster resistant.

Reword, add language to
harden utility lines

Install safe-rooms in existing and new schools.

Continue

Evaluate potential employee shelters/safe rooms at
public critical facilities that do not already have one.
Maintain and upgrade voluntary GIS shelter registration
program to rescue potentially trapped storm victims.

Continue

Delete
Reword, develop COOP for
City and provide educate
businesses

Delete

Reword, combined with
other actions to create a
single generator action
item. (Action 5)
Delete

Reword

Reword to discuss parallel
water supply system

Delete

Delete
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Action
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

32

33

34

35

36

Measure
Implement a program that encourages residents and
contractors to choose appropriate trees near power lines
and that discourages the placement of fast growing trees
within utility line rights-of-way.
When replaced, install break resistant glass in
government offices and critical facilities, including
schools.
Continue to enhance and incorporate warning and
evacuation plans and systems for areas at risk from dam
failure or large release flooding.
Maintain natural and beneficial functions of streams and
floodplains.
Work with OSU to bring Lake Carl Blackwell Dam up to
current design and safety standards.
Review and update methods of limiting construction in
flood prone or dam inundation areas.
Install, Replace, or Upgrade existing water level
monitoring systems in area creeks.
Develop a fire emergency plan that assures access by fire
vehicles to all areas included in the rural/urban interface
fire danger area.
Replace/continue replacing inadequately sized hydrants
& water mains/lines with sufficient size hydrants & water
lines to provide proper fire protection to annexed and
existing areas.
Review profiles of who lives or works in the floodway
below a high hazard dam. Prepare and distribute public
information document informing them of that risk
associated with dam failure inundation areas.
Include measures to promote effective use of regulated
downstream areas from dams to facilitate beneficial uses
of the property for Park, Recreation, and Wildlife
Management.
Annually and after a 100-year flood event, perform
inspections of all identified dams, condition of spillways,
etc., and keep Emergency Action Plans up-to-date and on
file at OWRB and local offices.
Using water main leak detection survey teams followed by
repair and replacement as necessary to reduce water
system losses.
Develop a public information program designed to
communicate the potential severity of a drought, and the
appropriate responses by the local population, including
voluntary water conservation measures the public can
take.

2020 Status
Delete

Reword
Continue
Continue
Continue
Continue
Continue
Delete

Delete

Reword

Delete

Delete

Delete

Delete
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Action
37
38
39
40

41

42
43
44

45

46

47

48
49

Measure
Develop water conservations programs, including public
information and education, rate structures and
implementation.
Work with County Extension Offices and others to develop
information on drought tolerant grass varieties and
xeriscapes.
Identify, evaluate, and repair critical facilities that show
evidence of or have expansive soils-related damage.
Provide information on landscaping techniques that can
mitigate foundation damage due to expansive soils, such
as xeriscaping, increased drainage, and providing sloping
areas next to a structure.
Develop a Heat Emergency Action Plan/Heat Emergency
Annex to the Emergency Operations Plans for the
jurisdiction that identifies cooling shelters and methods
for informing the public when they are open.
Continue and increase education of outdoor workers and
other at-risk populations on the signs and symptoms of
heat-related illnesses and steps that are available to
prevent or respond to such.
Continue a jurisdiction-wide household pollutant
collection program.
Distribute information identifying hazardous materials
and educate the general public on proper disposal of
chemicals and automotive fluids.
Identify populations around potential fixed-site hazmat
hazards, and distribute information and materials to
support "Shelter-in-Place" actions among home and
business owners.
Continue to control erosion during development with
vegetation or sediment capture, reducing sedimentation
which may fill in channels and lakes, reducing their ability
to carry or store floodwaters. Also, continue to develop
and enforce dumping regulation
Continue to utilize staff training and include appropriate
native vegetation along stream and river banks that resist
erosion, possibly "retrofitting" the shoreline with willow
cuttings, wetland plants, or rolls of landscape material
until the bank can be stabilized by plant roots.
Implement volunteer program to clean local streams of
debris and waste.
Maintain habitat for flora and fauna and include
recreation opportunities (such as off street hiking and
biking trails) in flood control projects.

2020 Status
Continue
Delete
Delete
Delete

Delete

Delete
Delete
Combine with Action 1

Combine with Action 1

Continue

Delete

Continue
Continue

A-4

Action

50

51
52

53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60

61

62
63

Measure

2020 Status

Prepare a comprehensive basin-wide Flood & Drainage
Annex to the Hazard Mitigation Plan for all watersheds
within the jurisdiction. The plan should identify all flooding Reword
problems within the jurisdiction, and recommend the
most cost-effective and political acceptable solutions.
Continue to evaluate appropriate mitigation measures for Combine with #50 into
Action #21.
structures located in the floodplain.
After a Master Drainage Plan is in place, reinstate a Feein-Lieu of On-Site Detention Ordinance.
Amend floodplain regulations to require that new or
redeveloped Critical Facilities be elevated or flood-proofed
to the 500-year flood elevation, be provided access above
the 500-year flood elevation, and that proposed
hazardous material sites to be taken to the Floodplain
Board for approvalon a case-by-case basis.
Continue to acquire accurate or verify accuracy of existing
flood plain maps.
Determine the feasibility of increasing the stormwater
utility fee to fund maintenance of creeks, streams and
small drainage projects.
Identify and implement ways of securing and elevating
important equipment inside a building located in a
floodplain.
Inventory inadequate public bridges and create a
replacement program.
Obtain elevation certificates for pre-FIRM homes located
in the floodplain.
Based on project needs, prepare elevation certificates for
floodplain candidate properties for acquisition with
positive benefit/cost ratios greater than 1.0.
Update US Army Corps of Engineers hydrology and
hydraulics study for local creeks with Master Drainage
Plans.
Acquire and remove floodplain and repetitive loss
properties where the community’s Repetitive Loss Plan
and Flood & Drainage Annex to the Hazard Mitigation Plan
identify acquisition as the most cost-effective and
desirable mitigation measure.
Implement structural and non-structural flood mitigation
measures for flood-prone properties, as recommended in
the Master Drainage Plan.
Continue to develop and distribute flood and flash flood
safety tips to inform citizens of the dangers of flood
waters.

Reword to make more
flexible

Delete

Delete
Continue
Continue
Delete
Continue
Delete
Delete

Continue

Continue
Education

A-5

Action

64

65
66
67
68
69

Measure
Inform floodplain residents of the availability of flood
insurance to eligible National Flood Insurance Program
communities and of flood proofing and flood mitigation
alternatives, such as elevation of structure or utilities,
diking, etc.
Construct a flood mitigation project in Babcock Basin,
consisting of channelization and culvert replacement.
Construct regional detention ponds to compensate for
future urban development in accordance with the Master
Drainage Plans.
Continue to reduce and eliminate storm-water infiltration
and inflow (I&I) into the sanitary sewer system.
Continue to maintain culverts to adequately allow
stormwater drainage.
Provide hail-resistant measures/materials to protect
existing public infrastructure improvements.

2020 Status
Continue

Reword to generalize
Continue
Continue
reword, remove adequately
Continue

Install lightning protection for critical facilities.

delete

Provide lightning notification systems for outdoor sports
areas, pools, golf courses, parks, and sports fields.
Upgrade communities’ equipment and vehicles for
combating ice storm damage/adverse impact to public
infrastructure.
Provide technical assistance in obtaining grants for storm
shelters/safe rooms in volunteer mobile home parks.
Educate citizens on the FEMA standards for storm
shelters.
Continue the fire department smoke detector program
and battery replacement program.
Develop a public education project addressing the
advantages of individual fire suppression in residences,
including fire extinguishers.

delete

77

Continue to implement the Firewise program and renew
Firewise Community certification. (www.firewise.org).

Combine with 78 into
Action 35

78

Develop a plan to and provide/maintain defensible space
around structures vulnerable to wildfires.

Combine with 77 into
Action 35

70
71
72
73
74
75
76

79

80

delete
Reword
delete
Continue
delete

Implement a mass messaging system that can be used to
delete
deliver alerts related to school closings and instructions
during emergencies.
Create, Maintain, and, Update expansive soil maps to
provide detailed information on the geographic extent of
delete
the hazard and support code measures that require
mitigating construction techniques and technologies.
A-6

